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INTRODUCTION

O
utreach is for everyone! do you believe that? 

not many women believe that they can do 

outreach . But you can . methods of evange-

lism come in many different sizes and shapes . there’s 

public evangelism and some are called to this method . 

there’s small Group evangelism, seminar style evange-

lism and even plant a seed evangelism . But the one I love 

the best is friendship evangelism because this method 

has as many different forms as there are people . In this 

manual you will find information on all these methods 

and more . It’s not one size fits all; but we are confident 

that you will find a size that will fit you and through you 

God will win a precious soul to His kingdom . outreach is 

for every christian, and that includes you, my sister . 

General conference Women’s ministries director

general ConFerenCe oF seventH-DaY aDventists - women’s ministries
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CHAPTER 1
OUR GOspel COmmissiOn

cHrIst’s metHod alone WIll GIve true success In reacHInG tHe people .  
tHe savIour mInGled WItH men as one WHo desIred tHeIr Good . He sHoWed 

HIs sympatHy for tHem, mInIstered to tHeIr needs, and Won tHeIr confIdence . 
tHen He Bade tHem, ‘folloW me’ .

The MinisTry of healing, p . 143 . 

vIsItatIon . tent meetInGs . Bible studies . public evangelism . small group seminars . Why do we hold these 
events? Is there a compelling reason to share the gospel with others? absolutely! our commission is from 
Jesus, our saviour and our example . 

and Jesus came and spoke unto them saying, “all power is given unto me in heaven and in earth . Go 
ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the father, and of the son and of 
the Holy Ghost; teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you:  and, lo, I 
am with you always, even unto the end of the world .” (matt . 28:18-20 KJv)

the mandate is right here . not only must we invite people to come to us but we must also go where they are . 
and what are we to do? We are to teach all nations, preach to every creature, “baptizing them in the name of 
the father, son and Holy Ghost .” He has charged us with a wonderful responsibility, the opportunity to work 
together with Him, teaching others “to observe all things” that we have learned of Him .

and the promise is there . He will be with us! Hold on to His promise . His presence is our encouragement, our 
help, our source of strength and power . He, more than we can ever fathom, has a heart for the lost and has 
given His all to offer salvation to the people we are seeking to reach .

But let us not go, or teach, or preach without the promised power—the Holy spirit, who will fit us and enable 
us to fulfill this great commission . remember to ask for, prepare for and expect to receive this gift . Be inten-
tional in spending time in preparation for the reception of the spirit . Before starting to plan for evangelism, 
invite a group of women to pray with you, asking the Holy spirit to use you and each of the women working 
with you . pray often, as together you prepare and conduct small groups, seminars, Bible studies, and evan-
gelistic meetings, and later as you follow up the interests and disciple the new believers .

We must ask for the outpouring of the Holy spirit . We do not use the Holy spirit; He uses us to accomplish 
that which we would be absolutely unable to do of ourselves . He will prepare the hearts of the people . He 
will convict them of truth . Without the spirit, we will fail . God gives His gift now to those consecrated ones 
who are willing to go out and fulfill the great commission . many long to hear the good news of the Gospel . 
We can reach them . 

yes, we as women can reach them . When the Holy spirit empowers us to share God’s love and grace, He will 
also lead in our plans and will prepare hearts to hear the gospel we share .
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God Calls Women to evanGelism

do we hesitate to heed the call of the Holy spirit because we are women? Is the gospel commission given 
to men only? are not women, youth and even children sharing God’s Word with thirsting souls in many 
places?

today, women in many parts of the globe are discovering their talent for evangelism and are reaching the 
world for christ . could more of us participate in public evangelism? can we possibly lead or assist in small 
groups, seminars or evangelistic meetings? can we befriend our neighbors, work associates, and others, find-
ing opportunities to lead them to christ? can we then nurture them as new believers?

We can proclaim the wonderful message of God’s love . We can help to hasten the coming of our lord and 
saviour .

yes, women are leading women and men to christ—in small villages and large cities around the world . they 
are starting small groups, leading seminars, and preaching at evangelistic meetings . new churches have been 
started, new people groups reached . not merely a few here and a few there, but many thousands have been 
reached by women and have been baptized . 

does God call women to share the Good news of salvation? definitely! God wants all of His disciples, both 
men and women, to be involved in evangelism . He did not call only men to preach and teach . He calls all His 
disciples to evangelize the furthest reaches of the globe . 

across the world, the birth rate is much higher than our rate of reaching people for christ . If we continue 
as we have, it will be impossible to warn the world of christ’s soon coming . If we depend on just ministers 
and pastors to finish this work, it will never happen . We must join hands—men and women, laity and clergy, 
children and youth—to evangelize the world . through the power of the Holy spirit, we must work together 
to reach the lost .

ellen White says, 

WHen a Great and decIsIve WorK Is to Be done, God cHooses men and Women  
to do tHIs WorK, and It WIll feel tHe loss If tHe talents of BotH are not comBIned .

evangelisM, p . 469

at times we may ask ourselves whether there are some groups whom women especially are able to reach . 
one answer is anyone with whom we come in contact, including…

our families . there are many non-christians in our own families who need to be reached . sometimes •	
we try to reach people in far off places, forgetting there are people right in our own homes who need 
to know Jesus .
our neighbors . many can be reached with simple acts of kindness and friendship .•	
the men in our lives . our husbands, our sons, our neighbors, our work associates—all may be candi-•	
dates for gentle, personal evangelism .
the youth . the ones in our church or our neighborhood; the youth who are at risk; those who need •	
love, guidance, training and mentoring .
the elderly . those in need of kind, loving words and help; the lonely; the ones who have gradually lost •	
their whole network of friends and relatives .
and especially women . the young women who need mentors in adjusting to new families and hus-•	
bands; ones who need a listening, accepting ear and words of encouragement; women new to the 
community; single mothers; women struggling with sin who are searching for God . Women in our 
own neighborhoods, in the beauty shops, in the stores, at work . many of these women are longing for 
something better . 
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God has gifted many of the women of our church with 
wonderful people skills—skills that can help them reach 
people’s hearts . some have already been able through the 
Holy spirit to lovingly, tactfully lead people to Jesus .

Women have many spiritual gifts; they can use these God-
given talents in evangelism in their communities . God has 
gifted each of us with spiritual gifts and natural talents; 
each gift can be dedicated to reaching people through 
evangelism . (for additional quotations from ellen G . 
White, see appendix a .)

another aspect of evangelism to consider is what it is that 
women can do that men, trained to do ministry and evan-
gelism, may be poorly equipped for .

In addition to presenting the great truths of the Bible, 
women can listen and provide counsel about many fam-
ily and personal matters . there are often topics a woman 
may be hesitant to discuss with men, such as their family 

problems, their heartaches, and even abuse . God-fearing women who may have gone through similar trials, 
who have compassion and experience in meeting problems with the lord at their side can listen, pray with 
and for them, and when the time is right gently point them to the savior who will walk with them through 
their heartaches . 

many women have been trained professionally to counsel and to deal with crises . these women could also 
train lay people in dealing with some common problems . perhaps these professionals could even offer free 
or low cost clinics to assist some of those who need more help, especially if such assistance is not available 
in the community . 

By now you are no doubt thinking of more ways women can minister to the needs of other women; ways 
that may not be possible for men to reach them . prayerfully try a few of your ideas and become a blessing 
to your community . 

PuttinG Gifts to Work

especially in pre-evangelistic programs and ministries, women are often most successful in reaching out to 
women . However, in public evangelism, women speakers seem to be just as successful as men in reaching 
both men and women . 

In planning outreach and pre-evangelistic endeavors, you may want to consider major concerns of women 
in your community . some of the most critical issues that face women world-wide are these:  illiteracy, abuse, 
health risks, poverty, workload/hours, and lack of mentoring/training . the General conference Women’s min-
istries identifies these as the six critical Issues for women . By studying your community and by surveying the 
women you wish to minster to, you can discover their most pressing needs . after considering your resources, 
you can decide how you can best minister to them .

If you are a Women’s ministries leader or someone hoping to begin women’s evangelism, as soon as pos-
sible begin training women to lead out in women’s activities and for personal witness . as much as possible, 
include the women themselves in the planning . 

remember that a variety of gifts and talents will be needed for successful evangelism teams . encourage 
women who display many different gifts to join you in developing evangelistic outreach for your community . 
value and affirm the vivacious, never-met-a-stranger types and the quiet, faithful prayer warriors . together 
seek the leading of the Holy spirit . then go forth in faith to fulfill the Gospel commission .

sisters, we may do a noble work for 
God if we will . Woman does not know 
her power . God did not intend that her 
capabilities should be all absorbed in 
questioning:  What shall I eat? what 

shall I drink? and wherewithal shall I be 
clothed? there is a higher purpose for 
woman, a grander destiny . she should 
develop and cultivate her powers, for 

God can employ them in the great work 
of saving souls from eternal ruin .

Testimonies, vol . 4, p . 642 . 
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directions:  fill in the blanks in the quotations below and answer the questions in the spaces provided .

1 . “christ’s method alone will give_______________________________ in reaching the people . the saviour 
________________________ with men as one who desired their good . He showed________________________ 
for them, ministered to ________________________, and won ____________________________ . then He bade 
them, ‘___________________________’ .” The Ministry of healing, p . 143 . 

2 . visitation . tent meetings . Bible studies . public evangelism . small groups . Why do we hold these events? 
What is our reason for sharing the gospel?
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________

3 . does God call women to evangelism? does the following text answer this question? explain .
“and Jesus came and spake unto them saying, ‘all power is given unto me in heaven and in earth . Go ye 
therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the father, and of the son and of the Holy 
Ghost; teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you .’” (matt . 28:18-20 KJv)
________________________________________________________________________________________________

4 . We may ask ourselves whether there are some groups whom women especially are able to reach . list 5 or 
more groups you feel can be reached effectively by women . 
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

5 . In planning outreach endeavors, it is wise to consider major concerns of women in your community . the 
General conference Women’s ministries has identified six critical Issues for women worldwide . list these 6 
needs? 

__________________________________________________1. 

__________________________________________________2. 

__________________________________________________3. 

__________________________________________________4. 

__________________________________________________5. 

__________________________________________________6. 

study your community and survey the women you wish to minster to . discover their most pressing needs, 
and consider your resources as you decide which needs you can best meet .

6 . Women have many spiritual gifts; they can use these God-given talents in evangelism in their communities . 
as you plan evangelistic events, remember the following points .

a variety of gifts and talents will be needed for successful evangelism teams . •	
encourage women who display many different gifts to join you in developing evangelistic outreach for •	

your community . 
value and affirm the vivacious, never-met-a-stranger types as well as the quiet, faithful prayer warriors . •	
together seek the leading of the Holy spirit . then go forth in faith to fulfill the Gospel commission .•	

Handout
ChapteR 1. OUR GOspel COmmissiOn
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CHAPTER 2
pRepaRinG the ChURCh

personal effort for otHers sHould Be preceded By mucH secret prayer; 
for It requIres Great WIsdom to understand tHe scIence of savInG souls . 

Before communIcatInG WItH [otHers], commune WItH cHrIst . at tHe tHrone of 
Heavenly Grace oBtaIn a preparatIon for mInIsterInG to tHe people .

ChrisT’s objeCT lessons, p . 149

Personal PreParation

Both the church and the individuals leading an evangelistic series need to be prepared personally . certainly, 
the leaders will need to prepare themselves before they can expect to lead the church in reaching out and 
bringing others to christ .

How does one prepare? make sure that you have a strong relationship with christ . spend quality time with 
Him each day and especially on sabbath . this includes time in prayer and Bible study . study and pray with 
one purpose in mind—to know what God is really like, what His character is like . as you get to know Him 
better, you will want to become like Him . and He will answer your prayer that you become like Him .

It is essential that you make a radical commitment to christ in order to reach the world for Him . He will give 
you a compassion for the lost and will give you the boldness to follow His mandates .

We will never be successful in soul winning without the guidance and infilling of the Holy spirit . our greatest 
need is for the spirit . He is the one who will fit us for this great work . It is He who will prepare the minds 
of the people in the community for spiritual things . He will also fill us with the attributes of His character, 
enabling us to lead others to christ . furthermore, the Holy spirit will promote unity among us . this must be 
our most urgent petition . and He has promised that He will hear our prayers . 

the Holy spirit is given to bring to our remembrance the words and works of christ, spoken for 
the salvation of the soul; and if this spirit were recognized and appreciated, spiritual life would 
increase one hundred-fold . But many do not choose to remember . . . . 
God bears long with them, and His spirit is constantly employed to bring spiritual things to 
their remembrance, that subjects of vital importance may find a lodgment in their hearts . the 
spirit takes of the things of God, and presents them to the mind . 
constantly the mind is given glimpses of God . If men listen for the voice of God, these spiritual 
impressions become more and more frequent, and extend from one to another till the leaven 
seems to go through the whole church . a divine presence hovers over the people, and a revival 
is the result . souls are converted . the sympathies and energies of the people are enlisted on the 
side of the truth . God works in them, to will and to do of his good-pleasure, breaking the spell 
of the world, and engrossing the thoughts with subjects of eternal interest . (ellen G . White, 
“the Way, the truth, and the life,” signs of the Times, no . 3, January 20, 1898 .)
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PreParatory retreats and Prayer GrouPs

a variety of programs is available to help the church prepare for evangelistic meetings—to prepare spiritu-
ally, prepare to witness, and prepare to become involved . some call for long range planning and funding; 
others can be implemented immediately at no cost .

retreats. one wonderful source of revival is a spiritual retreat—a time when the church can gather to 
pray and fellowship together at a relaxing, lovely place where they can be together with God . However, 
sometimes because of circumstances the retreat may have to be held at the church . It can still be a time of 
spiritual unity .

If the planned evangelistic event is to be held by women for women in the community, it would be wonder-
ful to have a women’s retreat to prepare for revival among the women . If the retreat is conducted in the 
right spirit and the women are encouraged to seek for a revival, great good can be accomplished . excellent 
guidelines for organizing a retreat are available at www .adventsource .org and from your Women’s minis-
tries department, or the General conference Women’s ministries department, www .adventistwomensmin-
istries .org

elements of a Good retreat .
Have a good speaker, a spirit-filled person who can inspire •	
and lead in revival .
allow Bible study time, relational or inductive Bible study . •	
Include inspirational group singing .•	
schedule time for prayer . encourage conversational prayer . •	
people can pray short, earnest, one-sentence prayers . even 
songs can be prayers . Be sure the group is close enough 
together to hear each prayer .
do not pack the schedule so there is no time for private •	
prayer and reflection, and for the Holy spirit to work .

Prayer ConferenCe/retreat. an excellent alternative to a 
retreat is a prayer conference . resources are available in most 
divisions . contact your Women’s ministries leaders for informa-
tion .

Prayer and fastinG. people can gather to pray rather than 
eating a heavy meal together . If they do eat, keep it light so the 
brain will not be dulled by overeating . sometimes our thinking 
is clearer and more focused if we fast . However, let us remember 
paul’s counsel that we should not condemn either those who 
fast or those who don’t .

you may wish to suggest the following as subjects for prayer .
encourage the people to pray for themselves and their own •	
spiritual lives .
Invite them to pray for their family, church members, friends and neighbors .•	
most important, encourage them to pray for the unchurched whom they know, ones who have left God •	
and need to return, those searching for God in all the wrong ways, those who are lost and don’t know 
it, all those for whom Jesus died .

Prayer Chain. this is a good way to bring prayer needs before church members . one person calls one or 
more persons with a prayer need and then asks them to call others until all church members are praying for 
that need . 

to organize the prayer chain, one person is designated as the contact point . she will have two to four others 
she calls . each of them will call three or four others until everyone is contacted . thus no one makes more 
than a few calls . 

six weeks before opening night 
the church is organized into small 

groups to pray together during the 
church service . this plan, which 
includes home visitation among 
members, prayer commitment 

cards, and printed invitations to 
the opening night lecture, has 
helped thousands of members 

bring their friends to the meetings . 
members, who have had their 

friends accept invitations to the 
crusade, share personal testimonies 

each sabbath on how God has 
answered their prayers . 

dan and Gloria Bentzinger, Prayer 
Power in evangelism, a .e .a .’s file of 

tips & resources
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It is good to organize a prayer chain weeks before the evangelistic series is to begin in order to pray for the 
planning and for those to be invited . It will be a blessing to continue the prayer chain during and after the 
meetings . new members will have many challenges for which prayer would be appropriate .

Prayer Walks. prayer walking is an excellent way for members not 
only to pray for the community, but to meet people in their homes in 
a non-threatening way . to make the program successful:

encourage all who have committed to pray to meet with the •	
leader for ten minutes each week after the church service . Have 
conversational, short prayers directed toward the winning of 
souls through the evangelistic meeting .
this same group can meet once a month for one hour of con-•	
versational prayer .
In preparation for the meetings, each member of this group will •	
be encouraged to select a block of the city, and then silently (or 
praying aloud in groups of two) walk up and down the block 
praying for each home .
after prayer walking for at least a month, the walkers may hang •	
prayer request cards on the doorknobs of their block . they then 
return to pick them up and pray specifically for the requests 
listed .
If they feel comfortable, they might knock on the door rath-•	
er than leaving the card and simply explain they are from the 
adventist church, praying for people in their community and 
wonder if they have any requests . (this way of working is more 
effective, but the other is available for those who are uncomfortable knocking on doors) .
after praying for these requests for two weeks, they should knock on the doors of those homes to let •	
people know they have been praying for them . they may want to check back at least once a month to 
let people know they are still being prayed for .
those who are interested in prayer could be invited to join a community prayer group .•	
the week before the meetings begin, the members who have been praying should knock on the doors •	
of the people they have been praying for and visiting each month and give them a flyer (or perhaps a 
video if available) inviting them to the meetings .

Prayer GrouP. organizing people to pray in groups for others can make a difference in their lives and the 
lives of the people they are praying for . Women’s prayer groups are especially effective in praying for the 
needs and the salvation of the people in the community . 

for a prayer group, it is nice to have several books on prayer, or some portion of the Bible to read, but more 
important than merely reading books on how to pray is spending most of the time in prayer . Here are some 
ideas for a prayer group:

Have a short preparatory Bible study on prayer•	
together, read short passages from books on prayer•	
make lists of things to pray for •	
Have prayer partners . call daily or weekly to pray for each other and for those in the community•	
remember to pray for others in the community . avoid centering prayer around our own immediate •	
concerns

avoidinG Burnout

as you work under the pressure of an evangelistic program and its deadlines, it is important to keep balance 
in your life . make sure that you have time for proper diet, exercise and time with your family . this is impor-
tant because you will need to be in good health when facing the stress of an evangelistic series .

resourCes:  appendix B has a survey form to learn which church members are interested in helping with 
an evangelistic program . modify the form to match the tasks needed .

We enlIst people from 
near and far to pray for 
our meetInGs, especIally 
If We KnoW of someone 

tHat tHe lord Has Blessed 
to Be a prayer WarrIor . 

We Have seen a dIfference 
sInce We Have recruIted 

otHers In all places 
to pray for us and tHe 

meetInGs .

cyntHIa and russell BurrIll
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Handout
ChapteR 2. pRepaRinG the ChURCh
directions:  fill in the blanks in the quotations below and answer the questions in the spaces provided .

1 . “personal effort for others should be preceded by much _________________; for it requires __________________ 
to understand the science of saving souls . Before communicating with men, __________________________ . at the 
throne of heavenly grace obtain a preparation for ministering to the people .” Christ’s object lessons, p . 149

2 . personal preparation . Both the church and the individuals leading an evangelistic series need to be prepared 
personally . certainly, the leaders will need to prepare themselves before they can expect to lead the church in 
reaching out and bringing others to christ .

HoW does one prepare? 
make sure that you have a strong relationship with christ . spend quality time •	

with Him each day and especially on sabbath . 
this includes time in prayer and Bible study . study and pray with one purpose •	

in mind—to know what God is really like, what His character is like . 
as you get to know Him better, you will want to become like Him . and He will •	

answer your prayer that you become like Him .

We will never be successful in soul winning without the guidance and infilling of the Holy spirit . our greatest 
need is for the spirit . He is the one who will fit us for this great work .

3 . preparatory retreats and prayer Groups . a variety of programs is available to help the church prepare for 
evangelistic meetings—to prepare spiritually, prepare to witness, and prepare to become involved . Give a brief 
description of each of the following .

retreats _________1 . ___________________________________________________________________________

prayer conference/retreat ____________________________________________________________________2 . 

prayer and fasting ___________________________________________________________________________3 . 

prayer chain ________________________________________________________________________________4 . 

prayer Walks ________________________________________________________________________________5 . 

prayer Groups _______6 . ________________________________________________________________________

4 . If the planned evangelistic event is to be held by women for women in the community, it would be wonderful 
to have a women’s retreat to prepare for revival among the women . excellent guidelines for organizing a retreat 
are available at www .adventsource .org and from the General conference Women’s ministries department, 
www .adventistwomensministries .org

5 . avoiding Burnout . as you work under the pressure of an evangelistic program and its deadlines, it is important 
to keep balance in your life . this is important because you will need to be in good health when facing the stress 
of an evangelistic series . Be sure you make time for
________________________________________________________________________________________________

6 . for meditation . as I consider the importance of sharing the Good news of salvation, what are some specific 
ways I can prepare to take part in evangelism? 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

It is essential to make 
a radical commitment 
to christ in order to 
reach the world for 

Him .
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CHAPTER 3
pRepaRinG the COmmUnity

tHe lord Has a WorK for Women as Well as for men . tHey may taKe tHeIr 
places In HIs WorK at tHIs crIsIs, and He WIll WorK tHrouGH tHem . If tHey 

are ImBued WItH a sense of tHeIr duty, and laBor under tHe Influence of tHe 
Holy spIrIt, tHey WIll Have Just tHe self-possessIon requIred for tHIs tIme . 

tHe savIour WIll reflect upon tHese self-sacrIfIcInG Women tHe lIGHt of HIs 
countenance, and WIll GIve tHem a poWer tHat exceeds tHat of men . tHey 
can do In famIlIes a WorK tHat men cannot do, a WorK tHat reacHes tHe 

Inner lIfe . tHey can come close to tHe Hearts of tHose WHom men cannot 
reacH . tHeIr laBor Is needed .

review and herald, auG . 26, 1902 .

one of tHe most Important aspects of a successful evangelistic program is proper groundwork . no matter 
how well you conduct a campaign, it will not be successful if good preparation in the community has not been 
made first . In your community, church members must create an interest in the church and its programs .  It is 
important to form personal friendships so people will want to attend .  the Women’s ministries department 
can be involved in developing these contacts as well in conducting the evangelistic meetings themselves .

not all Women’s ministries meetings have to be evangelistic meetings, but all meetings should have an 
evangelistic purpose . In other words, you can, and should, plan a wide variety of programs that appeal to 
various groups of women . But these meetings should have the dual function of meeting community needs and 
building friendships . Be warm and welcoming . make friends . then when you hold evangelistic meetings, you 
will be inviting friends . they will know women in the church . Because they are familiar with the church and its 
quality of programs, prejudice will have been broken down . 

In Bible study groups or other informal meetings, allow women an opportunity to share and visit . personal 
relationships are very important to most women . this is an ideal time for the women of the church to establish 
lasting friendships with women who are not church members . as soon as possible, pair a newly interested 
woman with a more mature christian woman for mentoring and friendship . (see titus 2:3-5) .

In deciding on programs that will be of interest to former members and women in the community, think of the 
needs of women in your area . you may want to consider the list the General conference Women’s ministries 
department has identified as the six critical needs women face world wide . these concerns are illiteracy, health 
risks, poverty, abuse, work load, and lack of training/mentoring .

If you are in an area of the world where there is substantial illiteracy, beginning a literacy program, even in the 
church, can be an excellent outreach . you can use the Bible as one of the textbooks, which can lead to religious 
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discussions . If the people are not open to using the Bible, you can still build friendship and trust using other 
materials . In some areas of the world, second language instruction can accomplish the same thing .

you can also build interest with programs that help women understand their bodies—that teach them about 
health, breast cancer, reproduction, menopause, nutrition, cooking, exercise, and other health issues of 
particular concern to women . again, such programs lead to religious questions and build friendships .

“never too late to learn” literaCy ProGram

“never too late to learn” is a program developed by the Women’s ministries (Wm) department 
in the southern asia division (India) . the first adult literacy program, “never too late to learn,” 
was organized in ten centers in the northeastern part of India in 2001 .

this literacy program enables the women to reach out to non-adventists . the prayers offered 
on their behalf for wisdom, healing, abusive husbands, and wayward children; the kindness and 
patience of the facilitators holding their stiff fingers to form a letter of the alphabet; their door to 
door visitation, helping the absentees in their homes, touch the hearts of the learners . the church 
becomes a loving, caring, witnessing church .

other programs addressing these challenge issues would include programs on abuse, financial management, 
stress control, time management, communication, and more . (General conference Women’s ministries leadership 
materials and handbooks give many ideas for such programs . www .adventistwomensministries .org)

survey of Community needs/demoGraPhiCs

an excellent way to decide which programs suit the needs of your community is to do surveys and research . 
Who lives in your community? What do they feel their needs are? What groups make up your community?

there are many things that are helpful to know before you began planning an evangelistic program of any 
kind . some of it you will know if you have lived in the community for any length of time . other things you will 
have to research . If you are new to the community, there are many things you need to learn in order to plan 
outreach events that will appeal to your community .

demoGraPhiCs. you can find out what the community is like 
(population, religious preferences, income, etc .) by learning the de-
mographics of an area . depending on where you live, you may be 
able to get demographic information from 

census studies, or the Institute of church ministry at andrews •	
university1

office of community development•	
local department of commerce•	
local city, university or college libraries •	
adventsource•	 2

survey Community needs. How do you find out the needs in 
your community?

By mingling with people as Jesus mingled .•	
By personal ministry in the homes .•	
By asking the right question: “What do you need?”•	
through research .•	
from interviews with civic leaders . ask them what they see as •	
significant needs in the community and what contribution a 
church organization might make .

1 Berrien springs, michigan, usa 49104
2 see appendix c for information

When planning ways to reach 
the community, you may ask, 

“What do you think is the 
greatest need in our area?” Half 

of what they say will involve 
issues the church cannot do 

anything about, like high prices . 
your objective is to get them 
talking about personal issues 

that the church can reach . 

rick Warren, pastor, saddleback 
church in california
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By asking local community service agencies .•	
By driving in the community noticing housing patterns, physical boundaries, traffic, etc . •	
check out local newspapers . •	
participate in the Welcome Wagon program .•	
community surveys (see appendices d, e, f) •	
Have church members profile or describe the needs of their extended family as well as family, friends, •	
coworkers, or neighbors (but with no names given .)

after you collect enough information, analyze it and honestly consider the potential resources in your church 
and community . then decide what programs and ministries you can realistically implement in the community 
and church .

Community ProGrams and ministries 

there are many ways to meet the needs of the people in our community . the list would be as varied as the 
people in our community and the people available to lead seminars and programs . some of the common 
outreach programs we may think of include:

Health seminars
cooking and nutrition schools•	
stress seminars•	
disease prevention•	
stop smoking programs •	
Weight control•	
community sanitation•	
Heart health•	
aIds prevention and caregiving•	
childhood diseases•	
Women’s health concerns such as breast cancer, osteoporosis,  •	
or reproductive health .

other seminars could cover topics such as 
aging•	
mental health•	
depression and suicide•	
Grief recovery•	
divorce support•	
Growing up in a family with alcoholism, abuse or other trauma•	
self-esteem•	

family matter seminars
child abuse•	
step families•	
single parenting•	
marriage enrichment•	
pre-marriage classes•	
discipline•	
teen challenges•	

self-help seminars
financial management•	
How to pray•	
time management•	
communication•	
second language courses•	

Women’s ministries has 
established six sewing 

centers in pakistan with the 
help of some additional 

funds from adra . In 
addition, they have been 

holding seminars on health, 
education, spiritual growth, 

poverty, etc . 

In madras, tHe soutH 
IndIa unIon, a feW 

Women Have set a Goal 
for tHemselves, to enter 

every Hut to assess 
lIvInG condItIons and to 
teacH aBout cleanlIness 
and proper dIet, sHarInG 

God’s love and even 
supplyInG some WItH 

BasIc food Items . 

souThern asia division 
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many other ministries might be developed to address community needs, depending on the trained personnel 
and resources available .3

aid to adult victims of child abuse•	
establishing alternative schools or private schools•	
child advocate services to represent hurting, abused, and abandoned children in the courts, in foster •	
homes, etc .
coffee houses . places for young people to enjoy a safe, friendly environment•	
computer literacy . teaching underprivileged youth basic computer skills•	
post-incarceration assistance•	
crisis hotlines•	
economic and community development, such as permanent housing programs, microfinance, etc . •	
employment ministries to offer encouragement and training•	
foster homes•	
Health, medical, or dental clinics•	
International student outreach•	
mediation ministry designed to mediate or arbitrate legal disputes or interpersonal conflict, particularly •	
among christians
peer groups and guidance for mothers of preschoolers•	
night ministry designed to provide emergency shelter and meet other needs of people who roam the •	
streets in our large cities at night
ministry to prostitutes, offering safety, friendship and support•	

We need to be continually alert to the changes in our communities . We have to be creative, revising our 
programs to address important community needs .

GuidinG PrinCiPles

as we hold seminars and meet people’s need, key principles •	
will help us be more effective . first, since we are ambassadors 
for christ, we must create within each event or ministry an 
atmosphere of loving concern for people . people are more 
important than programs or ministries .

second, to accomplish this, bathe the seminar or ministry in •	
prayer . pray that the Holy spirit will use you and guide you . pray 
for those you will minister to . and take every opportunity to pray 
with the participants . schedule time also to pray individually and 
corporately with your associates . recruit people in the church 
to pray for you, for those who will attend the seminars, and for 
your team of helpers . Keep the prayer support team informed 
about what is happening and the prayer needs .

Build friendships all along the way . We must make friends with •	
people long before they come into the church, and then continue 
those friendships, whether they join the church or not . We will 
have more people joining us and staying with us if we take the 
time to form lasting friendships . 

Be intentional in helping your members make friends . train them ahead of time, and give them opportunities •	
during the ministries and programs to develop friendships . Having support groups and small groups 
integrated into the seminars makes it easy to form strong friendships .

3 robert e . logan and larry short . Mobilizing Compassion .

In our latest cooKInG scHool, 
We not only Had tHe Best 

lecturers and demonstrators 
We could fInd, We also 

recruIted memBers WItH people 
sKIlls and love for otHers 

to Be Hostesses and Hosts at 
taBles for eIGHt . We traIned 
tHem aHead of tIme In one 

sHort sessIon . some of tHem 
are KeepInG up tHe frIendsHIps 

after Just sIx cooKInG 
sessIons . It made a dIfference 

to Be IntentIonal . 

CynThia and russell burrill
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folloW uP

It is vital that you intentionally follow up seminars and 
ministry with small groups, programs, events at your 
church, and other seminars and ministries . We would be 
more effective in evangelism if we made sure that all our 
ministries and programs were followed up in some way . 
at the end of each seminar, you can tell people about the 
next seminars and enroll them in the activities of interest 
to them .

ResouRces: for more resources for seminars, programs, 
ministries, see appendix c .

PlanninG a Community ProGram

planning a program that builds community interest is 
much like the evangelistic meetings themselves . It takes 
planning, thought, prayer, committees and commitment . 

Here are the necessary planning activities
Gather a planning committee•	
examine available information about the needs in the •	
community
define a target group•	

develop an action plan:•	
  - What are the objectives and goals of the seminars/programs? 
  - What steps need to be taken?
  - develop timelines and a budget

list the personnel needed for the project . Be sure to include•	
  - an audio-visual operator
  - Helpers for set up and tear down
  - cleaning crew for before, during and after the event

recruit volunteers . contact them personally .•	
set up the committees•	
recruit people to pray for every aspect of your ministry•	
set up a phone number to handle registrations and answer questions . staff it with volunteers with good •	
people skills
decide on meeting facilities•	
plan and implement advertising .•	

  - saturate the area with all available and affordable types of media (less advertizing is needed if you  
    are well known in the community .) 

arrange for audio visual equipment•	
develop and arrange for the production of handouts, etc .•	
arrange lodging for out-of-town participants •	
recruit skilled personal ministry specialists •	
registration table: staffed with organized, pleasant volunteers, and materials to distribute•	
refreshments can be provided•	
evaluate . this is essential•	

When I taught a parenting class, I used 
to tell the participants that they might 

need a higher power to help them really 
love their children . that is all I said . one 
parent came up to me during the break 
and told me she had trouble loving her 

child . after I had talked with her a while, 
I found out that she was a christian who 
believed in God . It was easy then to tell 
her about God’s love and how He would 

love her child through her .

cynthia Burrill 
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plan for follow-up of some kind•	
  - small group
  - Invitation by other participants and  
    leader to other events
  - visitation
  - forming friendships
  - names for mailings, magazine subscriptions, etc .

schedule a debriefing session•	

oBtaininG names

one of the most valuable resources you can have for 
successful evangelism is names—names of people who 
can be invited, people who know something about the 
church, people who have attended programs in the 
past . some of these names can be obtained before you 
begin a community project; others can be added as you 
present programs .

sources of names before event begins:
names from church members•	
former members•	
media names, from Breath of life, Hope channel, •	
faith for today, voice of prophecy, la voz de la 
esperanza, voice of Hope, adventist World radio, It 
is Written, and other radio and television programs
pastor’s Bible class•	

sources of names during meetings:
advertising survey cards•	
sermon request cards•	
attendance cards in the Bible•	
response cards•	
registration sheets•	

tiPs on usinG surveys

church members can fill out appendix d to provide names of friends/family who may be interested in your 
outreach . the other two surveys (appendices d, e) will help you find interests in the community .

choose a survey suited to your plans . adapt questions to suit your area . the neighborhood survey helps 
you systematically work through the territory around the church . the community religious survey quickly 
identifies religious interests . 

please be cautious when using a religious survey . Be considerate . try not to overwhelm them with too many 
questions . Be sensitive to any reluctance on the part of the participant . use questions gently . If an answer is 
different than you expected, do not show shock or impatience . never say, “that answer is wrong .” use their 
answer as an opportunity to explore ideas with them .

the women in one michigan church held 
outreach seminars for their community . they 
were delighted at the excellent response . 
“We always had 75 to 80 non-adventists 
attend our cooking schools, but we wanted 
something different,” said the leader .

they formed a committee, planned an 
entire year of outreach seminars, and called 
it “ladies night out .” they covered such 
topics as:

Instruction from an image consultant on •	
how to purchase good looking clothing
Instruction on home organization with •	
nancy van pelt 
a vegetarian tasting extravaganza . 45 •	
women attended; most were visitors
a nurse practitioner spoke on women’s •	
health issues

What were the results of their year-long 
program?

they have names of 75 women in the •	
community on their mailing list for events 
being planned for the community
three women have begun personal •	
Bible studies, and six have requested 
information on healthful living
several of the visitors attend the church •	
on sabbath and/or have attended an 
evangelistic series . 
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directions:  fill in the blanks in the quotations below and answer the questions in the spaces provided .

1 . “the lord has a work ___________________________________________ . they may take their places in His 
work at this crisis, and He will work through them . If they are imbued with a sense of __________________
____________________________________, they will have just the self-possession required for this time . the 
saviour will reflect upon these self-sacrificing women the light of His countenance, and will give them a 
power that exceeds that of men . they can do _____________________a work that men cannot do, a work 
that ______________________________ . they can come close to the hearts of those whom men cannot reach . 
their labor is needed .” review and herald, aug . 26, 1902 .

one of the most important aspects of a successful evangelistic program is proper groundwork . no matter 
how well you conduct a campaign, it will not be successful if good preparation in the community has not 
been made first .

2 . not all Women’s ministries meeting have to be evangelistic meetings, but all meetings should have an 
evangelistic purpose . In other words, you can, and should, plan a wide variety of programs that appeal to 
various groups of women . What 2 functions should these events meet?

1 . ___________________________________________ 2 . ___________________________________________

3 . for effective community outreach events
Be warm and welcoming . •	
make friends . then when you hold evangelistic meetings, you will be inviting friends who know women •	
in the church .
Because they are familiar with the church and its quality of programs, prejudice will have been broken •	
down . 

4 . selecting a focus . In deciding on programs of interest to former members and women in the community, 
think of the needs of women in your area . you may want to consider the list the General conference 
Women’s ministries department has identified as the six critical needs women face worldwide . they are 
illiteracy, health risks, poverty, abuse, work load, and lack of training/mentoring .

What are some needs in your community that your church may be able to address?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

5 . community research .  to decide which programs suit the needs of your community, do surveys and 
research . Who lives in your community? What do they feel their needs are? What groups make up your 
community? you can find out what the community is like (population, religious preferences, income, etc .) 
by learning the demographics of an area . possible sources of demographic information are: 

census studies, or the Institute of church ministry at andrews university•	
office of community development•	
local department of commerce•	
local city, university or college libraries •	
adventsource:  www .adventsorce .org•	

Handout
ChapteR 3. pRepaRinG the COmmUnity
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6 . community programs and ministries . there are many ways to meet the needs of the people in your 
community . as you plan, keep in mind the trained personnel and resources available . Here are three general 
categories of outreach programs . name 1 or 2 topics for each of these headings that might be helpful in 
your community .

Health seminars •	 _____________________________________________________________________________

family matters seminars  _____________________________________________________________________•	

self Help seminars  ___________________________________________________________________________•	

7 . Guiding principles for planning community outreach
first, since we are ambassadors for christ, we must create within each event or ministry an atmosphere •	
of loving concern for people . people are more important than programs or ministries .
second, to accomplish this, bathe the seminar or ministry in prayer . pray that the Holy spirit will use you •	
and guide you . pray for those you will minister to . 
recruit people in the church to pray for you, for those who will attend the seminars, and for your team •	
of helpers . 
Build friendships all along the way . •	
Be intenti•	 onal in helping your members make friends . 

8 . follow up . It is vital to always follow up seminars and ministry with small groups, programs, events at 
your church, and other seminars and ministries . 

Why is it important to include the follow up in the planning for an evangelistic event?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

9 . planning a community program .  planning a program that builds community interest is much like 
preparation for the evangelistic meetings themselves . Both take planning, thought, prayer, committees and 
commitment . 
list some necessary planning activities .

_______________________________________1. _____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________2. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________3. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________4. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________5. 

___________________________________________6. _________________________________________________________

10 . obtaining names . one of the most valuable resources you can have for successful evangelism is names—
names of people who can be invited, people who know something about the church, people who have 
attended programs in the past .

list some ideas on how to obtain names in your community . 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER 4
adveRtisinG fOR sUCCess 

We must taKe every JustIfIaBle means of BrInGInG tHe lIGHt of trutH  
Before tHe people . tHe press must Be utIlIzed, and every advertIsInG  

medIum employed tHat WIll call attentIon to our WorK . let not tHIs Be 
reGarded as unessentIal .

PaMPhleTs, 089 20 .3

PurPose. unless people know about your meetings, they will not come . 
this is true for church members as well as the general public . so the pur-
pose of advertising is to reach the community to let them know what is 
happening . Keep praying that the Holy spirit will impress those who read 
and hear the advertizing to come to the meetings . advertising can work 
as a visual aid to those who invite their friends to the meeting . It can be a 
reminder, letting them know the place, time, and subject of the meeting 
that is coming up .

tarGet audienCe. the most important rule of good advertising is to know who it is you are trying to 
reach . advertizing can’t reach everyone, and you probably cannot afford to advertise to everyone . you have 
to target the audience you hope to attract to your meetings . If you try to reach everyone, you will probably 
reach no one .

some of the most productive target groups for evangelistic meetings and seminar advertising are young 
adults interested in religion and prophecy . decide whom you are most interested in reaching and who would 
most likely be interested . target your advertising to this group .

some successful evangelists have used advertising agencies . most professionals know what they are doing 
and can give you expert advice . this can save time but may be rather expensive . But if you do not maximize 
your opportunities, that is a waste of money too .

advertisinG methods. the effectiveness of various types of advertising depends on the part of the world 
you live in, whether you are reaching people in large cities, small towns, or rural areas; whether you are try-
ing to reach men or women, young or the old . In north america, generally the handbill/tv combination of 
advertising is the most effective . 

It is also very effective to have church members bring a friend . and that costs almost nothing . two other 
types of personal invitation that are successful are having church members write personal letters of invitation 
(and enclose a brochure) to friends and relatives . church members can also make telephone calls to personal 
friends and acquaintances .

tHe purpose of 
advertIsInG Is 
to reacH tHe 

communIty to let 
tHem KnoW WHat Is 

HappenInG .
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church entities can also be used to contact people . various radio and television programs and message 
magazines can send letters to interests . usually there is a charge for this . you can also advertise in 
denominational papers, asking people to send names of friends, relatives, and former members living in the 
area of the meetings . this needs to be done far in advance .

you can use newspaper and radio, either with paid advertising, public announcements, or feature stories . In 
small towns and areas where there are only one or two stations, you can easily saturate the airwaves of the 
community . In most places, public announcements are free, but you will have to identify the church with 
these ads; this can be a problem in areas of great prejudice . television is expensive and most effective when 
used in conjunction with mass advertizing . you will probably need a minimum of thirty 30-second spots 
over a three-day period on all stations with a good mix between morning, afternoon, and prime time . some 
companies will give you free spots if you originally buy some spots . When using television, don’t forget cable 
tv spots .

posters work best in small towns or local communities . some other useful advertising forms are banners, 
billboards, fliers, taxi cab and bus panels, shoppers’ news magazines, and door hangers . 
(see appendix G, for an example of a door hanger .)  

to Consider. you must decide what will work best for your target audience and what you can afford . then 
saturate the community so the whole community knows what is going on . advertise in as many ways and 
as many times as you can . experts tell us that you have to tell someone five to seven times for a person to 
notice and remember . 

Before you advertise, you must decide whether to feature the speaker/s or the subjects . unless the evangelist 
is well known in the community or has some characteristic or ability that can attract people, it would be 
better to advertize by subject than by promoting the person .

there is a temptation to put too much on a handbill or poster . should you list all the topics you plan to 
present? some people may wait until the date of a subject that interests them—such as the “mark of the 
Beast .” If they do this, they may not be prepared to receive that message without the basics . for this reason, 
list only the nights of the first week or two . don’t overwhelm your audience .

some evangelists have tickets and reserved seating . this can help people respond immediately and make 
tentative commitments to come . If you do this, be sure to have sections of the best seats reserved for them . 
plan on using about 50% of the seats that are actually reserved . and your advertising must tell how to get 
these tickets and seats . volunteers will have to be trained and available to receive these reservations .

effeCtive advertisinG. there are many characteristics of good advertising . study advertising of other 
evangelists or products that appeal to your target audience . Here are some simple rules also to help you:

make your copy attractive and in good taste . more than one color and pictures add to the attractiveness •	
of a brochure .

the type or print must be legible and eye catching . Where you place the print is important too . people •	
usually read from top to bottom, left to right . Keep what you want people to remember at the very 
beginning and at the very bottom right corner . this may differ in some cultures, such as those where 
people read from right to left . 

It is also important to have white space around the type and pictures . people may not read copy that is •	
too crowded .

do not intentionally excite hostility or raise arguments by your advertising . this can cause prejudice •	
against the message before people have a chance to hear it . use good judgment .

stay clear of politics, and by all means do not belittle any minister, church, or religion .•	
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never use vulgar or suggestive types of advertising . •	

In some cultures, color and number have great meaning . Be aware of this when planning .•	

Be above reproach and fair . do not ask questions that the evangelist does not plan to answer . do not •	
advertize services that you do not plan to supply .

make sure that the picture of you and your team, if you use them in the advertising, is the best that •	
can be made . you want to sell yourselves and create in the people a desire to come to the meetings . It 
is also important that the pictures are recent so that people will recognize you when they come to the 
meeting .

ask questions that will interest your target group .•	

It is said that “people are not so much drawn to what they will hear as to what they may miss .”  so you will 
want to make them feel they will miss an important event if they do not attend . 

over-depending on advertising will bring disappointment . In north america, experts estimate that one 
person will come for every thousand brochures mailed . and advertising can only bring the person the first 
time . What you do, or do not do, determines whether visitors return . 

Best. for these reasons, the best way to insure a good crowd is to encourage your church members to bring 
their friends . Good sowing programs months in advance are necessary for good results .

a few final thoughts about advertising . one aspect that is quite controversial is whether or not you should 
identify the meetings as adventist . It depends on the area, how much prejudice there is toward adventists, 
and how well known adventists are . some feel it is deceptive not to identify the church . others feel that 
there are many who may not attend because of prejudice . this needs to be decided prayerfully and in 
counsel with local leaders .

It is probably not necessary to advertise after the meetings have begun . once you have a crowd, work on 
keeping it, encouraging people to bring their friends . 

should you use gifts and incentives? this method usually does not work well with the more affluent and 
educated . It would be well to carefully consider how it would be accepted in your area and culture . It can 
be used effectively with a children’s program .

there are a number of special features, however, that can help to build attendance . one is a special children’s 
program . this can be run like a vacation Bible school . In some areas, films and videos will attract people . 
they probably will not work where people have access to a lot of television and video already . 

choirs and special musical groups are always appreciated . Bring them in, especially on key nights such as 
when the sabbath doctrine is presented . In some areas of the world people will attend faithfully if they can 
receive a Bible and other books . you can also give participants their choice of audio tapes on some of the 
key nights .1

1 Based on material from russell Burrill . field evangelism syllabus .
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directions:  fill in the blanks in the quotations below and answer the questions in the spaces provided .

1 . “We must take every justifiable means of bringing the light of truth before the people . the 
______________________ must be utilized, and every _____________________ medium employed that will call 
attention to our work . let not this be regarded as ____________________________ .” {pamphlets, 089 20 .3}

2 . purpose . unless people know about your meetings, they will not come . the purpose of advertising is to 
reach the community to let them know what is happening .

do you agree with the statements below? Why or why not?

the most important rule of good advertising is to know who it is you are trying to reach .•	

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

you have to target the audience you hope to attract to your meetings . If you try to reach everyone, you •	
will probably reach no one .

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

3 . effectiveness . the effectiveness of various types of advertising depends on the part of the world you live 
in, whether you are reaching people in large cities, small towns, or rural areas; whether you are trying to 
reach men or women, young or the old . 

list some of the effective types of advertising you can use .

_______________________________________1. _____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________2. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________3. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________4. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________5. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________6. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________7. 

4 . Guidelines . Here are key characteristics of good advertising .

make your copy attractive and in good taste . •	
the type or print must be legible and eye catching . •	
leave white space around the type and pictures . people may not read copy that is too crowded .•	
do not intentionally excite hostility or raise arguments by your advertising . this can cause prejudice •	
against the message . use good judgment .
stay clear of politics; do not belittle any minister, church, or religion .•	

Handout
ChapteR 4. adveRtisinG fOR sUCCess
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never use vulgar or suggestive types of advertising . •	
In some cultures, color and number have great meaning . Be aware of this when planning .•	
Be above reproach and fair . do not ask questions that the evangelist does not plan to answer . do not •	
advertize services that you do not plan to supply .
make sure pictures of you and your team, if used in advertising, are good quality and recent you want •	
to sell yourselves and create in the people a desire to come to the meetings . 

5 . What advertising can’t do . over-depending on advertising will bring disappointment . and advertising can 
only bring the person the first time . What you do, or do not do, determines whether visitors return .

What are some things that will encourage visitors to return to the program or meetings?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

6 . special features . some features can help to build attendance . one is a special children’s program . this can 
be run like a vacation Bible school . choirs and special musical groups are always appreciated . Bring them in, 
especially on key nights such as when the sabbath doctrine is presented . In some places, people will attend 
faithfully if they receive a Bible or other books .
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CHAPTER 5
One tO One evanGelism

In cHrIstlIKe sympatHy tHe mInIster sHould come close to men IndIvIdually, 
and seeK to aWaKen tHeIr Interest In tHe Great tHInGs of eternal lIfe . tHeIr 
Hearts may Be as Hard as tHe Beaten HIGHWay, and apparently It may Be a 

useless effort to present tHe savIour to tHem; But WHIle loGIc may faIl to 
move, and arGument Be poWerless to convInce, tHe love of cHrIst, revealed 
In personal mInIstry, may soften tHe stony Heart, so tHat tHe seed of trutH 

can taKe root .

gosPel workers, p . 185 . (1915)  

one of tHe most satIsfyInG spiritual ministries is that of giving personal Bible studies . It takes time and 
energy, but you will find it one of the most rewarding and challenging experiences of life . 

In giving one-to-one Bible studies, remember that people don’t care how much you know until they know 
how much you care!

the art of reaching the heart is a sacred privilege . angels 
will attend you as you visit with those who are looking for a 
better life . By visiting with the people and praying with them, 
you will reach hearts and lead people to christ .

It takes more than personal charisma, brilliant logic or clever 
articulation to be successful in sharing Bible truth . you must 
have genuine love for the lord and the student .

Giving Bible studies is an important work . It is a sacred 
responsibility to love, nurture and encourage the student in 
your charge along the christian pathway . Because of the joy 
you have found in following Jesus christ, you want to share 
that joy and to make it a growing experience . In colossians 
1:28 we see the goal of those who minister for christ . “It 
is He whom we proclaim, warning everyone and teaching 
everyone in all wisdom, so that we may present everyone 
mature in christ” (nrsv) .

as we pray for others, through the influence of the Holy 
spirit, God grants us wisdom to reach them . But God respects 
human freedom . We may choose to serve Him or reject Him .

the gospel is to be presented, not as a 
lifeless theory, but as a living force to 
change the life . God desires that the 
receivers of His grace shall be witness 

to its power .  .  . He would have His 
servants bear testimony to the fact 
that through His grace men may 

possess christlikeness of character, 
and may rejoice in the assurance 

of His great love .  .  . the wonderful 
love of christ will melt and subdue 

hearts, when the mere reiteration of 
doctrines would accomplish nothing .

desire of ages, p . 826
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the Word of God contains life-changing power . the same Holy spirit which inspired the Bible will accompany 
you as you present its precious truths to others . and God has promised fruit for your labor, souls in the 
kingdom of God as a result of your ministry .

every serious member of the church should learn the principles of giving Bible studies through the power of 
the Holy spirit . even if a person feels that God has not called him or her to give personal Bible studies, each 
has been called to witness in some way, and if we will learn the principles of studying the Bible with others, 
God can use us more effectively in whatever method of witnessing He has chosen for us . 

tHe lord desIres tHat HIs Word of Grace sHall Be BrouGHt Home to every soul .  
to a Great deGree tHIs must Be accomplIsHed By personal laBor . tHIs Was cHrIst’s  

metHod . HIs WorK Was larGely made up of personal IntervIeWs . He Had a  
faItHful reGard for tHe one-soul audIence . tHrouGH tHat one soul tHe messaGe 
 Was often extended to tHousands . We are not to WaIt for souls to come to us;  

We must seeK tHem out WHere tHey are . 

ChrisT’s objeCT lessons, p . 229

How does a person find someone with whom to study the Bible? you may find a receptive relative, neighbor, 
contact in the community, someone in the workplace, or a friend who has been watching your life and 
seeing that you have peace and joy . It may be a matter of simply asking them if they would like to study the 
Bible with you . 

faithfully work and pray as though you were the only individual who will ever contact that person with the 
good news of Jesus’ love for him or her . God will help you . to you, as to the disciples of old, Jesus says, 
“follow me, and I will make you fishers of men” (matthew 4:19) .

examPles. this chapter will provide very helpful pointers as you prepare for one-to-one evangelism . you 
may also find inspiration in two excellent programs included in the appendices:  “B = B; Bible = Baptism” 
(appendices H, I), and “plant a seed” (appendix J) .

for effeCtive BiBle study

Giving Bible studies is not as hard as most imagine, and one does not have to be a Bible scholar to be 
successful . the number one secret of effective Bible study is prayer . pray before the Bible study, inviting the 
Holy spirit to guide in the study . pray as you give the study, constantly asking the Holy spirit to give you the 
right and loving words .

Before you can teach others, it is also helpful to have some materials yourself . Helpful source materials for 
one-to-one Bible studies include a Bible, a Bible concordance and Bible guides . study guides help to keep 
the Bible study focused and moving, holding the interest of the Bible student .

time. It is helpful to meet regularly so your student can look forward to your visit . try to make the study 
time as clear as possible . try to schedule the study for the same time, once each week . don’t make the study 
long—no more than one hour . most people can’t concentrate for longer than that . minimize the amount of 
information given, allowing time for application . don’t let the student feel he or she doesn’t have the time 
to study because it takes too much time .

It is important to arrive at the scheduled hour . take a few minutes to get better acquainted with your student 
at each study hour and take time for prayer before introducing the subject of study .

2 By 2. the two-by-two plan, as the lord sent out disciples, is the best way to give Bible studies . (luke 10:1) 
that way one can encourage the other, and you can counsel, pray, and search the Bible together . not only 
will giving Bible studies two-by-two produce the best results, but if an emergency arises, causing one of the 
Bible instructors to miss a session, the study can still continue with the other instructor .
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one teaCher. Generally, just one of you should be the instructor at a 
particular Bible study . this will help to prevent the student from feeling 
overpowered . one can be sending up silent prayers as the other talks . 
one may have an answer the other overlooks . you can give courage to 
each other too . the principle Bible instructor should sit where she can 
face the student, and comfortably close enough to be heard and to 
have a friendly atmosphere .

as you take time to get acquainted, your student will become your 
friend . this will help your student to relax . the prayer time will help your 
student to realize the presence of God . following the prayer, introduce 
the lesson, so that your student knows the purpose of the study . at the 
end, if possible, supply books for the student to read on the subject of 
your study .

encourage a commitment at each Bible study . Help your student to have 
the assurance of salvation, based on faith in christ and the promises of 
the Word of God . the commitment may be in the form of a prayer of 
response to the subject of study .

your testimony. share your personal testimony, briefly, by telling your experience before you met christ, 
how you met christ, and the joy you have found since you met christ . Keep your personal testimony brief—
from two to four minutes . Be prepared to tell humbly but courageously, “I am a christian .” use phrases such 
as:  I needed help, I found it in Jesus . I found the Bible to be the voice of God to my soul .

If you or the student has always been a christian, share how being an adventist has added a special meaning 
and purpose to your life . then share a favorite scripture .

suPPort and Prayer. praise, support and acceptance are an important part of the study and fellowship . 
for improvement and growth, ask for feedback . Be open and truthful in your communication, and you 
will discover the joy and excitement of true friendship . take time to listen . By listening, we hear the deeper 
cries for help and understanding . true listening communicates the message, “I accept you, and I value your 
opinion .” 

Be aware that to present information in a forceful, argumentative manner is destructive . let the information 
shared be combined with a life completely surrendered to Jesus christ . then add deep, earnest, intercessory 
prayer for the outpouring of the Holy spirit . Help the student keep the love of and for our savior strong . Help 
him or her to exercise it by prayer, study and sharing . encourage participation in church life and sharing the 
good news with neighbors, friends and relatives .

Help the student to understand that all of us need the grace of christ, so realize that those who worship 
with you are not perfect . you may see flaws and imperfections, but remember, Jesus said, “I came not 
to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance .” Bible study is designed to lead a person into a saving 
relationship with christ and into church fellowship; the Holy spirit will work with the individual in the 
process of sanctification .

orGanization of a BiBle study

there are five principle parts to a Bible study:

get acquainted time.•	  It is important for you to be a friend to your Bible student, so take a few minutes 
at the beginning of each study time to deepen your friendship .
introduction of the lesson and prayer. •	 a short introduction of your topic will clarify the purpose of the 
study . then begin with a sincere prayer, asking for the Holy spirit’s guidance in your study of God’s 
Word .
lesson study. •	 the question and answer approach, allowing the student to read the Bible text answer, 
will help to keep the interest of the student . It will also help to establish confidence in the Word of 

sample commitment when 
the lesson is on daniel’s 

prophecies: is it your desire 
to know jesus better 

through the study of the 
prophecies of the book of 

daniel?

sample commitment prayer: 
our heavenly father, we’re 
finding out that the book 

of daniel is about jesus. we 
would really like to know 
jesus better, what he is 

really like. will you lead us 
in that search? Thank you. 

amen.
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God . avoid disagreeing on a point of doctrine until you have had time to study it thoroughly from the 
Bible . It may be explained in a future lesson . It is important to remember that it is the work of the Holy 
spirit to convince the student of his or her need of christ and His teachings . Whatever subject is being 
presented, uplift Jesus as the center of all hope . remember ellen White’s advice about the wonderful 
love of christ reaching the heart “when the mere reiteration of doctrines would accomplish nothing” 
(desire of ages, p . 826) .
Commitment and prayer.•	   Begin with the very first lesson to ask a commitment question at the conclusion 
of your study time . you may often give a brief personal testimony that will encourage your student in 
his or her commitment . seal the commitment with prayer . encourage your student to pray when s/he 
feels comfortable doing so .
next appointment time and leaving. •	  It is best to leave after your prayer time without visiting except to 
confirm your next appointment time . at the appropriate time, you will want to invite your student to 
attend church or an evangelistic meeting with you .

the invitation

When you are giving a Bible study and walking the student through the process of accepting christ as lord 
and savior, it is helpful to share your experience, inviting her to join you . Here are examples of what you 
might say:

i’m sure you feel as i do that our spiritual life is most important, and to find real spiritual 	
fulfillment and peace in these difficult days is top-priority.

it’s the privilege of the Christian to experience genuine assurance of eternal life and peace. i 
remember feeling, before i knew Christ as my personal savior, that something was missing. i 
appreciate the friends who helped me to know what Christ really came to do for me and i’ve 
never been the same since. since giving my life to Christ, i’ve found peace and great joy in 
telling others where they can find the assurance of eternal life with Christ.

friend, have you come to the place in your spiritual life where, if your life should end today, 	
you would know for certain that you have eternal life? The bible says we can have that 
certainly. in 1 john 5:13 we read, ‘These things were written...that you might know you have 
eternal life.’ god wants you to have that assurance.

friend, do you want to receive this gift of eternal life that Christ was willing to leave heaven 	
and die on the cross to give you?

we can do this by talking to god in prayer. would you like to repeat the words after me if 
this is the prayer of your heart?

lord jesus, i want you to come into my life right now. . . i’m sorry for my sins and ask you to 
forgive me. . . i realize i can’t save myself. . . i can’t be good enough to deserve eternal life. . . 
so i put my trust in you. . . and accept you as my personal savior. . . i believe you died for 
me. . . and i receive you as lord and Master of my life. . . i accept your gift of eternal life. . . 
and thank you for it. . . amen. 

Please read john 6:47 with me.  “Most assuredly, i say to you, he who believes in Me has 
everlasting life.”

let’s read also john 1:12, “but as many as received him, to them he gave the right to 
become children of god, to those who believe in his name.”

These are the promises of god. welcome to the family of god!”
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directions:  fill in the blanks in the quotations below and answer the questions in the spaces provided .

1 . “In christlike ______________ the minister should come close to [people] ______________, and seek to 

awaken their interest in the great things of eternal life . their hearts may be as hard as ____________________, 

and apparently it may be a useless effort to present the saviour to them; but while logic may fail to 

move, and ____________________ be powerless to convince, _____________________________, revealed in 

______________________________, may soften the stony heart, so that the seed of truth can take root .”   

gospel workers, p . 185 . (1915)

2 . rewarding . one of the most satisfying spiritual ministries is giving personal Bible studies . It takes time 
and energy, but you will find it one of the most rewarding and challenging experiences of life . Giving Bible 
studies is an important work . It is a sacred responsibility to love, nurture and encourage the student in your 
charge along the christian pathway . Because of the joy you have found in following Jesus christ, you want 
to share that joy and to make it a growing experience . 

What are some ways you may find someone with whom to study the Bible?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

faithfully work and pray as though you were the only individual who will ever contact that person with the 
good news of Jesus’ love for him or her . God will help you . to you, as to the disciples of old, Jesus says, 
“follow me, and I will make you fishers of men” (matthew 4:19) .

3 . effective Bible study . Giving Bible studies is not as hard as most imagine, and one does not have to be a 
Bible scholar to be successful . Here are some guidelines for success .

the number one secret of effective Bible study is prayer . pray before the Bible study, inviting the Holy •	
spirit to guide in the study . pray as you give the study, constantly asking the Holy spirit to give you the 
right and loving words .
Before you can teach others, it is also helpful to have some materials yourself, including a Bible, a Bible •	
concordance and Bible guides .
meet regularly so your student can look forward to your visit . try to schedule the study for the same •	
time, once each week . don’t make the study long—no more than one hour . 
the two-by-two plan, as the lord sent out disciples, is the best way to give Bible studies . one can •	
encourage the other, and you can counsel, pray, and search the Bible together .
Generally, just one of you should be the instructor at each Bible study to prevent the student from •	
feeling overpowered . 
take time to get acquainted; become friends . this will help your student to relax .•	
encourage a commitment at each Bible study . Help your student to have the assurance of salvation, •	
based on faith in christ and the promises of the Word of God .
share your personal testimony briefly by telling your experience before you met christ, how you met •	
christ, and the joy you have found since you met christ . 
praise, support and acceptance are an important part of the study and fellowship .•	

Handout
ChapteR 5. One tO One evanGelism
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presenting information in a forceful, argumentative manner is destructive . let the information shared be •	
combined with a life completely surrendered to Jesus christ .
Help the student understand that none of us, whether church member or not, are perfect .•	

4 . organization of a Bible study .  list five principle parts of a Bible study .

_______________________________________1. _____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________2. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________3. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________4. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________5. 

5 . sharing your experience . When giving a Bible study and walking the student through the process of accepting 
christ, it is helpful to share your experience, inviting her to join you . Here is an example of what you might say:
I’m sure you feel as I do that our spiritual life is most important, and to find real spiritual fulfillment and 
peace in these difficult days is top-priority . It’s the privilege of the christian to experience genuine assurance 
of eternal life and peace . I remember feeling, before I knew christ as my personal savior, that something was 
missing . I appreciate the friends who helped me to know what christ really came to do for me and I’ve never 
been the same since . since giving my life to christ, I’ve found peace and great joy in telling others where 
they can find the assurance of eternal life with christ .

6 . list at least five people that you can offer a Bible study . pray about these names .

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

6. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

“the lord desires that His Word of grace shall be brought home to every soul . to a great degree this must 
be accomplished by personal labor . this was christ’s method . His work was largely made up of personal 
interviews . He had a faithful regard for the one-soul audience . through that one soul the message was often 
extended to thousands . We are not to wait for souls to come to us; we must seek them out where they are .”  
Christ’s object lessons, p . 229
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CHAPTER 6
fRiendship evanGelism:  
fRiend tO fRiend

cHrIst’s metHod alone WIll GIve true success In reacHInG tHe people . tHe 
savIor mInGled WItH men as one WHo desIred tHeIr Good . He sHoWed HIs 

sympatHy for tHem, mInIstered to tHeIr needs, and Won tHeIr confIdence . 
tHen He Bade tHem, ‘folloW me’ .

MinisTry of healing, p . 143 . 

tHe BIBlIcal metHod of evanGelIsm is the faithful proclamation of the truth of scripture in conjunction 
with the living testimony of those who have been changed by that truth . When Jesus went about teaching 
the gospel message of salvation, He taught love and forgiveness; He exemplified kindness and compassion . 
But He went to sinners in order to convict them of their sins; He did not sit in the synagogue waiting for the 
people to come to Him .  the very first word Jesus said when He began His ministry was repent! as matthew 
says, “from that time on Jesus began to preach, ‘repent, for the kingdom of heaven is near’ .” (matthew 
4:17) . We are to bring that same message to the world, speaking the truth in love from a heart changed by 
the savior, showing compassion and making friends for Jesus .

christ’s example is the basis for an evangelistic outreach called of friendship evangelism . It begins with our 
personal strength in christ and His strength in us . It begins with our having a deep and viable relationship 
with the living God . If your life is full and rich, it’s just natural to tell others about what fills your life with 
joy . so start by deepening and enjoying your relationship with God . then you will have something deep and 
wonderful to share .

It’s important for us to remember that evangelism means more than just leading someone to receive christ 
as their savior . the “good news” of christianity involves more than just beginning one’s walk with christ . It 
includes “finishing” with christ . receiving christ is only the first step . It’s an important step, but it’s only the 
start . In friendship evangelism, we can help nurture friends during a long and ever richer walk with christ .
 
friendship evangelism means caring for people . the best evangelism takes place in a context of mutual trust 
and respect . It takes place between friends . as christians, how do we build bonds of friendship?

as christians we need to care about the people we hope to reach .1 . 
as christians we need to accept the people we hope to reach .2 . 
as christians we need to love the people we hope to reach .3 . 
as christians we need to establish meaningful relationships with the people we hope to reach .4 . 
as christians we need to stay close to the people we reach .5 . 
as christians we need to help the people we reach get through the tough times .6 . 
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Why did people in His day love Jesus so much? Because He loved them so much! How do we learn to love 
God? By daily discovering His love for us and by sharing it . We fasten our hearts on this verse:  “for God so 
loved the world that he gave his one and only son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have 
eternal life .” (John 3:16)
the most effective evangelism comes when we really love and care about others . you practice friendship 
evangelism when you demonstrate your love for others . show them; don’t just tell them .

I may ask myself, how do I do that? How do I reach out to others? there are many ways . Here are some 
ideas:

think about them . pray for them . ask God to provide openings for you to show His love for them .•	
talk with them . listen to them . Be their friend . show you care . spend quality time with them . concentrate •	
on what’s important to them .
Go out of your way to do good things for them . Be the best friend they have ever had . let God’s love •	
pour through you to them .
share God’s truths with them . Keep in mind that we are God’s “ambassadors, as though God were •	
making his appeal through us .” an ambassador speaks on behalf of the leader of his nation and makes 
an appeal to the one in opposition . unsaved people are just like what we were once—enemies, objects 
of wrath, dead in transgressions and sins . But God loves them and wants to save them . God makes His 
appeal to them through us . We are “conduits of grace .” this means we need to know what the Bible 
teaches .  to be good ambassadors, we must be prepared, with a good understanding of the Word of 
God so that we can share it with others .
show them the way to christ .•	

1 . share with them how you received christ as your savior .
2 . show them how they can do it .
3 . once they receive christ, stay close to them, like you would a newborn baby . a new christian 

needs lots of guidance . continue to be their friend . remember what it was like when you were 
a new believer . do for them the good things someone did for you, or perhaps what you wish 
someone had done for you .

4 . Help them become grounded in God’s Word .
5 . show them the kind of life God has for His children . demonstrate it . explain it .
6 . tell them about their new enemy, satan . Help them understand what he will try to do to them 

and how he’ll do it .
7 . pray for them day and night . never give up .

one important ingredient of friendship is respect . We may have opportunities to make friends with a person 
whose culture or religious background differs from our own . It is vital to respect the culture and religion of 
another person . paul reminds us in 1 corinthians 9:19-23 that we are to be “all things to all men .” Here are 
some helpful tips:

1 . take the time to research the person’s culture or religious beliefs in order to understand their 
background .

2 . Be careful not to offend by the way you dress, an inappropriate action, or things you may say . It may be 
necessary at times to modify your way of dress so that nothing will interfere with your communication 
with the person .

3 . find out what common ground there may be between your beliefs and those of the person .

4 . Be humble .  Be willing to learn from them as well as to teach what you know .

5 . find common ground between you and your new friend . do you both like to hike, garden, read, or 
swim? Begin with what you have in common .

Being a friend is something we can all do . friendship evangelism is something we can all do . you and I can 
make a difference in many lives during our lifetimes . If every believer would be a friend to someone and 
gently lead them to a friendship with Jesus christ, what a world we would see!
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Handout
ChapteR 6. fRiendship evanGelism:  
fRiend tO fRiend
directions:  fill in the blanks in the quotations below and answer the questions in the spaces provided .

1 . “christ's method alone will give______________________________  in reaching the people . the saviour 
______________________ with men as one who desired their good . He showed _________________________ 
for them, ministered to _________________________, and won ___________________________ . then He bade 
them, ‘_____________________________’ .” The Ministry of healing, p . 143 .

the biblical method of evangelism is the faithful proclamation of the truth of scripture in •	
conjunction with the living testimony of those who have been changed by that truth .

When Jesus went about teaching the gospel message of salvation, He taught love and •	
forgiveness; He exemplified kindness and compassion . But He went to sinners in order to convict 
them of their sins; He did not sit in the synagogue waiting for the people to come to Him .

the very first word Jesus said when He began His ministry was repent! as matthew says, “from •	
that time on Jesus began to preach, ‘repent, for the kingdom of heaven is near’ ." (matthew 
4:17) . We are to bring that same message to the world, speaking the truth in love from a heart 
changed by the savior, showing compassion and making friends for Jesus .

It’s important for us to remember that evangelism means more than just leading someone to receive christ 
as their savior . the "good news" of christianity involves more than just beginning one’s walk with christ . It 
includes "finishing" with christ . receiving christ is only the first step . It's an important step, but it's only the 
start . In friendship evangelism, we can help nurture friends during a long and ever richer walk with christ . 

friendshiP evanGelism means CarinG for PeoPle. 
the best evangelism takes place in a context of mutual trust and respect . It takes place between friends . 

as Christians, how do we build bonds of friendship?

 as christians we ne1 . ed _____________________________________ the people we hope to reach .

as christians we need _____________________________________ we hope to reach .2 . 

as christians we need _____________________________________ we hope to reach .3 . 

as christians we need to ___________________________________ with the people we hope to reach .4 . 

as christians we need _____________________________________ the people we reach .5 . 

as christians we __________________________________________ w6 . e reach get through the tough times .

I may ask myself, how do I do that? How do I reach out to others? there are many ways . Here are some 
ideas:

think about them . pray for them . ask God to provide openings for you to show His love for them .•	

talk with them . listen to them . Be their friend . show you care . spend quality time with them . concentrate •	
on what's important to them .

Go out of your way to do good things for them . Be the best friend they have ever had . let God's love •	
pour through you to them .
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share God's truths with them . Keep in mind that we are God's "ambassadors, as though God were •	
making his appeal through us ." an ambassador speaks on behalf of the leader of his nation and makes 
an appeal to the one in opposition . unsaved people are just like what we were once—enemies, objects 
of wrath, dead in transgressions and sins . But God loves them and wants to save them . God makes His 
appeal to them through us . We are "conduits of grace ." this means we need to know what the Bible 
teaches . to be good ambassadors, we must be prepared, with a good understanding of the Word of 
God so that we can share it with others .

show them the way to christ .•	

share with them how you received christ as your savior .1 . 

show them how they can do it .2 . 

once they receive christ, stay close to them, like you would a newborn baby . a new christian 3 . 
needs lots of guidance . continue to be their friend . remember what it was like when you 
were a new believer . do for them the good things someone did for you, or perhaps what 
you wish someone had done for you .

Help them become grounded in God's Word .4 . 

show them the kind of life God has for His children . demonstrate it . explain it .5 . 

tell them about their new enemy, satan . Help them understand what he will try to do to 6 . 
them and how he'll do it .

pray for them day and night . never give up .7 . 

one important ingredient of friendship is respect . We may have opportunities to make friends with a person 
whose culture or religious background differs from our own . It is vital to respect the culture and religion of 
another person . paul reminds us in 1 corinthians 9:19-23 that we are to be “all things to all men .” Here are 
some helpful tips:

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Being a friend is something we can all do . friendship evangelism is something we can all do . you and I can 
make a difference in many lives during our lifetimes . If every believer would be a friend to someone and 
gently lead them to a friendship with Jesus christ, what a world we would see!
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CHAPTER 7
small GROUp evanGelism

If tHere Is a larGe numBer In tHe cHurcH, let tHe memBers Be formed Into 
small companIes, to WorK not only for tHe cHurcH memBers, But for 

unBelIevers . If In one place tHere are only tWo or tHree WHo KnoW tHe 
trutH, let tHem form tHemselves Into a Band of WorKers .

TesTiMonies, vol . 7, p . 22 . 

studyInG tHe BIBle toGetHer in a small group is a wonderful way to build 
friendships and to grow together spiritually . one of the most successful 
types of Bible studies is the small group . It offers several advantages . people 
are often less intimidated by small groups and more willing to share, and 
the group can meet in a convenient, close-to-home location . Being part of 
a group provides an atmosphere of warmth and nurture . this type of study 
also allows the group to advance at its own pace . Best of all, the friendships 
create natural partnerships for continued discipling .

Before you first invite people to a group Bible study, begin praying that God 
will attract the group members He wants and that He will enable you to lead 
and encourage the group .

one of the goals of small group Bible study is to create an atmosphere 
of love and acceptance which stimulates discoveries and freedom to speak 
about the Bible without fear of embarrassment or criticism . this will foster 
positive christian fellowship .

It is best to invite potential group members personally . Be specific about the details of the study by telling 
them what you are planning to do, when you plan to meet and how many weeks the course of study 
will require . one way to start a group Bible study in your neighborhood is to invite several people to your 
home for refreshments . at that time tell them of your interest in starting a small group Bible study and 
invite them to join you . a good group size is six, but a smaller group can be effective (matthew 18:20) .

When planning for a small group study, it is essential to include five areas:
1 . sharing . Getting acquainted
2 . Bible study . learning about God’s Word
3 . prayer . asking for God’s assistance
4 . social time . meeting outside the group
5 . service . doing something for someone else

the formation of 
small companies as 
a basis of christian 
effort is a plan that 

has been shown 
to me by one Who 

cannot err .

evangelism, p . 115 .
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to be successful, keep to the time schedule . agree on the length of each session . at the beginning of the 
study, take time to get acquainted . you might ask each one to briefly share his or her spiritual journey 
ask God, by His spirit, to guide the study time . mention that the purpose of Bible study is not only to 
become acquainted with Biblical principles, but more essential, to become intimate friends with a Person, 
Jesus christ .

the goal of the small study group is to encourage learning the teachings of Jesus and the joy in following 
the master teacher . Introduce the day’s subject with a get-acquainted-type question at the beginning 
of each study . Give a clear, simple statement of purpose when you introduce each study or activity . take 
time to get acquainted, share prayer concerns, and show interest in the students . reserve time for prayer 
for the concerns and needs of the group .

small group Bible study can be a time to learn how to pray together and how to bear the burdens of 
others . encourage spontaneous prayer response participation at the close of the study or at any time 
during the study that would be helpful .

the meeting environment is important . encourage a friendly atmosphere, in a place with good lighting 
and ventilation, a place that is not too warm or cold . If possible, meet in a circle for good eye contact . 
avoid distractions such as pets, television or radios . arrange babysitting if needed .

appoint a group facilitator, but encourage others in the group to provide suggestions . cultivate a kind 
and encouraging attitude without the spirit of competition or criticism . the focus is not on the facilitator, 
but on the Bible . allow the Holy spirit to make application according to each member’s needs . the 
facilitator should try to stimulate discussion with questions of varying difficulty so that all can participate . 
also select an assistant facilitator so an emergency will cause no interruption .

Be sensitive . try to avoid embarrassing situations . allow quiet members of the group to observe •	
until they feel comfortable to share in the group . But help the dominant or critical person to be 
considerate . ask a person directly about his or her personal application only when it would benefit 
the group and you are sure s/he is comfortable sharing .

Insist on confidentiality . Because of prayer time and scripture application, group members may •	
reveal personal information . It is essential to maintain confidentially in the group . remind the group 
of this each time . 

a study outline will give direction to the study and hold the group’s interest . When reading the •	
Word of God, ask questions such as these . (then allow the group to respond .)

what does it say about god?	
what does it say about me?	
how does it ask me to respond?	
what did it say to the people to whom it was written?	
how can it be applied to our lives? 	
what did you learn? observe? discover? 	
what impressed you?	

If you have a women’s study group, ask, how does this passage apply especially to women?

affirm . Give sincere compliments as group members share what they have learned . approval and •	
recognition stimulate participation . to involve others in the group, or if someone has given a wrong 
answer, you might ask, what did others of you find? or what did someone else discover? or what 
do the rest of you think?

focus . If the discussion wanders from the topic, you could say,•	  what we’ve been discussing is 
interesting. Perhaps we could discuss this more at another time. then present a thought-provoking 
question that draws the group back to the study topic .

encourage good listening . Be patient . Give members time to think . avoid tension or conflict •	
by pointing members to the Word of God as the final authority, instead of tradition or illogical 
reasoning .
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don’t hesitate to say,•	  i don’t know. Be willing to find the answer, or have the group find information 
on the subject .

When possible use visual aids to add clarity .•	

encourage a response at the close, asking questions such as, •	 what did you find helpful in our study 
time? or did you learn anything new in our study time? thank them for sharing their thoughts .

after the Bible study, a time of prayer might include praise, petition and thanksgiving . encourage all •	
to pray, responding to the study topic or needs of the group . prayers can be brief and spontaneous . 
assure the group that silence is a time for experiencing God’s presence . conversational prayer is a 
gentle way to involve those unused to praying in public .

as the number of people in the group grows, make plans for starting another group .•	
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Handout
ChapteR 7. small GROUp evanGelism
directions:  fill in the blanks in the quotations below and answer the questions in the spaces provided .

1 . “the formation of _____________________________________ as a basis of christian effort is a plan that has 
been shown to me by one Who cannot err .”  evangelism, p . 115

2 . “If there is a large number in the church, let the members be formed into ______________________________, 

to work not only for the church members, but for unbelievers . If in one place there are only two or three who 

know the truth, let them ____________________ into a band of workers .”  Testimonies, vol . 7, p . 22 .

3 . studying the Bible together in a small group is a wonderful way to build friendships and to grow together 
spiritually . list five more benefits from small group Bible study .

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

4 . one way to start a group Bible study in your neighborhood is to invite several people to your home for 
refreshments . at that time tell them of your interest in starting a small group Bible study and invite them to 
join you . five or six is a good group size but it can vary . 

5 . Briefly describe the purpose of these parts to include when planning a small group study .

sharing _______1 . ____________________

Bible study ________________________2 . 

prayer ____________________________3 . 

social time ________________________4 . 

service ____________________________5 . 

6 . Guidelines for effective small group Bible study .
Introduce the day’s subject with a get-acquainted-type question . Give a clear, simple statement of •	
purpose when you introduce each study or activity . 
take time to get acquainted, share prayer concerns, and show interest in the students . pray for the •	
concerns and needs of the group .
encourage spontaneous prayer response participation at the close of the study or at any time during the •	
study that would be helpful .
the meeting environment is important . encourage a friendly atmosphere, in a place with good lighting •	
and ventilation, a place that is not too warm or cold . 
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appoint a group facilitator, but encourage others in the group to provide suggestions . •	
Be sensitive . try to avoid embarrassing situations . •	
Insist on confidentiality .•	
 a study outline will give direction to the study and hold the group’s interest . •	
affirm . Give sincere compliments as folks share what they have learned . •	
focus . If the discussion wanders, bring it back to the topic .•	
encourage good listening . Be patient . Give members time to think . don’t hesitate to say,•	  i don’t know. 
Be willing to find the answer, or have the group find information on the subject .
encourage a response at the close, asking questions such as, •	 what did you find helpful in our study 
time? 
after the Bible study, prayer time might include praise, petition and thanksgiving . encourage all to pray, •	
responding to the study topic or needs of the group . 
as the number of people in the group grows, make plans for starting another group . •	

“there is a great work to be done yet, and every effort possible must be made to reveal christ as the sin-
pardoning savior, christ as the sin-bearer, christ as the bright and morning star, and the lord will give us 
favor before the world until our work is done .” evangelism, p . 65
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CHAPTER 8
seminaR style evanGelism

every cHurcH sHould Be a traInInG scHool for cHrIstIan WorKers . Its 
memBers sHould Be tauGHt HoW to GIve BIBle readInGs, HoW to conduct 

and teacH saBBatH scHool classes, HoW Best to Help tHe poor and to care 
for tHe sIcK, HoW to WorK for tHe unconverted . tHere sHould Be scHools 

of HealtH, cooKInG scHools, and classes In varIous lInes of cHrIstIan 
Help WorK . tHere sHould not only Be teacHInG, But actual WorK under 

experIenced Instructors . let tHe teacHers lead tHe Way In WorKInG amonG 
tHe people and otHers, unItInG WItH tHem, WIll learn from tHeIr example . 

one example Is WortH more tHan many precepts .

MinisTry of healing, pp . 148, 149 .  

semInar style evanGelIsm is more formal than one-on-one Bible studies or small study groups, but not 
as formal as a full scale evangelistic meeting . the seminar style invites more dialogue and participation than 
is common in an evangelistic meeting . Women do well in leading and organizing seminars . a seminar can 
be held for a small group or a group large enough to fill a church or auditorium . It is style, not size, that 
identifies a seminar .

most seminars can be held in a large room or auditorium; people unacquainted with seventh-day adventists 
sometimes feel more comfortable in an auditorium . the seminar can also be adapted for a small, in-home 
group . Women tend to shine in this setting . 

If the seminar meets in a hall, you will need to transfer to the church at some time . If you transfer at least 
one week before you present the sabbath doctrine, you may avoid the misapprehension that you transferred 
just to present the adventist doctrine . 

hoW do you PrePare for a seminar? 

much of the preparation for seminar evangelism will be the same as for a large evangelistic meeting . 
one difference is that the presenter will be a lecturer or teacher rather than an evangelist or preacher . as 
mentioned, women often excel in this type of evangelism . many have already been trained as teachers, and 
others are gifted as lecturers . 
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seminar material is generally available, ready for use, although some may have to be translated . you may 
also need to adapt the material and illustrations to your culture and area .

other modification may also be needed . for instance, it is ideal to give a Bible to each person who comes, 
but in some places the cost would be prohibitive . In that case you would need some other way to teach 
the Bible, perhaps by writing out texts on a blackboard, projecting them with overhead transparencies, or 
sharing key verses on handouts . evangelism can be successful even if all one has are a Bible and picture 
roll . 

It is important for women to work together in evangelism . We can encourage each other and share ideas . 
We can pray together for guests and also for each other, keeping our team accountable to God . When 
women work together for a good purpose, through God’s guidance they can accomplish more than they 
imagined .

seminar evangelism is enhanced when dedicated women from the church come with the primary purpose of 
making friends with those attending . It is even better if they bring their own friends, family, and neighbors 
each night . It is proven that people are more apt to join a church if they have friends there, and friendships 
are vital to retain new members .

Helpers with various talents are needed for a successful seminar . you will need lay persons with good social 
skills as greeters, others with detail skills to manage accounts and a book table; others to set up and take 
down chairs and equipment; and an audio-visual technician . 

keys to suCCess

there are four keys vital to the success of any evangelistic endeavor, but especially important when conducting 
seminars .

prayer partners praying for the success of every meeting, even during the meeting .•	

Bible focus . people need to hear you say over and over that you interpret the Bible (for example, daniel) •	
“by what the Bible says;” that you let the Bible explain itself .  We don’t go by human teachings, we don’t 
blindly follow a preacher, we don’t look at current events to learn how to interpret the scriptures . “We 
let the Bible explain the Bible .”1 

make very clear to your seminar audience •	 that your purpose is to uplift jesus Christ . talk of Jesus; let folk 
know you love Jesus, that you have a personal relationship with Him, and that you want them to enjoy 
a personal relationship with Jesus . this cannot be overemphasized .2

explain that we study last-day events, not just to understand the last days, but also to be prepared for •	
the last days . let them know you’re more concerned about their preparation for the day of the lord than 
with the exact order of events to take place .3  

the evanGelistiC team at Work

It is not wise to try to do an evangelistic seminar by yourself . others need the experience and the blessing . 
not everyone’s spiritual gifts are the same . various talents and personalities are needed in a successful 
program . Knowing what needs to be done will help you in finding individuals who can help make the 
program a success . another reason to involve many people is so they will develop friendships with those 
who attend .

1 russell Burrill . Prophecy seminar. teacher’s Helps . p . 3 .
2 ibid., p . 4 .
3 ibid.
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Pointers for team memBers

Help team members understand that whether they are asked to help with registration, with setting up the 
seminar, or with special music, those jobs are secondary . their first priority is to build relationships with 
visitors . each team member may select two or three people the first night to be their special people, without 
neglecting to be friendly with everyone . 

as you get to know the visitors, sit with them in the seminar, learn their names and call them when they miss 
a night—not to scold them for not coming, but to show an interest in them, to show that you really care . 

When you are talking with visitors, don’t share future subjects . Wait until they have studied a topic in 
their lessons and heard it at the seminar before you discuss their questions . or you may refer them to an 
instructor . 

sympathize with guests when they struggle with truths new to them . a listening ear will help . arguing or 
condemning only hurts . If you know of problems, share this with the instructor .

above all, you are there to be a friend . If the instructor has to leave unexpectedly, visitors will feel they have 
friends they know well .

When visitors first come on sabbath, invite them home to dinner if possible . let them see how you keep a 
joyful sabbath .

Guidelines for seminar leaders

the following guidelines for leading an evangelistic seminar were written by someone who joined the church 
through a revelation seminar, and subsequently lead revelation seminars . you will find that leadership for 
small groups, seminars, and even evangelistic meetings, grows out of the fruit—the new members—of your 
evangelistic work . It will take training to develop these men, women and youth into leaders, but it is well 
worth it . 

use the overhead projector and screen each evening, or similar visual aids, such as a computer, •	
video projector, large tv, blackboard, or chart . If needed, arrange for your partner to operate the 
equipment for you during the presentation . 

two days before your seminar begins, call the people registered and confirm their reservation . make •	
sure they know where the seminar will be held and how to get there .

on opening night and for the first few nights, put a welcome poster in the front yard and if needed •	
another one on the main street to direct people to the house, or at the main door of the hall and by 
your meeting room . directional arrows are helpful .

make clear to your attendees the first night that the seminar materials are free . the only obligation •	
is that they finish the class . If something comes up that makes it impossible to finish, the materials 
should be returned . (for the sake of good will, you may not require them to return the materials 
when you come to the last seminar lessons .)

make certain the hall will be opened for you at least one hour before your meeting begins the first •	
night . (If you are meeting in a home, be ready for guests at least one half hour before starting time .) 
check the hall ahead of time to know whether there will be sufficient tables and chairs available . 
also ask if they will be set up for you . ask if you are to leave the hall the way you found it . 

If you have a small seminar group, or if you are meeting in a home, sit around a table or in a circle in •	
the living room . Before people arrive for the meeting, have your tables arranged and seats in place . 
at each place put the first two lessons, survey sheet, pen, ruler, binder, bible and two handbills . If 
in a home, have lessons arranged in sets to give to people as they register, or place them on the 
chairs .
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on subsequent nights, place on the table only the •	 next night’s lesson . after that, have past lessons 
and a few bibles always available for new registrants . Have a helper in charge of new registrants .

call the assigned helpers from your church to make certain you have enough help for your expected •	
crowd . for opening night, you should plan on two helpers for every 10 to 15 visitors expected . 
meet with your helpers ahead of time and go over their duties . Give each one written as well as oral 
instructions, explaining expectations for each job . remind your helpers that their main reason for 
being there is to make friends with the new people .

Have one helper make out name tags as the people come in . these should be collected each night •	
as people leave and passed out the next evening .

after the meeting each evening, collect quiz sheets and offering envelopes left at the tables . the •	
money should be carefully counted, recorded and turned over to the treasurer as soon as possible . 
attendance, quiz scores, and responses should also be carefully recorded .

Keep accurate and up-to-date records . after each visit, record pertinent information on the back of •	
the card .

after a few nights, you can begin a book table, with another helper to run it . If you promote •	
each little book up front as you add it to the table, most people will buy it . Here are a few helpful 
reminders:

Have a cash box to use for the literature table .	
Keep the book money separate from the offering money .	
no books are sold or promoted friday after sundown or saturday before sundown .	

the first few nights, encourage people to bring friends . tell them registration will be kept open for •	
these first few nights .

remember that the people are to do the lessons ahead of time so you can just go over them during •	
the session .

If you plan to follow up with an evangelistic series and not finish the lessons in class, be sure to make •	
clear on opening night and regularly thereafter that this is a prelude to a more detailed presentation 
to come later .

visitation is the key to success . as friendships develop and people have an opportunity to share, you •	
will be able to more fully share the gospel . (for a more detailed description of visitation, see chapter 
12 . “visitation and Getting decisions .”) 
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Handout
ChapteR 8. seminaR style evanGelism
directions:  fill in the blanks in the quotations below and answer the questions in the spaces provided .

1 . “every ________________ should be a training school for christian workers . Its members should be taught 
how to give ______________________, how to conduct and teach sabbath school classes, how best to help 
the poor and to care for the __________________, how to work for the unconverted . there should be schools 
of health, cooking schools, and ______________ in various lines of christian help work . there should not only 
be teaching, but actual work under ___________________instructors . let the teachers lead the way in working 
among the people, and others, uniting with them, will learn from their example . one __________________ is 
worth more than many precepts .” Ministry of healing, pp . 148, 149 .

2 . seminar style evangelism is more formal than one-on-one Bible studies or small study groups, but not as 
formal as a full scale evangelistic meeting . the seminar style invites more dialogue and participation than is 
common in an evangelistic meeting .  much of the preparation for seminar evangelism will be the same as 
for a large evangelistic meeting . one difference is that the presenter will be a lecturer or teacher rather than 
an evangelist or preacher .

3 . Keys to success .  there are four keys to the success of any evangelistic endeavor, but especially important 
when conducting seminars . they are:

________________________________ praying for the success of every meeting, even during the meeting .•	

__________________________________________ . people need to hear you say over and over that you •	
interpret the Bible “by what the Bible says;” that you let the Bible explain itself .

________________________________________________________ . talk of Jesus; let folk know you love •	
Jesus, that you have a personal relationship with Him, and that you want them to enjoy a personal 
relationship with Jesus . 

__________________________________________________________________ . let them know you’re more •	
concerned about their preparation for the day of the lord than with the exact order of events to take 
place .

4 . create a team . It is not wise to try to do an evangelistic seminar by yourself . others need the experience 
and the blessing . not everyone’s spiritual gifts are the same . various talents and personalities are needed in 
a successful program . 

5 . pointers for team members

Help team members understand that whether they are asked to help with registration, with setting up •	
the seminar, or with special music, those jobs are secondary to making friends with the visitors who 
attend . 

as you get to know the visitors, sit with them in the seminar, learn their names and call them when •	
they miss a night—not to scold them for not coming, but to show an interest in them, to show that you 
really care . 

When you are talking with visitors, don’t share future subjects . •	
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sympathize with guests when they struggle with truths new to them . •	

above all, you are there to be a friend . If the instructor has to leave unexpectedly, visitors will feel they •	
have friends they know well . 

When visitors first come on sabbath, invite them home to dinner if possible . let them see how you keep •	
a joyful sabbath . 

6 . seminar leaders’ Instruction sheet: list at least ten important instructions for planning and leading an 
evangelistic seminar:

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

6. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

7. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

8. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

9. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

10. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

7 . application . What was the most important concept you learned from this chapter? How it will help you 
as a leader?

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER 9
evanGelistiC meetinGs i:  
planninG and pRepaRatiOn

from cHrIst’s metHods of laBor We may learn many valuaBle lessons . He 
dId not folloW merely one metHod; In varIous Ways He souGHt to GaIn tHe 
attentIon of tHe multItude, and HavInG succeeded In tHIs, He proclaImed 
to tHem tHe trutHs of tHe Gospel . HIs cHIef WorK lay In mInIsterInG to tHe 
poor, tHe needy, and tHe IGnorant . In sImplIcIty He opened Before tHem tHe 
BlessInGs tHey mIGHt receIve, and tHus He aroused tHeIr soul’s HunGer for 

tHe trutH, tHe Bread of lIfe .

review and herald, dec . 24, 1914 . 

no douBt some of you may be thinking, “yes, I can be involved in evangelism by holding Bible studies, 
leading out in small groups, or conducting a seminar . But now you suggest that I be involved in holding 
public evangelistic meetings? maybe even as the speaker? me? a woman?”

Why not? there are so many who don’t know of salvation and christ’s soon coming . Generally it is expected 
that men will be the evangelists . But consider the enormous work to be done in reaching millions for christ . 
shall women and youth not lend their talents to this urgent task? and consider the whole audience of 
women who cannot be reached by men—women who will not, or are not allowed to, listen to men . or those 
people whose hearts would be touched by a woman’s style . think of the increasing number of people of all 
ages and genders who are proclaiming the gospel . let’s ask ourselves, who can prevent our following if the 
lord leads us to proclaim the gospel? 

from our early church history, we will take just two examples of women involved in evangelism . the founder 
of Women’s ministries for the seventh-day adventist church, sarepta myrenda Irish Henry, was a national 
evangelist for the Women’s christian temperance union and continued in evangelism after she joined the 
adventist church . Hundreds accepted christ through her preaching . ellen White, at the age of 82, made a 
tour of some eastern cities of the united states and held evangelistic meetings with good results . other 
women in evangelism could be mentioned . 

Women’s participation in evangelism, the great work of sharing the gospel, need not stop in our generation . 
even now, many women in our worldwide church are publicly proclaiming the gospel message .

public evangelism is an important part of our mission as a church . many first heard our message through 
public meetings . It is an excellent way to reach a large number of people at one time . public evangelism can 
bring the Good news to thousands in a large auditorium or to just a few people in a small church .
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Whom are We tryinG to reaCh?

We are given divine guidance concerning our need to reach the masses 
in the world around us . 

Because we are to reach all people, we need to devise varied approaches 
to reach different groups, generations, and classes of people . 

Who is reaChed By PuBliC evanGelism? 

approaches vary as audiences vary . seminar evangelism can reach people 
who prefer a teaching or lecture style rather than a preaching style . small 
groups reach those seeking relationships and bonding . many unchurched 
cannot be reached at first with public evangelism . We need to find other 
ways to reach them before they will be interested in a public meeting . 
But it is people who already have an interest in spiritual things who can 
be reached with public evangelism . 

one key to effective evangelism is knowing whom you are trying to reach 
with public meetings . this will help as you plan numerous aspects of the 
event as well as the before and after activities . 

the evanGelists

the speaker. one of the most important decisions in planning a series 
of public meetings is the choice of the principle speaker . this woman 
must:

Be totally committed to God, keeping christ central and uppermost •	
in her presentations .
Be absolutely committed and loyal to the church, its mission and •	
its doctrines, and willing to work in harmony with the rest of the 
church .
Have a passion for reaching lost people .•	
Have the ability to lead others to christ .•	
Be able to speak effectively to large crowds or small groups .•	
Be a “people-person” who can relate warmly to others .•	
Be able to delegate responsibility .•	
Be humble, able to follow the guidance of God and listen to counsel from those who can help mentor •	
her .
Have other gifts that will enhance her evangelism, such as flexibility, leadership, administration, mercy, •	
and hospitality . 

the team. Because no one person could have all of these gifts, the evangelist will need on her team people 
with the gifts that she lacks . Workers with varied talents are needed to make a public evangelistic series a 
success . some of the talents needed include:

Good relational skills to build friendships with those invited to the meetings, friendships that will grow •	
during and after the meetings . 
Willingness to visit with people and study the Bible with them; members trained in visitation, Bible •	
study, and obtaining decisions . 
ability to manage the book and tape tables . •	
Warm, friendly personalities to greet people each night . •	
energy and willingness to make certain that everything is spotlessly clean .•	
Helpfulness to manage the parking lot, especially with large crowds or limited parking space . you may •	
also need to provide information on public transportation .

tHe Gospel InvItatIon Is 
to Be GIven to tHe rIcH 
and tHe poor, tHe HIGH 
and tHe loW, and We 

must devIse means for 
carryInG tHe trutH Into 
neW places, and to all 

classes of people . 
evangelisM, p . 552

In all the highways of 
life there are souls to 

be saved . the blind are 
groping in darkness . 

Give them the light, and 
God will bless you as His 

laborers . 

evangelism, p . 553
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technical expertise with visual aids, public address systems, and lighting . •	
artistic talent and time to make signs, make and put up posters, give out handbills, etc .•	
Helpers to usher, collect the offering, put out chairs, open and close windows, manage the heat and •	
cooling systems, etc .
dedication as prayer partners . this support can include people unable to attend the meetings .•	

WorkinG With the Pastor

If you plan to hold meetings in a church other than your own, develop a good working relationship with the 
pastor . the pastor should be involved in the planning and organization of the meeting from the beginning 
to insure success . the pastor is the key person in the follow-up of the meetings . If the pastor is not interested 
in doing follow up or training members in follow up, many new members may drop out . sit down with 
the pastor and decide how he or she is going to be involved in the meetings; have all planning decisions 
confirmed in writing . later on send notes to confirm with each what was agreed .

you will especially need the pastor’s help in contacting key people who will help organize the committees 
to run the meeting . the pastor should also be a visible part of the meetings so that visitors and pastor can 
get acquainted .

date and time

your decision as to when the meetings will be held can also affect your ultimate success . When deciding the 
date of the meetings, keep the following in mind:

upcoming holidays . this will differ from country to country . •	
the major employment in the community . are there seasonal variations?•	
major happenings such as sporting events, national holidays, or civic events . •	
the weather . Will rain, snow or extreme heat limit attendance?•	

though there may be no perfect date, consider all factors to make a good choice .

time of day: we may forget that evangelistic meetings can be held at any time of the day . seize the 
opportunity to share christ whenever people are free to listen . and don’t forget those who work at odd 
hours . sometimes you can schedule meetings for them . evangelistic seminars have been held at noon in 
large cities and found a good response . 

meetinG PlaCe

Just as you think about your target audience in planning the time and place for meetings, you must consider 
them when choosing the location . factors include expense, convenience and how the target audience may 
feel about the appropriateness of the meeting place .

there is an advantage to using an adventist church in places where there is not a lot of prejudice against 
seventh-day adventists because people will become familiar with your church .

It is better to hold a meeting in a local church than to hold a citywide campaign in a central location . 
Generally, when multiple churches decide to conduct a citywide campaign, no one group “owns” or supports 
the meeting .  

Halls are useful as neutral ground when trying to reach people prejudiced against adventism .  Halls also 
work where there is no church building or you are trying to start a new work . another factor is accessibility . 
Will it be accessible to the handicapped? can people on crutches or in wheelchairs get to your meeting 
easily? 1 

1 field evangelism syllabus. russell Burrill, p . 79
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many types of halls may be considered, for example, 

 school auditoriums, cafeterias, or classrooms  yWca or Wmca halls 

 club auditoriums masonic temples 

 hotel or motel ballrooms or meeting rooms theaters 

 tents  civic centers 

 empty store buildings other churches 

If you have a large hall but small attendance, how can you make the hall look full? spread chairs out, move 
the platform forward, and have wide aisles . make a large reception area at the back with tables for books 
and Bibles .2

déCor:  It often takes more work to make a hall attractive than it would a church . It is important that the hall 
be neat and clean, with flowers, decorations, and backdrops . also check heating and cooling . 

liGhtinG:  regardless of the venue, lighting is important, so appoint someone to be in charge of the lights . 
floodlight the platform, and highlight the speaker, making the auditorium bright, especially if you are having 
the people read their Bibles . If you have a parking lot, remember to keep it well lighted .

If you want to use a computer generated presentation and project it on a screen, it may be a difficult 
challenge . But you can have the house lights on if you are using a video projector with over 600 ansi lumens . 
you will need to use one with over 1,000 ansi lumens if you decide to video the meeting and use spotlights 
in the process . this will give enough light for the people to read their Bibles and watch the projection at the 
same time . 

sound is of vital importance . make certain it is loud enough so people with hearing problems can hear . 
check the sound system a few days ahead of time . make sure sound levels are maintained throughout the 
auditorium . the sound will be different when the auditorium is full of people . practice with your participants 
so they know how to speak into a microphone . Work with your sound people so they know all requirements, 
especially for singing groups, dramas, and during pictures presentations, etc .

BudGetinG and finanCes

It is important to understand planning the budget and handling the finances of an evangelistic series . to be 
successful, evangelism will call for financial expenditures, either small or large, so it is vital to make and stay 
within one’s budget . Key pointers include: keeping a separate checking account for the evangelism program, 
paying all bills by check, and keeping careful records . for detailed information and pointers, see appendix K, 
“financial Guidelines and recordkeeping .”  a sample budget form is found in appendix l .  

meetinG and GreetinG

your guests will form opinions of you and your church before the speaker ever says a word . If things are not 
well planned, some may not return even though they agreed with every word of the sermon . psychologists 
tell us that most of us form an opinion of someone in the first four minutes . our evangelistic guests will do 
the same . therefore we need to take as much care planning and training those who meet, greet, and deal 
with the guests as we do with the program itself .

ushers and greeters can be trained in one session before the meetings begin . they will need written and oral 
specific directions as to how to perform their duties . If you would like to help them sharpen their skills and 
understanding, material is available that you could use for a short session .

2  ibid, p . 79 .
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It is very important that all of those assigned to meet and greet arrive well before the first guests are expected . 
station one person outside the main door (weather permitting), greeting people and opening the doors . If it 
is raining, have someone with umbrellas to offer people as they get out of vehicles . she could also hand out 
announcement sheets . (see section in this chapter on “program format .”)

you also need people just inside each entrance . their main job is to be friendly and warm . they can hand 
out sermon outlines, if used, and also direct guests to the registration materials, coat racks, restrooms, or 
children’s meetings . 

at the end of the meeting you will need people at the doors to the sanctuary with baskets to collect response 
cards . they can also hand out lessons for the next night . you may display leftover sermon outlines and lessons 
to be picked up on subsequent evenings .

reGistration:  registration provides names and information as to what meetings each guest attends . there 
should be three to five people passing out registration materials the first three nights, depending on meeting 
size . after the first few nights, two people a night will be sufficient . after the first week, registration packets 
can be passed out in the meeting by having new people raise their hands during the announcement period .

It is important that those working with registration are able to maintain a friendly, warm atmosphere even 
when rushed . registration helpers can also pass out outlines, lessons, registration sheets, attendance cards, 
and whatever else is distributed during the evangelistic meetings . these supplies can often be paper clipped 
together .

Book taBle:  If you give out free books, or have books for sale, you will need a book table . sale books can 
be available every night except during the sabbath hours . It must be covered during that time . one person 
should be able to operate the book table . you may went to offer inexpensive books that deal with the topics 
as they are covered, and some of the more familiar spirit of prophecy books .

ushers:  ushers are an important part of the evangelistic team . as the auditorium fills up, someone will 
need to usher people to seats or put up extra chairs if needed . If Bibles are distributed to the seats before 
the program, the ushers will need to give Bibles to those sitting on the extra chairs .  ushers will be in charge 
of taking up the offerings or recruiting people to take it up . In a large meeting, it is faster to use buckets for 
each row .

If you have a sign which can be updated with the sermon titles, ushers or greeters should change it during 
the sermon with the title for the next meeting .

assign someone to take a head count of all people present . count everyone including children, adults, and 
all helpers . Keep the numbers for children’s and adult meetings separate . 

after the meeting all registration sheets and all sermon response cards should be given to the pastor and 
evangelist . Be sure helpers tidy up the auditorium to see that all is ready for the next meeting .

PlanninG the musiC

the music committee arranges for the song service . make the selection of the music a matter of prayer . 
encourage nightly practice for the lead singers .

special music, well chosen, can touch hearts reached in no other way . not only should music be carefully 
chosen, but the words should be sung clearly, with feeling and love . musicians should emphasize the message 
of the music rather than show off their musical talent . 

the committee could also invite excellent choral and instrumental groups to present a short concert on 
special nights . encourage those giving special music to stay for the entire program .

recruit the best available keyboard or instrumental accompanists . this affects the quality of the special music 
and song service . If possible, use the same accompanist most nights to provide continuity .
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ProGram format

this suggested program format does well in a large, busy city where the people want a fast moving, short 
program . In planning a program, cultural differences and expectations must be taken into account, but 
it is always important to have the program well planned and well paced . each participant should be well 
coached, have a printed program, and keep to the schedule .

song service . Keep it fast moving and vibrant to open hearts•	

prayer •	

short Welcome•	

testimony . a short five minute interview can be a real blessing . Interview someone who has struggled •	
with the topic of the previous evening or some other relevant topic, and encourage them to share how 
they found victory and peace in Jesus christ . possible topics might be:

How do I feel about Jesus?	

How do I feel about the sabbath?  (after the sabbath doctrine is presented)	

How do I feel about the adventist church? (when presenting decision sermons)	

How I was blessed by paying tithe .	

What God’s word means to me . 	

announcements . Keep announcements to a minimum . most people do not enjoy meetings with lengthy •	
preliminaries . move quickly to the sermon . even though you shorten the announcements, enthusiastically 
emphasize upcoming meetings and relevant activities . to shorten announcement time, provide everyone 
with a weekly announcement sheet . (Where people enjoy longer preliminaries, you need not worry 
about time .) 

Handshake . depending on the audience and the culture, it is nice to invite all to shake hands with those •	
sitting near them . visitors will begin to feel they are part of the church . 

offering . you may want to take up an offering at every meeting or just once a week . provide music •	
during the offering .

special music . coordinate special music, by a soloist or group, with the sermon topic . •	

sermon . the sermon always includes an appeal and usually a prayer by the evangelist before or after •	
the appeal .

appeal song . again, this should be coordinated with the appeal .•	

dismissal . Include a reminder of the next meeting or any special feature . •	

Baptismal (or “more Information”) class . Begin this class once there are membership appeals . It is a •	
short review session immediate after each evening meeting, taught by the pastor, for no more than 
fifteen minutes as it is important that people not be kept too late . 

additional PossiBilities

If you need more attractions to build an audience, or are working with an audience which needs basic health 
and family education, some of these elements could be added to the program:

a health talk or demonstration . Bring a well-qualified speaker . make sure the information is accurate, •	
up-to-date, and of a positive nature .
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a family life talk . Invite someone who understands family issues and who has successfully raised a family •	
so she can share some of her problems and the ways God helped her family .

testimony . you may include a longer testimony time, with a different person sharing her testimony •	
each night . remind speakers they are talking to secular people unfamiliar with the adventist church, its 
vocabulary, and its customs .

Health clinics . these and other community service projects could be done during the day, with perhaps •	
a health screening before the evening service . 

counselors . If the speaker is trained as a counselor, she may be able to visit with and counsel those •	
who attend the meetings . many decide to follow christ as they work on healing the wounds in their 
families .

as you plan the programs for your evangelist meetings, pray often that you may know how best to reach 
your target audience . also keep the available resources in mind . What are your team and your church 
equipped to do well? Work in harmony, and plan thoroughly, that God may bless every part of the planning, 
each team member, and every visitor .
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Handout
ChapteR 9. evanGelistiC meetinGs i:  
planninG and pRepaRatiOn
directions:  fill in the blanks in the quotations below and answer the questions in the spaces provided .

1 . “from christ’s methods of labor we may learn many valuable lessons . He did not follow merely one method; 
in various ways He sought to gain _________________________________, and having succeeded in this, He 
proclaimed to them the truths of the gospel . His chief work lay in ministering to the ___________________, 
the _____________________, and the ___________________ . In _______________________________________ 
He opened before them the blessings they might receive, and thus he aroused their soul’s hunger for the 
truth, the bread of life .” review and herald, dec . 24, 1914 .  

2 . tell briefly how the following two women from our early church history were involved in evangelism .

serepta Henry __________________________________________________•	

ellen White_____________________________________________________•	

let’s remember that women’s participation in evangelism, the great work of sharing the gospel, need not 
stop in our generation . even now, many women in our worldwide church are publicly proclaiming the 
gospel message .

3 . Whom we are trying to reach?
Because we are to reach all people, we need to devise varied approaches to reach different 
groups, generations, and classes of people . “the gospel invitation is to be given to the rich 
and the poor, the high and the low, and we must devise means for carrying truth into new 
places, and to all classes of people .” evangelism, p . 552

4 . the evangelists . the evangelistic team will include a main speaker and a large team of helpers with a 
variety of talents . 

a . speaker . the main speaker needs to have these characteristics:
Be totally committed to God, keeping christ central and uppermost in her presentations .•	
Be absolutely committed and loyal to the church, its mission and its doctrines, and willing to work •	
in harmony with the rest of the church .
Have a passion for reaching lost people .•	
Have the ability to lead others to christ .•	
Be able to speak effectively to large crowds or small groups .•	

B . the team . Because no one person could have all the necessary gifts, the evangelist needs people on 
her team with the gifts she lacks in order to make public evangelism a success . 

some of the talents needed include:
Good relational skills to build friendships with those invited to the meetings . •	
Willingness to visit with people and study the Bible with them; members trained in visitation, Bible •	
study, and obtaining decisions . 
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ability to manage the book and tape tables . •	
Warm, friendly personalities to greet people each night . •	
energy and willingness to make certain that everything is spotlessly clean .•	
Helpfulness to manage the parking lot . .•	
technical expertise with visual aids, public address systems, and lighting . •	
artistic talent and time to make signs, make and put up posters, give out handbills, etc .•	
Helpers to usher, collect the offering, put out chairs, manage the heating/cooling, etc .•	
dedication as prayer partners . Include people unable to attend the meetings .•	

5 . Working with the pastor . It is always vital to work closely with your pastor . If you plan to hold meetings in 
a church other than your own, develop a good working relationship with that pastor . the pastor should be 
involved in the planning and organization of the meeting from the beginning to insure success . the pastor 
is the key person in the follow-up of the meetings . 

6 . selecting date and time . deciding when the meetings will be held can affect success . When setting the 
dates for the meetings, keep the following in mind:

upcoming holidays . this will differ from country to country . •	
the major employment in the community . are there seasonal variations?•	
major happenings such as sporting events, national holidays, or civic events . •	
the weather . Will rain, snow or extreme heat limit attendance?•	

7 . choosing the location . When choosing a location, consider your target audience . factors include expense, 
convenience and how the target audience may feel about the appropriateness of the place . many types of 
halls may be considered . 

list 5 places in your area that might be suitable for meetings . 

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

8 . Budgeting and finances . It is important to understand planning the budget and handling the finances 
of an evangelistic series . It is vital to make and stay within one’s budget . Key pointers include: keeping 
a separate checking account for the evangelism program, paying all bills by check, and keeping careful 
records .

9 . meeting and Greeting . most of us form an opinion of someone quickly . our evangelistic guests will do the 
same . therefore we need to take much care choosing and training those who meet and greet guests .

list 4 groups on the team who may benefit from training in meeting and greeting effectively .

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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10 . planning the music . special music, well chosen, can touch hearts reached in no other way . not only 
should music be carefully chosen, but the words should be sung clearly, with feeling and love . musicians 
should emphasize the message of the music rather than their musical talent.

11 . program format . Here is a suggested order of service for the program .
song service . Keep it fast moving and vibrant to open hearts•	
prayer •	
short Welcome•	
testimony .  a short, well-planned five minute interview can be a real blessing•	
announcements . Keep announcements to a minimum . •	
Handshake . depending on audience and culture, it is nice to invite everyone to shake hands with those •	
near them . 
offering . you may want to take up an offering at every meeting or just once a week . provide music •	
during the offering .
special music . coordinate special music with the sermon topic . •	
sermon . always include an appeal and usually a prayer by the evangelist . •	
appeal song, coordinated with the appeal .•	
dismissal . Include a reminder of the next meeting or any special feature . •	
Baptismal (or “more Information”) class . Begin this class once there are membership appeals . It is a •	
short fifteen minute review session immediate after each evening meeting, taught by the pastor .

12 . additional program possibilities . If you need more attractions to build an audience, or are working with 
an audience which needs basic health and family education, considers some of these elements:

a health talk by a well-qualified speaker . Be sure information is accurate and current .•	
a family life talk by someone who understands family issues and has successfully raised a family .•	
testimony . you may include a longer testimony time, with a different person each night . remind speakers •	
they are talking to people unfamiliar with the adventist church, its vocabulary, and its customs .
 Health clinics . these and other community service projects could be done during the day, with perhaps •	
a health screening before the evening service . 

as you plan the programs for your evangelist meetings, pray often that you may know how best to reach 
your target audience . also keep your available resources in mind . What are your team and your church 
equipped to do well? Work in harmony, and plan thoroughly, that God may bless every part of the planning, 
each team member, and every visitor .
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CHAPTER 10
evanGelistiC meetinGs ii: 
tRaininG and COmmittees

one WorKer WHo Has Been traIned and educated for tHe WorK, WHo Is 
controlled By tHe spIrIt of cHrIst, WIll accomplIsH far more tHan ten 

laBorers WHo Go out defIcIent In KnoWledGe, and WeaK In tHe faItH . one 
WHo WorKs In Harmony WItH tHe counsel of God, and In unIty WItH tHe 

BretHren, WIll Be more effIcIent to do Good, tHan ten WIll Be WHo do not 
realIze tHe necessIty of dependInG upon God, and of actInG In Harmony WItH 

tHe General plan of tHe WorK .

review and herald, may 29, 1888 .

traininG ChurCh Workers

almost all those involved in the meetings can benefit from training, the experienced mentoring the novices . 
you can train the church during sabbath school, church, or prayer meeting, whenever you have a majority 
membership turnout . don’t merely show the videos, but actually provide opportunities and motivation to 
implement what is being taught .

prayer times are important in training others and in working with them . pray once a week with all the lay 
workers, including the parking lot attendants and nursery workers . Give each staff  member a copy of the 
names of interests who are under conviction so they too can pray for them corporately and individually . each 
week update everyone about the visitation .

surprisingly, one of the most important things you can do to improve your own ministry and to help train 
others is to do a careful evaluation at the end of any type of public meeting or program . the team should 
make a list of goals and objectives at the beginning of the evangelistic effort, small group, or even one-to-
one Bible study . periodically during the duration of the ministry, evaluate the progress to see how far you 
have come in fulfilling these goals and objectives .  do a full evaluation at the end . 

the evaluation form (see appendix m) is quite detailed, but it will help you find out how well things went if 
everyone is honest and serious about filling it out . some items may not be relevant to an evangelism event . 
adapt the form to suit . the final three questions could be used separately for an evaluation in almost any 
situation .

check with your local aBc and sources such as adventsource to find other good resources that are helpful 
in conducting seminars to prepare the laity in witnessing to the community and in friendship evangelism 
leading up to an evangelistic campaign . materials should also be available from the conference personal 
ministries department .
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orGanizinG Committees

there are two reasons for having committees to help plan and conduct a series of evangelistic meetings . 
first, it gets more people involved . second, they will then feel ownership of the meetings and will more 
likely attend and bring friends and neighbors . they are not only helping with the meetings but learning so 
that they can also lead out in meetings of their own someday .after you have decided the general outline 
of your meetings, you can assign committees depending on your local needs . some important committees 
include:

steerinG Committee 
this committee consists of the heads of all the committees . they coordinate activities so everything happens 
on schedule before and during the meetings . they should meet periodically and each subcommittee 
should report on what is happening in its area . If there are problems in any area, this committee assists 
the subcommittee in taking care of the problem . It will also be responsible to find or substitute committee 
chairpersons if necessary .

Prayer Committee
this committee will intentionally organize prayer initiatives and ministries in the church before, during, and 
after the meetings . (refer also to the section on “preparatory retreats and prayer Groups” in chapter 2 .) 
Know that this is the most important assignment for the meetings . more is accomplished by prayer than by 
anything else . 

find ways to increase prayer for the meetings . the prayer committee’s duties can include:

launching a prayer Warriors program . In God’s army, prayer Warriors are the “shock troops .”  While it •	
is true that all christians pray, prayer Warriors possess special skills . they have learned the power of prayer 
and they put on the armor of God to pray for all those who do not know Jesus .1

Be responsible for a ten-minute meeting of prayers Warriors for prayer every sabbath following the •	
church service, and meet with the prayer Warriors for one hour of conversational prayer each month .

organize and direct a prayer walking program before the meetings . (see the section on prayer Walks •	
under the heading of “preparatory retreats and prayer Groups” in this manual .)

Be responsible for advertising prayer events and inviting members to a prayer and consecration service •	
before the evangelistic series starts .

arrange for a room or area in or near the church to be designated as a prayer room during the meetings . •	
advertise that this area will be open for any member who wishes to pray for the meetings while they are in 
progress .

recruit members to pray during the meeting . tell them the needs, and the names of those who need to •	
be prayed for, as well as the victories .

Children’s ProGram Committee
this committee is responsible for putting on a special program for children ages four through ten each 
evening .

childcare helpers should be very responsible and friendly to parents . many people judge a church based •	
on the quality of its child care .

this committee will recruit personnel for each part of the program . each should be adequately screened •	
so that none has a record of child abuse . this can be checked with the local police department . Keep a 
record that you have done this . 
1 ron Halvorsen, Prayer warriors. Hart research center, fallbrook, california, 1995 .
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the committee will have to decide:•	
How many children they expect . In most western cultures, you can estimate five to seven children •	
for every one hundred people expected to attend .
What materials they will want to use•	
crafts that they may want the children to make •	

the children’s program consists of music, crafts, stories and a lesson which can correspond to the •	
nightly adult meetings .

depending on the culture and facilities, baby sitting should be provided for children under four .•	
Have several sturdy, safe toys for the small children .•	
Have a few extra diapers on hand .•	
you may need to provide a safe place for the infants to sleep .•	

deCoration Committee
this committee will be responsible for all decorations in the auditorium and other rooms that will be used, 
including the bathrooms . the committee should be composed of people who have artistic talents and 
abilities . If they use live plants, that same committee should be responsible for the care and watering of the 
plants .

food Committee 
the food committee will be responsible for feeding the workers for the meeting if that is decided ahead 
of time, and for organizing sabbath potlucks or sabbath meals the weeks after the sabbath doctrine is 
presented . plenty of extra food will be needed on those weeks . Be sure to involve people who are experienced 
in organizing food service .

disCiPlinG Committee 
this committee will plan for the follow-up with the new members after the evangelistic series . It is just as 
important to disciple the new members and help them become solid, witnessing adventist members as it is 
to baptize them . (see chapter 14, “discipling new members .”)

GreetinG and ushers Committee 
this committee oversees, recruits, and trains people in greeting and ushering for the meetings . If someone 
fails to show up, committee members must step in and cover their assignment . (see “meeting and Greeting” 
in chapter 9 for details .) 

lodGinG Committee 
this committee arranges lodging for the lay and paid workers involved in an evangelistic meeting if they 
come from a distance .

musiC Committee 
music can greatly enhance an evangelistic meeting . this committee will be responsible for all the music used 
during the meetings . (see “planning the music,” in chap .9 of this manual .) 

PuBliC address/sound Committee 
this committee will be in charge of the sound system for the meetings . Because sound quality is very 
important, involve this committee in the planning and conducting of the meetings . they will select the 
sound technician, who should…

operate the public address system each evening, coming at least 30 minutes early nightly, and an hour •	
early on opening night to check all equipment . 
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Be familiar with the order of service so that s/he can anticipate the use of  microphones, to avoid dead •	
space in the program while mikes are adjusted .

test the mikes ahead of time to know at what level each person’s mikes should be adjusted . •	

record the sermon on tape each evening if tapes will be made available . It is good to duplicate the tapes •	
for sale . 

ParkinG lot Committee 
this committee provides for the parking needs during the meetings . the number of parking assistants will 
vary with the number of people and cars to be helped . these suggestions are for a fairly large meeting in a 
first world culture . If you have large meetings:

station two people at the parking lot entrance to wave at everyone who enters and direct them to the •	
parking lot attendant . 

post three or more friendly people in the parking lot to direct people to parking spaces, and direct the •	
visitors to the main entrance of the meeting place .

 
assign two people to direct traffic out of the parking lot after the meeting, and two more at the exit •	
waving goodbye and helping drivers get onto the street .

all parking lot personnel should be equipped with flashlights . umbrellas would be handy on rainy days •	
to protect visitors as they walk from the parking lot .

transPortation Committee
this committee arranges transportation for two groups—visitors who have no other way to attend the 
meetings, and helpers who have no other way of getting to and from appointments .

visitation Committee 
the evangelist should not be the only one visiting the interests . Bible workers, lay counselors and lay pastors, 
as well as any trained member, can also do visitation . (see chapter 12 on “visitation and Getting decisions” 
for more information .)  

someone on this committee will organize and give out the names and addresses of those to be visited . Keep 
track of the nights each person attends the meetings . If visitors miss a meeting, someone can offer to visit 
them and help them to catch up on what they missed . 

With much prayer, careful planning, and dedicated committee members, you will have the foundation for a 
successful evangelistic event . encourage and affirm each other as you work together as a team to share the 
Good news of a loving saviour .
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directions:  fill in the blanks in the quotations below and answer the questions in the spaces provided .

1 . “one worker who has been ______________________________and educated for the work, who is controlled 
by the spirit of christ, will accomplish far more than ten laborers who go out deficient in knowledge, and 
weak in the faith . one who works in _____________________________ with the counsel of God, and in unity 
with the brethren, will be more efficient to do good, than ten will be who do not realize the necessity 
of ________________________, and of acting in harmony with the general plan of the work .” review and 
herald, may 29, 1888 .  evangelism, p . 109 .

2 . training church Workers . almost all those involved in the meetings can benefit from training, the 
experienced mentoring the novices . you can train the church during __________________, __________________, 
or _____________________, whenever you have a majority membership turnout . provide opportunities and 
motivation to implement what is being taught .

3 . Why committees? What are two reasons for having committees to help plan and conduct evangelistic 
meetings?

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

4 . organizing committees .  When planning evangelistic meetings, it is important to organize committees to 
care for the many tasks involved . these committees include the following:

a . steering committee—consists of the heads of each of the other committees . they coordinate activities 
before and during the meetings . they meet periodically with each subcommittee, which will report on its 
area . If there are problems, this committee will assist .

B . prayer committee—organizes prayer initiatives and ministries in the church before, during, and after the 
meetings . this is the most important assignment . the prayer committee’s duties may include:

launch a prayer Warriors program . •	
arrange a ten-minute meeting of prayers Warriors for prayer every sabbath .•	
organize a prayer walking program before the meetings . •	
advertise prayer events and invite members to a prayer and consecration service before the •	
evangelistic series .
arrange for a prayer room in or near the church during the meetings . let people know this area will •	
be open for prayer during the meetings .
recruit members to pray during the meeting . tell them the needs as well as the victories .•	

c . children’s program committee—is responsible for putting on a special program for children ages four 
through ten each evening . the following guidelines will be helpful:

childcare helpers should be responsible and friendly . many people judge a church based on the •	
quality of child care .

Handout
ChapteR 10. evanGelistiC meetinGs ii:  
tRaininG and COmmittees
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this committee will recruit personnel for the children’s program . all helpers should be thoroughly •	
screened through the local police department to be sure that none has a record of child abuse . Keep 
a record that you have done this . 
the committee will decide:•	

How many children they expect . In most western cultures, expect five to seven children for every 	
one hundred people attending .
What materials will be needed, including craft materials .	

the children’s program consists of music, crafts, stories, and a lesson which can be coordinated to •	
the adult meeting .
depending on the culture and facilities, baby sitting should be provided for children under four; •	
have a few sturdy, safe toys and extra diapers on hand .

d . decoration committee—is responsible for all decorations in the auditorium and other rooms . Involve 
people who have artistic talents . the committee also cares for any live plants .

e . food committee—is responsible for feeding workers for the meetings if that is the plan, and for organizing 
potlucks or sabbath meals the weeks after the sabbath doctrine is presented . Involve people experienced in 
organizing food service .

f . discipling committee—plans for caring for new members after the evangelistic series ends .

G . Greeting and ushers committee—oversees, recruits, and trains people in greeting and ushering for the 
meetings . 

H . lodging committee—arranges lodging for the lay and paid workers involved in the meetings if they come 
from a distance .

I . music committee—will be responsible for all the music and musicians during the meetings . 

J . public address/sound committee—is in charge of the sound system for the meetings . Because sound 
quality is very important, involve this committee in the planning and during the meetings . 

K . parking lot committee—provides for parking needs during the meetings . the number of parking assistants 
will vary with the number of people and cars . If you have large meetings:

station two people at the parking lot entrance to wave at everyone and direct them to the parking •	
attendant . 
post three or more friendly people to direct people to parking spaces, and direct the visitors to the main •	
entrance of the meeting .
assign two people to direct traffic out of the parking lot after the meeting .•	
equip all parking lot personnel with flashlights . on rainy days, have umbrellas handy to protect •	
visitors .

l . transportation committee—arranges transportation for visitors who have no other way to attend the 
meetings, and helpers who have no other way of getting to and from appointments .

m . visitation committee—the evangelist should not be the only one doing visitation . Bible workers, lay 
counselors and lay pastors, as well as any trained member, can also do visitation . this committee will 
distribute names and addresses of those to be visited . Keep track of attendance . If visitors miss a meeting, 
someone can offer to visit and help them to catch up . 

for success:  With much prayer, careful planning, and dedicated committee members, you will have the 
foundation for a successful evangelistic event . encourage and affirm each other as you work together as a 
team to share the Good news of a loving saviour .
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CHAPTER 11
evanGelistiC meetinGs iii:
pRepaRinG and pResentinG 
the seRmOn

Jesus, WHen preparInG for some Great trIal or some Important WorK, Would 
resort to tHe solItude of tHe mountaIns and spend tHe nIGHt In prayer to HIs 

fatHer . a nIGHt of prayer preceded tHe ordInatIon of tHe apostles and tHe 
sermon on tHe mount, tHe transfIGuratIon, tHe aGony of tHe JudGment Hall 

and tHe cross, and tHe resurrectIon Glory . 

Prayer, p . 173

sHarInG tHe messaGe of a loving saviour is not limited to 
any age or gender . the sin sick and discouraged all around 
us need each of us to help share the Good news . some who 
have experience in leadership may be more at ease speaking to 
groups . But each of us can learn, especially as we know we are 
following our lord’s command to go and make disciples .

most women are friendly and sociable . they can use this ability 
to speak the words of christ to perishing souls . Women who 
are not used to speaking up front can start small by announcing 
a hymn, saying a benediction (it is all right to have it written 
out), or taking some other small part until they are comfortable . 
stage fright can be overcome . With the Holy spirit, we can 
become more than conquerors, even in this .

Guidelines for sermon PreParation

It takes time to prepare a sermon . this is true for both novices and experienced speakers .  many of those 
working in Women’s ministries evangelism are not trained in theology or in homiletics . they may not be 
experienced in sermon preparation . It is hard work .  But this is another ability that can be learned . following 
are some pointers to guide one in preparing a sermon that will be a blessing .

Be Prayerful. consecrate yourself to God for service . the Holy spirit inspired Bible writers of old (2 tim . 
3:16), and the same spirit will guide one preparing a sermon . the power of prayer is available for divine 
guidance . 

Be BiBliCal.  stories, news, and popular authors may be useful . they can help illustrate a Bible principle or 
show how Bible truths still apply today . they can help us reach audiences totally unfamiliar with the Bible . But 

We, too, must have times set apart 
for meditation and prayer and 

for receiving spiritual refreshing . 
We do not value the power and 
efficacy of prayer as we should .

Ministry of healing, p . 509 
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they are not our central focus . our focus must be on scripture truths . there is something universal and timeless 
about the Bible stories . use them as much as possible . “preach the Word” as it says in 2 timothy 4:2 .

Be PrePared. to prepare a sermon, just as any other speech, requires work, thought and study . allow 
yourself time to read from various sources, but then organize your ideas in your own words and your own 
way . 

Be orGanized. decide on the one main point you want to make; then support and explain it well . stick to 
your topic, and don’t ramble off the point .

Be Professional.  Be true to the text; do not manipulate scripture . search and research the topic . each 
of us can be students of the Bible . 

Be relevant. relate scripture to the audience . Will the audience understand your illustrations? Will they be 
acquainted with the sources you quote . use terminology your audience will understand . 

Be yourself. don’t be afraid to present the topic from a woman’s point of view . you can present a clear, 
appealing, well-organized sermon, yet speak with your own voice . 

CreatinG sermons

there really are only three things you need to do in any speech or sermon .
tell the audience what you are going to tell them . (Introduction)
tell them . (Body of sermon)
tell them what you told them . (conclusion)

ellen White urges us to keep christ at the center of our evangelistic sermons . 

no dIscourse sHould ever Be preacHed WItHout presentInG cHrIst and  
HIm crucIfIed as tHe foundatIon of tHe Gospel .

evangelisM, p . 186 .

yes, christ must be central to the message regardless of the topic . He is not merely one section of the sermon .  
rather christ and His teaching must be the central focus of the sermon . the question to be answered is:  
How does this doctrine reflect or reveal christ? 

Parts of a sermon

introduCtion. the first step in sermon presentation is to get the attention of your audience . Be constantly 
thinking of your audience—what they already know and believe, and what it is you want them to know . 
capture their interest . the best way is by some personal experience or something relevant to the audience . 
start with a human interest story, news item, or shocking statement . Get them involved and interested . and 
tell them what you are going to talk about .

Body.  now you are ready for the body of the sermon . one way to develop the main body of the sermon is 
by raising a question/problem and giving the answer/solution . 

a . there is  .  .  . B . then you want to  .  .  .

    a question to be answered     present the answer to the question

    or a problem to be solved     Give the solution to the problem

    or a need to be satisfied .     Give the satisfaction to the need .
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there are advantages to constructing the evangelistic sermon in the need/satisfaction mode . everyone has 
a need . every Bible doctrine satisfies a specific human need . for example, the sabbath supplies our need for 
inner peace, for rest, for intimate belonging . you will want to help the audience realize their need and then 
show them how to satisfy that need .

choose material that will help you understand the need and what the Bible answer is . search and research . 
decide on relevant texts for the topic . don’t present every argument and text possible; limit it to three key 
points at the most .

then organize your material . Be logical; move in a logical order from one step to the next . think how you 
would explain it to a child . follow the same sequence but use adult language and reasoning . make only one 
point at a time . explain it clearly . then move on to the next point . 

ConClusion. tie the points of the sermon together with a brief conclusion that leads logically into the 
appeal . every sermon should call people to decision . tell the audience what kind of decision you want them 
to make and review how it will benefit them . tell them what to do about their decision . the type of decision 
will vary according to topic .

usinG a PrePared sermon outline

If you will use a prepared sermon outline, especially one prepared by someone else, the following guidelines 
are vital .

Know the topic well .  •	
examine the sub-topics . look carefully at how the sermon is organized, and how it progresses . •	
read the texts to see how they apply .•	
read other sources that add further information .•	
Illustrate the sermon using stories, news items, or your own experiences .•	
Write out the sermon word for word if you have to .•	
practice presenting it aloud until you are comfortable .•	

during the preparation of the sermon, you must be moved/transformed by it .  even though you know the 
doctrine, it must speak to you again personally .  you must be so touched that you want to recommit your 
life to God .  If it touches you, it will touch others through the Holy spirit .

sermon Presentation

now you are ready to present your sermon . the preacher is God’s modern messenger . you are speaking 
God’s message . But you are not left to do it alone . the Holy spirit will guide and help you . Here are ten 
pointers for effective speaking .

Be confident . God is in charge . the spirit who guided your preparation will empower you in the •	
presentation .
Be sincere . Believe and practice what you preach .•	
Be practical . make it plain and simple . explain “how to .”•	
Be enthusiastic . fire spreads .•	
Be audience-friendly .•	
- look for ways to bond with your audience .
- let people see you as their friend .  
Be inter-active•	
- don’t just preach at people; talk with people .
- ask questions . communicate . pretend you are talking to your children or grandmother .
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use your diaphragm•	
- avoid breathing from the chest .  
- practice breathing from the diaphragm . you’ll sound better and last longer .
use eye contact•	
- don’t be glued to your notes . 
- look directly at the people, frequently shifting your gaze from one person to another . .
- use appropriate body language . this is a large part of communication .
Be filled with the spirit•	
- you are only the mouth piece .  
- let the spirit be the speaker .
relax . no one can do better at that time or place .•	

illustratinG your sermon 

When preaching or giving Bible studies or other 
presentations, include examples of Bible women . When 
planning a meeting, think about the illustrations, examples, 
language, and songs . do they include women as well as 
men? Be inclusive of men and women, old and young, rich 
and poor, all races and groups in your audience .

people will often remember your illustration after they 
have forgotten the rest of the sermon . for that reason, it 
is important that your illustrations be memorable and to 
the point .

use visual aids . people often remember something they 
see much more than what they hear . so if possible, use 
visual aids .

one caution when choosing illustrations: you cannot tell 
someone else’s personal story as though it is yours . Just 
say you are telling a story of a friend or a story that you 
have heard . 

It is also important to make illustrations culturally appropriate . the story must not be offensive to anyone in 
the audience, and it must be on a subject with which the audience can identify . or take time to explain so 
that everyone understands the story and the point . 

Well-chosen, appropriate illustrations can make a sermon memorable and help impress the audience with 
the truths presented . 

make your illustrations simple and 
something your audience can visualize . 
for example, when talking about the 
sabbath, place six glasses of water and 
one glass of juice on a table in front 
of your audience . ask them which is 
a special drink? explain that all days 
of the week are not the same . one is 
sanctified and holy .

out of seven cute, lovable babies, one is 
yours . Which baby is special? one baby 
is not the same as all the others . one 
day is not the same as all the others . 
again, God made one day special for 
us . –ardis stenbakken
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Handout
ChapteR 11. evanGelistiC meetinGs iii:  
pRepaRinG and pResentinG the seRmOn

directions:  fill in the blanks in the quotations below and answer the questions in the spaces provided .

1 . “Jesus, when preparing for some great trial or some important work, would resort to the 
______________________________ and spend the night in prayer to His father . a night of prayer preceded 
the _____________________________ and the sermon on the mount, the transfiguration, the agony of the 
judgment hall and the cross, and the resurrection glory .” Prayer, p . 173 

“We, too, must have times set apart for ______________________________________________and for receiving 
spiritual refreshing . We do not value the power and efficacy of prayer as we should .” Ministry of healing, 
p . 509 

2 . no limits . sharing the message of a loving saviour is not limited to any age or gender . the sin sick and 
discouraged all around us need each of us to help share the Good news . some who have experience in 
leadership may be more at ease speaking to groups . But each of us can learn, especially as we know we are 
following our lord’s command to go and make disciples .

3 . Guidelines for sermon preparation . It takes time to prepare a sermon . this is true for both novices 
and experienced speakers .  We may not be trained in theology or homiletics, nor experienced in sermon 
preparation . It is hard work . But it can be learned . Here are guidelines for preparing a sermon that will be 
a blessing .

Be prayerful . consecrate yourself to God . the Holy spirit inspired Bible writers of old, and the same spirit •	
will guide one preparing a sermon . 
Be Biblical .  stories, news, and popular authors may be useful to illustrate a Bible principle . they can •	
help us reach audiences unfamiliar with the Bible . But they are not our central focus, which must be on 
scripture . 
Be prepared . to prepare a sermon, just as any other speech, requires work, thought and study . allow •	
yourself time to read from various sources, but then organize your ideas in your own words and your 
own way . 
Be organized . decide on the •	 one main point you want to make; then support and explain it well . stick 
to your topic, and don’t ramble off the point . 
Be professional .•	   Be true to the text; do not manipulate scripture . research the topic . each of us can be 
students of the Bible . 
Be relevant . relate scripture to the audience . Will the audience understand your illustrations, the sources •	
you quote, and the terminology? 
Be yourself . don’t be afraid to present the topic from a woman’s point of view .•	

ellen White urges us to keep christ at the center of our evangelistic sermons . “no discourse should ever 
be preached without presenting christ and Him crucified as the foundation of the gospel .” evangelism, p . 
186 . 
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4 . parts of a sermon . there are 3 main parts of a sermon .

Introduction . the first step in sermon presentation is to get the attention of your audience .•	  
Body .  now you are ready for the body of the sermon . one way to develop the main body of the sermon •	
is by raising a question/problem and giving the answer/solution . 

     a . there is  .  .  .    B . then you want to  .  .  .

     a question to be answered     present the answer to the question

     or a problem to be solved     Give the solution to the problem

     or a need to be satisfied .     Give the satisfaction to the need .

conclusion . tie the points of the sermon together with a brief conclusion that leads logically into the •	
appeal . every sermon should call people to decision . tell the audience what kind of decision you want 
them to make and review how it will benefit them . explain what to do about their decision .

5 . using a prepared sermon outline .  If you will use a prepared sermon outline, especially one prepared by 
someone else, the following guidelines are vital .

Know the topic well .  •	
examine the sub-topics . look carefully at how the sermon is organized .  •	
read the texts to see how they apply .•	
read other sources that add further information .•	
Illustrate the sermon using stories, news items, or your own experiences .•	
Write out the sermon word for word if you have to .•	
practice presenting it aloud until you are comfortable .•	

6 . presenting the sermon .  now you are ready to present your sermon . you are speaking God’s message, but 
not alone . the Holy spirit will guide you . Here are ten pointers for effective speaking:

Be confident . God is in charge . the spirit who guided your preparation will empower you in the •	
presentation .
Be sincere . Believe and practice what you preach .•	
Be practical . make it plain and simple . explain “how to .”•	
Be enthusiastic . fire spreads .•	
Be audience-friendly . •	
Be inter-active•	

- don’t just preach at people; talk with people .
- ask questions . communicate . pretend you are talking to your children or grandmother .
practice breathing from your diaphragm . you’ll sound better and last longer .•	
use eye contact•	

- don’t be glued to your notes . 
- look directly at the people, frequently shifting your gaze from one person to another .
- use (but do not over-use) appropriate body language . this is a large part of communication .
Be filled with the spirit .•	
relax . no one can do better at that time or place .•	

7 . making your sermon Inclusive . When preaching or giving Bible studies or other presentations, include 
examples of Bible women . When planning a meeting, think about the illustrations, examples, language, and 
songs . do they include women as well as men? endeavor to be inclusive of men and women, old and young, 
rich and poor, all races and groups in your audience .
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CHAPTER 12
visitatiOn and GettinG 
deCisiOns

tHe mIssIon of cHrIst Was to Heal tHe sIcK, encouraGe tHe Hopeless, BInd 
up tHe BroKenHearted . tHIs WorK of restoratIon Is to Be carrIed on amonG 

tHe needy, sufferInG ones of HumanIty . God calls not only for your 
Benevolence, But your cHeerful countenance, your Hopeful Words, tHe 

Grasp of your Hand . tHere are souls WHo Have lost tHeIr couraGe; speaK to 
tHem, pray for tHem . tHere are tHose WHo need tHe Bread of lIfe . read to 
tHem from tHe Word of God . tHere Is a soul sIcKness no Balm can reacH, 

no medIcIne Heal . pray for tHese, and BrInG tHem to Jesus cHrIst . and In all 
your WorK, cHrIst WIll Be present to maKe ImpressIons upon Human Hearts .

PasToral MinisTry, p . 231 .

reGardless of HoW Wonderful the sermon or study, if 
there is no decision, no soul is won! for this reason, every 
sermon and every study should call people to make a decision, 
however large or small . ellen G . White said, “In every discourse 
fervent appeals should be made” (evangelism, p . 280) . In 
God’s vocabulary, a favorite word is “now” (Isaiah1:18 and 2 
corinthians 6:2) . another favorite word is “today” (Hebrews 3:7, 
15; 4:7) . these words make clear that a decision is crucial .

the appeal should be made in a spirit of earnestness . It is truly 
a “life and death” matter! (ezekiel 3:17-19) . like a fire fighter 
rescuing victims from a burning building, the evangelistic team 
is snatching souls from spiritual and eternal destruction!

hoW to lead an interest to aCCePt Christ

no matter when or where you meet with someone who is interested, you want to help her accept christ as 
her savior and lord . If it is in the public meeting, and she has made a decision to accept christ at an altar 
call, go forward with her and invite her immediately after the call to sit with you . If it is in the home, you will 
want to ask if she wants to accept christ .

In every discourse fervent appeals 
should be made to the people to 

forsake their sins and turn to christ .

Testimonies, vol . 4, p . 396 . (1880) . 
evangelism, p . 280 .  
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affirm her and praise God for her decision to follow christ . review the truth that salvation comes solely by 
grace and not by our own works .

share with her the four steps in coming to christ, using the texts 
below .

John 3:16 . Believe that God loves you .•	  emphasize that God 
loves her and demonstrated it by dying on the cross for her . 
Have her reread the text and replace “whoever” with her 
own name .

acts 11:18 . let the Holy spirit lead you to repentance . •	
emphasize that God is the one who leads us to repentance . 
We have no interest in repenting of ourselves; we love our 
own sins . We are often sorry for the results of sin, but not 
for the sin that caused christ’s death on the cross . only God 
can help us have true repentance .

1 John 1:9 . confess your sins to God . as the spirit brings •	
repentance to her heart, she needs to confess specific sins 
to God . Invite her do this immediately . encourage her with 
the promise that He will forgive her right then and cleanse 
her from all sin and unrighteousness .

revelation 3:20 . Invite Jesus to come into the heart . repeat the promise that Jesus will come in, if we •	
invite Him . talk to her positively about inviting Him into her heart . 

after sharing the four texts above, help the person experience the assurance of salvation by sharing with her 
the next two texts . 

mark 11:24 . Jesus declares that it is so if we believe it . reassure her that when she invites Jesus into her it •	
heart, it is true, not because she feels it, but because Jesus has promised . We build our faith, not on our 
feelings but on what God has promised .

1 John 5:11-13 . one can know that s/he has eternal life . there is no question . We can know we have •	
eternal life as long as we trust in christ . His assurance is ours for eternity .

Gently ask her if she would like to invite christ into her life . “Jean, I sense that while you are listening to these 
verses, you are ready to commit your life to christ right now . Is that right?” usually people will say yes .

now invite the person to kneel and invite Jesus into her life . pray the sinner’s prayer, asking her to repeat 
after you . you might say, “dear Jesus, I am a sinner . I realize that I cannot save myself . I need you desperately . 
please come into my heart right now . thank you, amen .” the prayer should be short and to the point .

Welcome her into the family of God . ask her if Jesus came in . she should respond with a strong yes, not 
because she felt it, but because of Jesus’ promise . 

now have her fill out a decision card and arrange a time to take steps to Christ (happiness digest) to her to 
help launch her new life .

finally share with her that Jesus has become her saviour . now the next step is to allow Him to become lord 
of her life . the rest of the meetings will help her understand how christ can be lord of her life . let her know 
that you will be available to help her on this new journey .

If the evangelist asks people to respond to an altar call and accept christ, you should go up to the altar with 
the interest and go through the above steps with him/her .

WItH an unctIon of tHe Holy 
spIrIt upon HIm, GIvInG HIm 
a Burden for souls, He WIll 
not dIsmIss a conGreGatIon 

WItHout presentInG Before tHem 
Jesus cHrIst, tHe sInner’s only 

refuGe, maKInG earnest appeals 
tHat WIll reacH tHeIr Hearts . He 
sHould feel tHat He may never 
meet tHese Hearers aGaIn untIl 

tHe Great day of God .

TesTiMonies, vol . 4, p . 316 . (1879) .  
evangelisM, p . 280 .
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deCisions in the home

some of the most important work of an evangelistic meeting is what happens when someone from the 
evangelistic team makes a visit to the guest’s home . at times the evangelist and pastor make the visit, but 
often it is either the evangelist or the pastor with a lay member of the team, often a member of Women’s 
ministries . this person will have been recruited and trained by the visitation committee . (It is useful to have 
a spiritual Gifts seminar before the meetings, and then use those who have the gifts of encouragement and 
visitation .)1

a number of things are accomplished by a home visit . the church team has an opportunity to get acquainted 
with the family or individual, perhaps learning about financial problems, sickness, marriage problems, a 
smoking habit, or evidence of alcoholism . a person’s employment, education, or experience may also impact 
their decision .

the team members who make these visits should have certain qualifications, including:
Have a loving relationship with God, psalm 116:1•	
possess a passion to share God’s love, Jer . 20:9•	
dedicated intercessors for souls, James 5:16•	
able to focus on the family, acts 16:34•	
diligent workers, James 2:20, 26•	
Willing to visit each prospect weekly, acts 20:20•	
consistent at visitation committee, prov . 27:17•	
team players, 1 cor . 12:20, 21•	
optimistic, phil . 4:13•	
Willing to study!  learn! Grow! 2 tim . 2:15•	

visitation

Women should be encouraged to do evangelistic visitation . fortunately, women often have a natural gift 
for this, but training can help them avoid pitfalls . visitation, done carefully and prayerfully, can have many 
benefits . Home visitation supports public evangelism in several ways:

Building an audience .•	  emphasize visitation during the first few weeks of the meetings . sometimes an 
audio or video tape and a copy of the outline and/or lesson of a missed meeting hung on the door knob 
is all that is needed to encourage a guest to return, especially at the beginning .

Holding an audience . visiting, more than anything else, helps to keep an audience consistent in •	
attendance . visiting helps uncover problems you may be able to solve in order to allow people to 
attend .

for years I Have Been sHoWn tHat House-to-House laBor Is tHe WorK  
tHat WIll maKe tHe preacHInG of tHe Word a success .

evangelisM, p . 433

souls are perIsHInG for lacK of personal WorK .
evangelisM, p . 430 . 

preparing people for decision . Before people can make a decision, their questions must be answered . •	
often words spoken in private will do far more good than an entire sermon . people may argue with 
logic, but when you allow the love of christ to shine through you personally, the hardest of hearts can 
be touched and softened . 

1 taken from the Happy family Bible seminar:  bible instructor’s handbook, G . o . martinborough
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Who should visit?
people who know the basic message and are willing and able to learn more .•	
people who have a strong relationship with christ .•	
people who can relate to people .•	
people who feel called to visit .  some who are initially frightened will do well with encouragement and •	
training by an experienced mentor .

visitation skills
probably the greatest fear regarding visitation is that we won’t know what to say or that people will ask 
questions we cannot answer . this is possible . However, please remember that your presence and interest in 
them are of greater value than anything you say as long as you are loving and kind . as to questions, a good 
answer is always, “I don’t know . But I will find out .” you don’t have to know everything . this can even open 
up an opportunity to bring the pastor to meet with them . Here are some other hints:

How to answer questions raised by the interest•	
don’t argue	

use two or three texts . discuss and clarify briefly	

leave booklets, magazines and books on the subject	

put off answering questions not yet covered in the series (encourage them to attend the upcoming 	
meeting .)

Key question to ask•	
What do you think?	

never ask direct questions or questions to which you might get a “	 no” answer
How to spot a real interest•	

enthusiasm	

recent lifestyle changes during the meetings	

Willingness to tell you how they are enjoying the meetings	

the type of questions they ask	

timinG of visits
Generally there will be four principle visits, and more if necessary . these visits will occur:

during the first two weeks of the series of meetings•	
Just after the sabbath doctrine is introduced•	
about the time you are asking for decisions for baptism•	
after baptism, for discipleship•	

the Get-aCquainted visit  
make this visit during the first two weeks of the series .•	
you can make this visit in the meeting place or in their homes . It is sometimes less threatening to visit •	
with them at the meeting place while you are first getting acquainted . However, if you have a large 
series, it will probably have to be in the home .
ask about…•	

prior contact	

How they heard of the series	

adventist friends	

Bible courses studied	

their own church and how often they attend	

Where and when they work . this can help uncover potential sabbath problems	

children	
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the first visit:  the first visit is primarily a get-acquainted visit . learn what you can about the person, but 
do not interrogate them . ask how they like the meetings and encourage attendance . If they have complaints 
about the meetings, thank them . If there is a misunderstanding, you might clarify what happened, but do 
not be defensive .

during this visit you will want to ask, “Have you decided to give your life fully to Jesus?” It is also helpful to 
ask, “What changes do you want Jesus to make in your life?” If they respond negatively, you can inquire as 
to what is preventing them from making these decisions . don’t push . Kindly answer their questions . and 
pray with them . you might say, “let’s pray about these decisions now .” 

It is good to ask the prospect to pray . If they do not know how to pray, explain that it is like talking to a 
friend . ask what needs they would like to pray about . you may add some obvious needs . plainly indicate 
who will pray first . commend them when they do pray .  If they chose not to pray, you say a sort, simple 
prayer . you might ask them if they would like to repeat the prayer after you if shyness or inexperience seems 
to be the problem . 

thank the prospect for their faithfulness in attendance and assure them that you will be looking for them at 
the next meeting . make the visit short and positive .

the seCond visit:  the second visit should again be friendly, and you should commend them for their 
attendance . If they have missed meetings, help them get the information from the missed meetings . do 
they have questions? If you can answer them, do so . If you cannot, tell them that you will find the answer 
and share it with them .

you will want to help them make a decision to keep the sabbath if they have not already done so . you 
might start by saying, “We have seen that there are two days of worship, sunday, created by man, and 
the sabbath, created by christ . I have chosen to obey Jesus . What is your choice?” If they give a positive 
response, give your congratulations . answer their questions, but do not apply pressure . again, encourage 
regular attendance .

during prayer time, again it is good for both you and the prospect to pray . repeat last week’s procedure . 
If the prospect does not pray, again allow them to repeat after you . afterward encourage them by saying, 
“Wasn’t that easy?” “now you try it!” If they do not want to pray, again, do not push, but say a simple 
prayer yourself .

this would be a good time to invite them to your home for sabbath dinner so they begin to feel the joy of 
sabbath observance . they can also be introduced to other church members who can build friendships and 
help answer questions .

If they have questions about the sabbath, here are some texts that can be used to help answer their questions 
or objections:

 oBjeCtion ansWer
 Jewish sabbath Genesis . 2:1-3; mark 2:27
 Which day? luke 23:53-56; 24:1
 my own day numbers 22:6; mark 7:7
 nailed to the cross acts 13:42-44; 17:2; 18:4
 day changed psalm 89:34; matthew 5:17, 18
 lord’s day Isaiah 58:13; mark 2:28
 saved by grace romans 3:31; James 2:18-20, 26

the third visit:  again and always, friendship is most important . even if the person does not accept and 
become baptized now, if you maintain a friendship, it may come later .

repeat the same procedure as in visits one and two, commending them for their attendance and helping 
them to understand or make up any missed material .
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the decision to be made on this visit is the decision to be baptized . If they have signed a card that they 
want baptism, commend them . Briefly explain to them that baptism means fully accepting Jesus as lord 
and savior and joining the fellowship of His church . explain what happens at a baptism, especially if they 
have never seen a baptism by immersion . explain carefully the entire procedure as well as when and where 
to meet . encourage the person who will perform the baptism to meet with the candidates and demonstrate 
step by step what will happen .

If they have not made a decision for baptism, try to identify the problem . ask questions: “What’s the 
problem? What else?” offer solutions and give practical advice . telling about your personal experience is 
the best . share Bible texts . Give them another chance to make the decision . you may want to share a story 
about Bible characters who made decisions for christ . If they cannot or will not make a decision, again, 
don’t push . Invite them to continue attending . If the meetings are at an end, arrange for personal Bible 
studies if possible .

again, prayer is important . Both should pray if possible . thank God for the decision made and pray for 
courage for the candidate to be faithful to the decision . If a decision has not yet been reached, pray that 
the Holy spirit will continue to reveal truth . If a decision has not been made because of some particular 
objections, here are some possible answers:

oBjeCtion BiBle text BiBle story

Husband/Wife ephesians 4:15 lot and his wife

unmarried partner Hebrews 13:4
1 thessalonians 4:11,12 rahab

Job/Business psalm 37:25
matthew 6:31-33 levi matthew

parents acts 5:29 zebedee’s sons

friends/popularity John 15:14 Job’s friends

church acts 17:30 paul

delay 2 cor . 6:2
Hebrews 3:7, 8 eunuch

sacrifices John 3:16 ruth, moses

fourth visit:  the fourth visit should be one of joy and celebration and the beginning of many more as you 
help the new member become part of the church family . It is a time of consolidation . those baptized should 
receive congratulations and confirmation . there should be a time of prayers, helping the new member gain 
greater confidence and comfort in praying . you will want to begin the discipling program, introducing the 
person to the church and its own particular language, rituals and culture .

If the person you are visiting is not yet baptized, you will want to help him or her identify the reason . you 
can offer solutions, sharing with them what was done for them at calvary . share what you believe are the 
benefits of the right choice and the consequences of wrong choice . But again, do not pressure . tell them 
you will continue to pray for them and that you would like to continue to visit . repeat the prayer pattern of 
previous visits . the Holy spirit can still work, and you will want to maintain the contact . Be sure to invite the 
person to attend church, and try to continue Bible studies .

visits reGardinG sPeCifiC toPiCs

deCision to aCCePt Christ on last visit:  When visiting people who have indicated that they wanted 
to accept christ as their personal savior, be sure to…

acknowledge the response they made•	
review the plan of salvation briefly•	
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check to be sure they are ready to make this commitment•	
expect them to make it•	

saBBath doCtrine visit:  Before the sabbath doctrine is presented, visit to see if they have questions 
on any subject that was already presented . make sure they are clear on what has been presented and have 
accepted it, especially the following subjects:

deity of christ•	
salvation by grace•	
acceptance of christ•	
principles of interpretation—outline of prophecy•	
the little horn•	

once the person being visited has accepted Jesus as lord and savior, the next most important step is to 
accept the sabbath .

your first question will be, “do you have any questions?” they probably will have, and they probably will 
not be hard to answer . ask them, “What did you think of the message on the seventh-day sabbath? Was it 
clear biblically?” paraphrase their answer back to them to be sure they are clear that saturday is the Bible 
sabbath . If they are not clear biblically, answer their questions . leave some literature for them to read . Invite 
them to the sabbath seminar during sabbath school time . If this message is clear biblically, say, “Have you 
thought of keeping the sabbath yourself?”

If you receive a negative response, tell them you will be praying for them as they think and pray about 
keeping the sabbath . stress the need to follow truth as revealed in Jesus . asking these questions will start 
them thinking about keeping the sabbath . leave literature about the sabbath .

If you receive a positive response, encourage them to follow their conscience . share your sabbath testimony . 
Invite them to the sabbath seminar and leave some literature about the sabbath .

If there is a sabbath job problem, ascertain whether there is a strong commitment to keep sabbath . Be sure 
they are willing to deal with it . they need a strong commitment to follow through . If they are not willing to 
deal with it yet, encourage them to pray and think about it .

If they have a sabbath job problem, but they are willing to deal with it, share scripture about sabbath 
observance such as exodus 20:8-11 . stress that sabbath is for their benefit . share matthew 11:28-30 and 
Isaiah 56:2 . Give your own testimony, or the testimony of someone you know, regarding getting sabbath 
off . encourage the person to follow through by asking the boss for sabbath free . encourage the person, 
letting her know you’ll be with her when she makes this decision . assure her that the entire church will pray 
for her, that God will work it out at this present job or another if we put it in God’s hands . you may want 
to share matthew 6:25-33 .

Be very caring yet not demanding . this is a major decision . Be very understanding but moored in God’s 
promise to work it out . God urges but does not force .

the question of smokinG:  If the baptismal candidate has a problem with smoking, there are several 
ways you can help . find out first if there is a real desire to quit smoking . Help them express a desire to quit . 
Be sure the decision is firm . Give the person some literature on how to stop smoking . there are a number of 
promises on overcoming that you can share:

1 corinthians 15:57  God wants to give victory•	
romans 13:14   make no provision for the flesh•	
1 corinthians 10:13  victory •	 in temptation, not from temptation
philippians 4:13   all things are possible through christ•	
mark 11:24   It is so, if we believe•	
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If you can do it kindly, ask them for their cigarettes as a help to them . then help them make a promise to 
God to quit . If the person is prepared to make this promise, kneel and pray . encourage the person to pray 
a short prayer asking for victory . you pray a short prayer first . tell them what to say . rise from prayer and 
commend them . tell them you will stop by the next day to celebrate the first 24 hours of victory .

If they are unable to stop smoking on their own, help them to find a stop-smoking program that will assist 
them . or encourage them to consult their doctor about this .

deCisions in the meetinG

effective appeals take time .  adequate time should be reserved for decision-making . It is recommended that 
one allow between 10% and 20 % of the total presentation time .

early announCement. at some appropriate point within the sermon, it is 
sometimes useful to inform the audience in advance that you are going to ask 
them to make a decision, that a significant topic is being presented and that 
they need to be prepared to make a decision . this helps people to make up 
their minds ahead of time .

sPot aPPeals. there can also be intermittent “spot” appeals . at various 
points in the sermon, as significant points are made, very brief appeals can 
be made in preparation for the final appeal . asking the audience if they agree 
with you on a point helps also, even if it is a commonly held point of view . this 
helps them overcome a fear of speaking up or making a decision .

people can be asked to respond in various ways .  these include:
raise hand while still sitting•	
Write on card•	
stand•	
raise hand while standing•	
Bring card to decision center•	
come to the altar•	

the people should be led step by step . avoid a “big jump .” Help them to accept christ as creator and then 
savior . Have them then accept Him as lord . then they will be prepared to accept ideas such as tithe, baptism, 
church membership and baptism, and the sabbath .

When making an altar call, it is best not to start by asking, “Is there someone . . .? peter didn’t call someone; 
he called “everyone!” (acts 2:38) . Instead, start by asking, “How many wish to . . .?”
then, “How many more . . .?” then, “one more?” then personalize the one more:  some man wrestling with 
tobacco, a woman afraid of losing her job, that youth on drugs .

When making the first presentation of a difficult subject, such as the sabbath or baptism, ask for a soft 
decision like asking them to raise their hands . later, ask for a strong response such as standing or coming 
forward . different sermons call for different types of decisions .  It is also good to vary the sequence . 

six strateGies
there are six strategies for helping people make decisions . they can be used singly or in combination during 
the sermon . they can also be used in the home .

step ladder . John 4:7-26•	
this leads prospect step by step . an example of this would be, “all who want to say ‘thank you, 
Jesus, for showing me your truth,’ stand to your feet .” later, you might want to say, “raise your 
hand to say, ‘lord, help me to be obedient to you and keep your sabbath holy .’” follow this by 
saying, “all who really mean it, come to the altar .”

example: 
“at the close of this 
message tonight, I 
will be calling you 
to come up to the 
front to commit 
your life to christ 

by baptism .”
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Benefits . matt . 19:29•	
show the benefits to be enjoyed by making that decision .

opposite alternatives . deut . 30:19•	
contrast the blessings of obeying Jesus with the curses of following satan .

parallel alternatives•	
this is the converse of the last strategy . the prospect is given two positive alternatives from which 
to choose . example:  Baptism on Wednesday night or on sabbath morning .

social justice . John 3:16•	
Principle:  one action deserves a corresponding reaction . application:  since Jesus loves me, He gave 
His life for me . Because I love Him, I will now give my life to Him .

cognitive consistency . John 14:15•	
Concept:  the prospect may be positive to christ but negative to the sabbath . the preacher’s 
task is to show that christ is positive to the sabbath . If the prospect stays positive to christ and 
is convinced that christ is positive to the sabbath, then the prospect will tend to be positive to 
the sabbath to maintain cognitive consistency . application:  tie the beloved christ to His unloved 
command so inextricably that while accepting one, the prospect is bound to accept the other . In 
addition to increasing decisions, this concept facilitates christ-centered preaching .

the aBC’s of makinG Calls
a•	 sk . use of intercessory prayer
B•	 elieve . Inspire faith that prayer has been answered
C•	 laim the answer now .  Go and act in faith .
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Handout
ChapteR 12. visitatiOn and GettinG 
deCisiOns
directions:  fill in the blanks in the quotations below and answer the questions in the spaces provided .

1 . “With an unction of the Holy spirit upon him, giving him a burden for souls, [the speaker] will not dismiss 
a congregation without ____________________________, the sinner’s only refuge, making earnest appeals 
that will ______________________ . He should feel that he may never meet these hearers again until the great 
day of God .”  evangelism, p . 280 .

“In every discourse ________________________________________________________to forsake their sins and 
turn to christ .”  Testimonies, vol . 4, p . 396 . (1880)  

2 . How to lead an Interest to accept christ
no matter when or where you meet with someone who is interested, you want to help her accept christ as 
her savior and lord . If it is in the public meeting, and she has made a decision to accept christ at an altar 
call, go forward with her and invite her immediately after the call to sit with you . If it is in the home, you will 
want to ask if she wants to accept christ .

share with her the four steps in coming to christ, using the texts below .
John 3:16 . Believe that God loves you .•	  emphasize that God loves her and demonstrated it by dying on 
the cross for her . Have her reread the text and replace “whoever” with her own name .
acts 11:18 . let the Holy spirit lead you to repentance . emphasize that God is the one who leads •	
us to repentance . We have no interest in repenting of ourselves . only God can help us have true 
repentance .
1 John 1:9 . confess your sins to God . as the spirit brings repentance to her heart, she needs to confess •	
specific sins to God . Invite her to do this immediately . encourage her with the promise that He will 
forgive her right then and cleanse her from all sin and unrighteousness .
revelation 3:20 . Invite Jesus to come into the heart . repeat the promise that Jesus will come in, if we •	
invite Him . talk to her positively about inviting Him into her heart . 

3 . decisions in the Home
the most important work of an evangelistic meeting happens on a visit to the guest’s home . at times the 
evangelist and the pastor make the visit, but often it is either the evangelist or the pastor along with a lay 
member of the team, often a member of Women’s ministries . 

team members who make these visits should have certain qualifications, including:
Have a loving relationship with God, psalm 116:11 . 
possess a passion to share God’s love, Jer . 20:92 . 
dedicated intercessors for souls, James 5:163 . 
able to focus on the family, acts 16:344 . 
diligent workers, James 2:20, 265 . 
Willing to visit each prospect weekly, acts 20:206 . 
consistent at visitation committee, prov . 27:177 . 
team players, 1 cor . 12:20, 218 . 
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optimistic, phil . 4:139 . 
Willing to study! learn! Grow! 2 tim . 2:15 10 . 

Women should be encouraged to do evangelistic visitation . Women often have a natural gift for this, but 
training can help them avoid pitfalls . 

4 . Benefits . visitation, done carefully and prayerfully, can have many benefits . name 4 or more ways home 
visitation supports public evangelism .

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

5 . Who should do visitation?
people who know the basic message and are willing and able to learn more .•	
people who have a strong relationship with christ .•	
people who can relate to people .•	
people who feel called to visit .  some who are initially frightened will do well with encouragement and •	
training by an experienced mentor .

6 . visitation skills
probably the greatest fear regarding visitation is that we won’t know what to say or how to answer questions . 
remember that your presence and interest in them are of greater value than anything you say as long as you 
are loving and kind . as to questions, a good answer is always, “I don’t know . But I will find out .” this can 
even open up an opportunity to bring the pastor to meet with them . Here are some other hints:

How to answer questions raised by the interest•	
don’t argue	

use two or three texts . discuss and clarify briefly	

leave booklets, magazines and books on the subject	

put off answering questions not yet covered in the series (encourage them to attend the upcoming 	
meeting .)

a key question to ask is what do you think?•	
never ask direct questions or questions to which you might get a “•	 no” answer
How to spot a real interest•	

enthusiasm	

recent lifestyle changes during the meetings	

Willingness to tell you how they are enjoying the meetings	

the type of questions they ask	

7 . timing of visits . Generally there will be four principle visits, and more if necessary . explain  when these 
visits will occur .

_______________________________________________•	 _________________________________________________

_______________________________________________•	 _________________________________________________

_______________________________________________•	 _________________________________________________

_______________________________________________•	 _________________________________________________
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the first visit is primarily a get-acquainted visit . learn what you can about the person, but do not interrogate 
them . ask how they like the meetings and encourage attendance . If they have complaints about the meetings, 
thank them . If there is a misunderstanding, you might clarify what happened, but do not be defensive .

the second visit should again be friendly, and you should commend them for their attendance . If they have 
missed meetings, help them get that information . answer any questions . If you cannot, tell them that you 
will find the answer .

on the third visit as always, friendship is most important . even if the person is not baptized now, if you 
maintain a friendship, it may come later . repeat the same procedure as in visits one and two, commending 
them for their attendance and helping them to understand or make up any missed material .

the fourth visit should be one of celebration and the beginning of many more as you help the new member 
become part of the church family . congratulate those baptized . Have a time of prayer, helping the new 
member gain confidence . Begin the discipling program, introducing the person to the church and its own 
particular language, rituals and culture .

If the person you are visiting is not yet baptized, help him or her identify the reason . 

you can offer solutions, sharing with them what was done for them at calvary .•	
share what you believe are the benefits of the right choice and the consequences of wrong choice . •	
But again, do not pressure . 
tell them you will continue to pray for them and hope to continue to visit . repeat the prayer pattern •	
of previous visits . 
the Holy spirit can still work . Invite the person to attend church, and try to continue Bible studies .•	

8 . visits regarding specific topics

a . decision to accept christ on last visit .  When visiting people who accept christ as their personal savior, 
be sure to…

acknowledge the response they made•	
review the plan of salvation briefly•	
Be sure they are ready to make this commitment•	
expect them to make it•	

B . sabbath doctrine visit .  Before the sabbath doctrine is presented, visit to see if they have questions on 
any past subject . make sure they are clear on what has been presented and have accepted it, especially the 
following:

deity of christ•	
salvation by grace•	
acceptance of christ•	
principles of interpretation—outline of prophecy•	
the little horn•	

c . the question of smoking .  If the baptismal candidate smokes, there are several ways to help . Is there a 
desire to quit smoking? Be sure the decision is firm . share literature on how to stop smoking . share promises 
on overcoming .

1 corinthians 15:57 God wants to give victory•	
romans 13:14  make no provision for the flesh•	
1 corinthians 10:13 victory •	 in temptation, not from temptation
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9 . decision in the meeting . effective appeals take time .  allow between 10% and 20 % of the total presentation 
time . people can be asked to respond in various ways .  these include:

raise hand while still sitting•	
Write on card•	
stand•	
raise hand while standing•	
Bring card to decision center•	
come to the altar•	

10 . seven strategies . there are seven strategies for helping people make decisions . they can be used singly 
or in combination—during the sermon or in the home .

step ladder . (John 4:7-26) this leads prospect step by step . an example would be, “all who want to 1 . 
say ‘thank you, Jesus, for showing me your truth,’ stand to your feet .” later, you might say, “raise 
your hand to say, ‘lord, help me to be obedient and keep your sabbath holy .’” follow this by saying, 
“all who really mean it, come to the altar .”
Benefits . (matt . 19:29) show the benefits to be enjoyed by making that decision .2 . 
opposite alternatives . (deut . 30:19) contrast the blessings of obeying Jesus with the curses of 3 . 
following satan .
parallel alternatives . this is the converse of the previous strategy . the prospect is given two 4 . 
positive alternatives from which to choose . example:  Baptism on Wednesday night or on sabbath 
morning .
social justice . (John 3:16) 5 . Principle:  one action deserves a corresponding reaction . application:  
since Jesus loves me, He gave His life for me . Because I love Him, I will now give my life to Him .
cognitive consistency . (John 14:15) 6 . Concept:  the prospect may be positive to christ but negative to 
the sabbath . the task is to show that christ is positive to the sabbath . If the prospect stays positive 
to christ and is convinced that christ is positive to the sabbath, then the prospect will tend to be 
positive to the sabbath to maintain cognitive consistency . application:  tie the beloved christ to His 
unloved command so closely that while accepting one, the prospect is bound to accept the other . 
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CHAPTER 13
the Baptismal seRviCe 

tHe one WHo admInIsters tHe ordInance of BaptIsm sHould seeK to maKe 
It an occasIon of solemn, sacred Influence upon all spectators . every 

ordInance of tHe cHurcH sHould Be so conducted as to Be uplIftInG In Its 
Influence . notHInG Is to Be made common or cHeap, or placed on a level 

WItH common tHInGs . our cHurcHes need to Be educated to Greater respect 
and reverence for tHe sacred servIce of God .

PasToral MinisTry, p . 164

BaptIsm Is a symBol of deatH to the old life and the beginning of a new life in Jesus christ . It demonstrates 
a person’s desire to become a member of God’s family . It shows a willingness to receive the Holy spirit and 
to use the gifts of the spirit in ministry to others .

those giving evidence of having experienced the new birth and who are enjoying a spiritual experience 
in the lord Jesus are prepared for baptism and church membership . each candidate for baptism should 
receive instruction in the fundamental teachings of the adventist church before being baptized . our lord 
Jesus Himself gives this clear guideline, “therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in 
the name of the father and of the son and of the Holy spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have 
commanded you .” matthew 28:19, 20 (nIv)  

although the church does not insist on rebaptism of those coming from other religious communions who 
have already been baptized by immersion and who have lived consistent christian lives in harmony with the 
light they then had, if desired, rebaptism is encouraged .

Baptism may be held indoors or outdoors, wherever there is sufficient water to immerse a person . the 
ceremony should be conducted appropriately, in good taste and in a safe location .

explain to the candidate for baptism that the baptism will be done by immersion and that the deacons and 
deaconesses will assist them in this service . dark colored (white can be immodest when it is wet) robes of 
suitable heavy material are helpful, but if they are not available, the candidates should be encouraged to 
dress in such a manner that they will be modestly attired . the candidate will need to bring a towel and a 
change of clothing, with a swimming cap for women or whatever is necessary for her to fix her hair . 
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PlanninG the serviCe

songs of praise and testimony, a time of rejoicing and prayer, and encouragement in the Word are appropriate 
at a baptismal service .

candidates for baptism should be given the opportunity to affirm their acceptance of the doctrinal beliefs 
of the seventh-day adventist church in the presence of the church or an appointed committee . this may be 
done prior to the baptism . the church body should be asked to vote on the acceptance of the candidates 
into the church, subject to baptism .

after the baptismal ceremony, new members should be extended the right hand of fellowship, followed by 
a few words of welcome by the pastor or elder in behalf of the entire church . a certificate of Baptism may 
be presented to the candidates . other gifts may be given, perhaps a book, in memory of that day .

some churches invite the special friends or Guardians of each candidate to come up after the baptism and 
read with them the charge for the newly baptized . they also have a special prayer for them, asking the lord 
to send His spirit upon them in a special way .

affirmation of Belief

according to the Church Manual, “candidates for baptism or those being received into fellowship by 
profession of faith shall affirm their acceptance of the doctrinal beliefs of the seventh-day adventist church 
in the presence of the church or other properly appointed body . the minister or elder shall address the 
following questions to the candidate(s), whose reply may be by verbal assent or by raising the hand .”1

do you believe there is one God; father, son, and Holy, spirit, a unity of three co-eternal persons?1 . 

do you accept the death of Jesus christ on calvary as the atoning sacrifice for your sins and believe that 2 . 
by God’s grace through faith in His shed blood you are saved from sin and its penalty?

do you accept Jesus christ as your lord and personal savior, believing that God, in christ, has forgiven 3 . 
your sins and given you a new heart, and do you renounce the sinful ways of the world?

do you accept by faith the righteousness of christ, your Intercessor in the heavenly sanctuary, and 4 . 
accept His promise of transforming grace and power to live a loving, christ-centered life in your home 
and before the world?

do you believe that the Bible is God’s inspired Word, the only rule of faith and practice for the christian? 5 . 
do you covenant to spend time regularly in prayer and Bible study?

do you accept the ten commandments as a transcript of the character of God and a revelation of His 6 . 
will? Is it your purpose by the power of the indwelling christ to keep this law, including the fourth 
commandment, which requires the observance of the seventh day of the week as the sabbath of the 
lord and the memorial of creation?

do you look forward to the soon coming of Jesus and the blessed hope when “this mortal shall . . .put on 7 . 
immortality”? as you prepare to meet the lord, will you witness to His loving salvation, and by life and 
word help others to be ready for His glorious appearing?

do you accept the biblical teaching of spiritual gifts and believe that the gift of prophecy is one of the 8 . 
identifying marks of the remnant church?

do you believe in church organization? Is it your purpose to support the church by your tithes and 9 . 
offerings and by your personal effort and influence?

do you believe that your body is the temple of the Holy spirit; and will you honor God by caring for it, 10 . 
avoiding the use of that which is harmful; abstaining from all unclean foods; from the use, manufacture, 
or sale of alcoholic beverages; the use, manufacture, or sale of tobacco in any of its forms for human 
consumption; and from the misuse of or trafficking in narcotics or other drugs?

1 seventh-day adventist Church Manual, revised, 2010, 18th ed ., Baptismal vow, pp . 27, 28 .
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do you know and understand the fundamental Bible principles as taught by the seventh-day adventist 11 . 
church? do you purpose, by the grace of God, to fulfill His will by ordering your life in harmony with 
these principles?

do you accept the new testament teaching of baptism by immersion and desire to be so baptized as a 12 . 
public expression of faith in christ and His forgiveness of your sins?

do you accept and believe that the seventh-day adventist church is the remnant church of Bible prophecy 13 . 
and that people of every nation, race, and language are invited and accepted into its fellowship? do you 
desire to be a member of this local congregation of the world church?

leadinG the serviCe

the minister serves as the spiritual leader and advisor of the church . the minister, with the assistance of the 
elders, is expected to plan for and lead out in all spiritual services of the church . Working closely with the 
ordained minister and the church leadership is important in planning the baptismal service .

In the absence of an ordained pastor, the elder may request the president of the conference or mission to 
arrange for the administration of the rite of baptism to those desiring to unite with the church .

ContinuinG suPPort

continued unconditional love and friendship are very important to the new believer . a fellowship meal after 
the baptism will give the candidates time to share the joy of fellowship and praise . a spiritual guardian 
or guardians may be chosen to keep in touch with the candidate for encouragement and friendship . If 
the candidate is not already a part of a small study group, assisting him or her to find a group will be a 
blessing .
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Handout
ChapteR 13. the Baptismal seRviCe
directions:  fill in the blanks in the quotations below and answer the questions in the spaces provided .

1 . “the one who administers the ordinance of baptism should seek to make it an occasion of solemn, sacred 
influence upon all spectators . every ordinance of the church should be so conducted as to be ____________
__________________________________________________________ . nothing is to be made common or cheap, 
or placed on a level with _________________________ . our churches need to be educated to greater respect 
and reverence for the sacred service of God .” Pastoral Ministry, p .164

2 . location . Baptism may be held indoors or outdoors, wherever there is sufficient water . the ceremony 
should be conducted appropriately, in good taste, and in a safe location .

3 . planning the service
songs of praise and testimony, a time of rejoicing and prayer, and encouragement in the Word are •	
appropriate at a baptismal service .
candidates for baptism should be given the opportunity to affirm their acceptance of the doctrinal •	
beliefs of the seventh-day adventist church in the presence of the church or an appointed committee . 
this may be done before the baptism . the church body should be asked to vote on the acceptance 
of the candidates into the church, subject to baptism . 
after the baptismal ceremony, new members should be extended the right hand of fellowship, •	
followed by a few words of welcome by the pastor or elder in behalf of the entire church . a certificate 
of Baptism may be presented to the candidates perhaps along with a book in memory of the day .
some churches invite the special friends of each candidate to come up after the baptism and read •	
with them the charge for the newly baptized . they also have a special prayer for them, asking the 
lord to send His spirit upon them in a special way .

4 . affirmation of belief

according to the Church Manual, “candidates for baptism or those being received into fellowship by 
profession of faith shall affirm their acceptance of the doctrinal beliefs of the seventh-day adventist church 
in the presence of the church or other properly appointed body . the minister or elder shall address the 
following questions to the candidate(s), whose reply may be by verbal assent or by raising the hand .”1

do you believe there is one God; father, son, and Holy, spirit, a unity of three co-eternal persons?•	
do you accept the death of Jesus christ on calvary as the atoning sacrifice for your sins and believe •	
that by God’s grace through faith in His shed blood you are saved from sin and its penalty?
do you accept Jesus christ as your lord and personal savior, believing that God, in christ, has •	
forgiven your sins and given you a new heart, and do you renounce the sinful ways of the world?
do you accept by faith the righteousness of christ, your Intercessor in the heavenly sanctuary, and •	
accept His promise of transforming grace and power to live a loving, christ-centered life in your 
home and before the world?
do you believe that the Bible is God’s inspired Word, the only rule of faith and practice for the •	
christian? do you covenant to spend time regularly in prayer and Bible study?
do you accept the ten commandments as a transcript of the character of God and a revelation of His •	
will? Is it your purpose by the power of the indwelling christ to keep this law, including the fourth 
commandment, which requires the observance of the seventh day of the week as the sabbath of 

1 seventh-day adventist Church Manual, revised, 2010, 18th ed ., Baptismal vow, pp . 27, 28 .
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the lord and the memorial of creation? do you look forward to the soon coming of Jesus and the 
blessed hope when “this mortal shall . . .put on immortality”? as you prepare to meet the lord, will 
you witness to His loving salvation, and by life and word help others to be ready for His glorious 
appearing?
do you accept the biblical teaching of spiritual gifts and believe that the gift of prophecy is one of •	
the identifying marks of the remnant church?
do you believe in church organization? Is it your purpose to support the church by your tithes and •	
offerings and by your personal effort and influence?
do you believe that your body is the temple of the Holy spirit; and will you honor God by caring •	
for it, avoiding the use of that which is harmful; abstaining from all unclean foods; from the use, 
manufacture, or sale of alcoholic beverages; the use, manufacture, or sale of tobacco in any of its 
forms for human consumption; and from the misuse of or trafficking in narcotics or other drugs?
do you know and understand the fundamental Bible principles as taught by the seventh-day •	
adventist church? do you purpose, by the grace of God, to fulfill His will by ordering your life in 
harmony with these principles?
do you accept the new testament teaching of baptism by immersion and desire to be so baptized •	
as a public expression of faith in christ and His forgiveness of your sins?
do you accept and believe that the seventh-day adventist church is the remnant church of Bible •	
prophecy and that people of every nation, race, and language are invited and accepted into its 
fellowship? do you desire to be a member of this local congregation of the world church?   

5 . leading the service
the minister serves as the spiritual leader and advisor of the church . the minister, with the assistance of the 
elders, is expected to plan for and lead out in all spiritual services of the church . Working closely with the 
ordained minister and the church leadership is important in planning the baptismal service .

In the absence of an ordained pastor, the elder may request the president of the conference or mission to 
arrange for the administration of the rite of baptism to those desiring to unite with the church . 

6 . continuing support
continued unconditional love and friendship are very important to the new believer . a fellowship meal after 
the baptism will give the candidates time to share the joy of fellowship . a spiritual guardian/friend may 
be chosen to keep in touch with the candidate for encouragement and friendship . If the candidate is not 
already a part of a small study group, assisting him or her to find a group will be a blessing .
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dIscIplInG neW BelIevers Is a very important part of evangelism, so important that a discipleship program 
should be carefully planned before starting any kind of outreach . friendships formed during small groups, 
seminars, or an evangelistic series must be maintained after baptism . We can  do a wonderful work of 
involving new believers in church activities, creating bonds that will strengthen as we grow together 
spiritually .

Women love babies . and most of the care for babies is done by women . so it seems entirely appropriate 
that women should be involved in the process of discipling . But any woman who has had a baby will also 
tell you that giving birth is painful and raising children is hard work .

Giving Bible studies is also hard work . evangelism is hard work . We probably would do it less often if it were 
not for the joy of seeing someone accept christ . angels shout for joy . But just as we do not abandon a baby 
at birth, we must not abandon the newly baptized soul .

In matthew 28, Jesus tells us to do four things: 1 .) go; 2 .) make disciples; 3 .) baptize; and 4 .) “teach them to 
obey everything I have commanded you .” as a church we do well with numbers one and three; we do fairly 
well with number four before baptism . But after baptism, perhaps we do not teach or disciple very well .

In 1 corinthians 3:2, paul calls the corinthians “mere infants in christ .” He adds, “I gave you milk, not solid 
food, for you were not yet ready for it .” We must not assume that just because people are baptized, they 
are mature christians, fully understanding all the truths that are familiar to us . We must continue to teach 

CHAPTER 14
disCiplinG new BelieveRs

tHose WHo Have neWly come to tHe faItH sHould Be patIently and tenderly 
dealt WItH, and It Is tHe duty of tHe older memBers of tHe cHurcH to devIse 
Ways and means to provIde Help and sympatHy and InstructIon for tHose 

WHo Have conscIentIously WItHdraWn from otHer cHurcHes for tHe trutH’s 
saKe, and tHus cut tHemselves off from tHe pastoral laBor to WHIcH tHey 
Have Been accustomed . tHe cHurcH Has a specIal responsIBIlIty laId upon 

Her to attend to tHese souls WHo Have folloWed tHe fIrst rays of lIGHt tHey 
Have receIved; and If tHe memBers of tHe cHurcH neGlect tHIs duty, tHey WIll 

Be unfaItHful to tHe trust tHat God Has GIven tHem .

review and herald, aprIl 28, 1896 .  evangelisM, p . 351 .  
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them, be their friends, and model the joy of salvation . We must involve them in church activities, creating 
strong bonds . and we must teach them how to prepare others for baptism . 

tHose WHo Have neWly come to tHe faItH sHould Be patIently and tenderly  
dealt WItH, and It Is tHe duty of tHe older memBers of tHe cHurcH to devIse  
Ways and means to provIde Help and sympatHy and InstructIon for tHose  

WHo Have conscIentIously WItHdraWn from otHer cHurcHes for tHe trutH’s  
saKe, and tHus cut tHemselves off from tHe pastoral laBor to WHIcH tHey  

Have Been accustomed .
evangelisM, p . 351

after IndIvIduals Have Been converted to tHe trutH, tHey need to Be looKed  
after  .  .  .  . tHese neWly converted ones need nursInG, – WatcHful attentIon,  

Help, and encouraGement . tHese sHould not Be left alone, a prey to  
satan’s most poWerful temptatIons; tHey need to Be educated In reGard to  

tHeIr dutIes, to Be KIndly dealt WItH, to Be led alonG, and to Be apportIoned to  
every man In due season .

evangelisM, p . 351

helPinG neW memBers feel at home

people resist change . change is hard . But when people are baptized, we ask them to change churches, or if 
they have not been a church member, to make an even harder change . We ask them to change their day of 
worship, what they eat and drink, their recreation, sometimes their friends, and perhaps even their job . We 
need to be patient and helpful, staying close to them during this process .

one of the best ways to help them face all this change, to help them become mature christians, is to be their 
friend or make sure they have new friends in the church . studies show that people needs to have at least 
five friends in a church or organization before they feel at home and are willing to stay . an important part 
of discipling is helping new members make friends . Here are some ways you can help .

Have a new member committee, responsible for the integration of new members . they may also assign •	
special friends to each new member, and monitor them to see that they are functioning well .

a new member banquet once or twice a year where new •	
members are featured . the special friends could introduce 
new members to the congregation, mentioning their 
interests, hobbies, and how they came into the church, etc . 
this committee should include new members .

new member visitation once a week during the first month, •	
then once a month for the first year . share special books, 
such as morning watch books, spirit of prophecy books, or 
magazines . 

Watch for any indication of problems, such as absence from •	
sabbath school or church, or a failure to make friends . don’t 
be surprised at what some may do even after baptism . It is 
difficult to change one’s lifestyle overnight . Be kind . never 
condemn . stay close . encourage . Keep them reading and 
studying .

When I taught the discipling 
class in our district, I prepared a 
reduced size of the Bible studies 
so that there were four studies 
on each page and our members 
could carry them in their Bibles 

for handy reference on any topic .

ione richardson
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involvinG neW memBers in ChurCh GrouPs

pair new believers with someone close to them in age or interests, or with a friendly family . If someone is 
already close to them, it is natural to pair them up as friends .

these friends need to be accountable to someone else who will make sure the friendship is beneficial to 
both . It is even better to provide two or more special friends in case one friendship doesn’t “take .” 

an excellent introduction to the church is a new Believers’ retreat . this can be conference wide or local . 
many aspects of the seventh-day adventist lifestyle and attitudes are easily and pleasantly accepted in a 
retreat setting . It’s easier to learn how to keep the sabbath when you are celebrating it with others . It is 
more fun to try out a new diet when you do it with others .

Wonderful friendships are formed that help new members truly feel at home . a support network of friends 
will help them be accountable and will help them weather major changes . It is a pleasant medium for 
training and equipping new members to become active in reaching others . 

Inviting new members to sabbath dinner or lunch is also important . a weekly pot luck at church for visitors 
and new and old members helps build friendships with more mature members . But sometimes those who 
are shy, unattractive, or different are ignored and have a hard time making friends . they may be more apt 
to leave the church .

a better solution may be for families or singles to invite new members to their homes for meals and 
friendship . focus on friendship rather than entertainment . Inviting people over and showing them kindness, 
love and attention is more important than worrying about the food . at other times you may enjoy activities 
together that do not involve food .

traininG and equiPPinG neW memBers 

a person is not really a full participating member until he/she becomes a reproducing disciple . If we 
want disciples in our churches, we will need to teach them before the baptism, and teach and train them 
afterwards . this training will include several aspects .

further classes on doctrines . people cannot absorb the whole seventh-day adventist message the first •	
time they hear it . they must hear it again and again . 

special classes for new believers . these could be held during sabbath school class time, prayer meeting, •	
or on sabbath afternoon, any time convenient for the new believers . they could follow Bible study 
guides not used before they were baptized, or some of the full message seminars, or the 28 fundamental 
beliefs, etc . new members could even invite friends, families, or neighbors to these seminars .

Guidance in how to study the Bible and pray . an experienced Bible student and christian could study •	
some of the excellent books and seminars with them . But above all, actually study the Bible and pray with 
them, first modeling how it is done and then helping them choose the Bible topics, books, or chapters 
to study and coaching them . Help them focus on finding out what God is like, what His character is like, 
and how we can become like Him .

It is also important to help them become accountable to others in their spiritual life . a small group •	
can be a favorable atmosphere for helping people become accountable to each other and to lovingly 
encourage them in their efforts to change their lifestyles .

the greatest witnessing potential for new believers is during their first three years in the church . after •	
that, many of their friends will be church friends, and they may have less contact with people outside 
of the church .
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Help new members learn to give a gospel presentation and to share their own experience in accepting •	
christ . this can easily be learned in a small group situation . Give pointers, as they learn new Bible truths, 
on how to tactfully share what they have learned .

provide opportunities to bring their friends, relatives, and neighbors to non-threatening events, seminars •	
and ministries that are held or sponsored by the church, as well as Bible studies, small groups or seminars 
in their homes . 

prayer meeting can be evangelistic and an opportunity for them to invite their extended family . Hold •	
on-going classes on witnessing . you can use some of the materials available in your division or country, 
or even the some of the material in this manual .

provide opportunities for them to witness as you train them in classes . take them along as apprentices •	
in your witnessing . first model the witnessing and then encourage them to try . Be encouraging .

We must not expect all new members to witness in exactly the same way or to work in the same ministries 
as other members . God has given each believer spiritual gifts, talents and abilities for “the perfecting of the 
saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of christ .” eph . 4:12, 13 . these talents and 
gifts are not for us to waste on ourselves; they are for finishing and proclaiming the Gospel .

When our new members are encouraged and trained to discover their own spiritual gifts and use them in 
a ministry that fits their gifts, they will have great joy and satisfaction and will bless the church and the 
community .  We can help new members discover their spiritual gifts through spiritual gifts seminars or 
classes .
 
not only must we provide opportunities for new members to discover their spiritual gifts, but we must 
also be sure we quickly involve them in a ministry or task that fits their gifts .  this should be one part of 
our overall plan for discipling . and our plans for discipling must be included from the beginning in our 
comprehensive planning for evangelism .  

life style ChanGes

It will take time for new members to changes their lifestyles, to modify their eating, exercise and other 
health habits . Guidance will help them in these areas . usually new members are anxious and willing to make 
these changes with proper tactful modeling and encouragement . It is not enough to just tell the people to 
change their diet; we must show them how and invite them to our homes for meals, even inviting them to 
share in the preparation . 

When you talk about lifestyle changes, do not magnify what they are giving up, but focus on what they are 
gaining from embracing new patterns . as you hold health seminars for new members, you can encourage 
them to invite family members to attend the seminars . (see suggestions in “preparing the community,” 
chapter 3)

one of the most difficult life style changes, of course, is keeping the sabbath . time should be spent discussing 
why God gave us the sabbath . We must emphasize over and over again that god gave us the sabbath so 
that we could have quality time with him to develop a strong intimate relationship with him . 

take time one-on-one and in classes or seminars explaining how you prepare for the sabbath, and some of 
the activities adventists enjoy . focus on the positive .

one of the best ways to show new members how you keep the sabbath is to let them keep it with you . Invite 
them over for friday sundown worship . Have them over for sabbath meals, and take them with you sabbath 
afternoon as you minister to others, worship together, go out in nature, and finally close the sabbath 
together . (a special friend or mentor could be the one who does this with the new member, or it could be a 
group of people who spend time with the new member .)
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questions neW Believers ask

how does one keep the sabbath? •	  you have a perfect opportunity to study what the Bible says about 
sabbath keeping . It is important to follow up with an invitation to be with you and your family for 
several sabbaths .
what is one of the best ways to tell my family about what i have learned?•	   this offers an opening 
to train new members in witnessing . encourage them to be tactful in their witnessing, and to present 
topics in order so as not to create undue antagonism . Give them appropriate literature to share with 
their family . Go with them and support them as they witness . mentor them in the witnessing process .
My family is angry with me for joining the church. what do i do now?•	   encourage them with your or 
others’ experiences meeting antagonism and later becoming reconciled . you and your local church 
will need to be that person’s family for as long as needed .
i have lost many of  my friends because of the drastic changes in my life. what do i do?  •	 this is why it 
is so important to help them build a network of friends in the church even before they join . this may 
mean that we will want to become one of their friends . We must help them with that support during 
this hard time . a small group can be especially supportive .
i would like to (golf) on the sabbath. is it ok to do that?•	   Here is your opportunity to educate your 
new member positively about sabbath observance and invite them over to keep the sabbath with 
you . Be sure to be a non-condemning listening ear, remembering that we cannot force choices .
do you have a school where i could send my children?  •	 Give them information on the nearest sda 
school . Better yet, take them over to talk to the teachers and principal, and tour the school . It may be 
the church will have to raise money to help new members send their children to an adventist school, 
but it is a wonderful investment and the very best type of evangelism .

Crises neW memBers may faCe, With PossiBle solutions

Crisis of discouragement . s/he fails to live up to the high standards in the church .
symptoms . absenteeism at church, or any other change in attendance .
solution . can often be helped if the crisis can be detected quickly . Hope can be given with a phone 
call, an encouraging word, a prayer, a note, or a visit .

Crisis of integration . s/he fails to make friends in the new church .
symptoms . arrives late at church, sits alone, rarely attends the social functions, keeps to himself .
solutions . s/he will need personal attention immediately to help in making friends in the church . 
Be sure to provide personal invitations to meals and socials, visits by members, phone calls . Warm, 
loving people need to surround this new member .

Crisis of lifestyle . s/he fails to integrate the value systems of scripture and the church into his/her lifestyle . this 
can happen from one to one and a half years after baptism .
symptoms . does not attend sabbath school or prayer meeting and seems to have an overall 
superficiality about her/his christian experience .
solutions . this member needs meaningful devotional periods . one-on-one or small group Bible study, 
prayer and witnessing may help this person experience spiritual growth .

Crisis of leadership . s/he is discouraged over imperfections in church members .
symptoms . this crisis is often expressed in criticism, gossip, breaking of confidences, or overall 
feelings of discouragement .
solutions . one or two visits that focus on the divine foundation of the church, and the humanity of 
the leaders, may be enough to help these individuals . one major ingredient needed to help them 
through this period is love and caring .

follow-up meetings also help . provide a variety of meetings or services . make prayer meetings 
evangelistic . start small groups . make certain that there are meeting for them to attend when your 
series is over . Have a sabbath school class for new members .1

1 adapted from material written by leo schreven . 
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Handout
ChapteR 14. disCiplinG new memBeRs  
directions:  fill in the blanks in the quotations below and answer the questions in the spaces provided .

1 . “those who have newly come to the faith should be ______________ and _______________ dealt with, and 
it is the duty of the older members of the church to devise ways and means to provide help and sympathy 
and instruction for those who have conscientiously _________________________ for the truth’s sake, and 
thus cut themselves off from the pastoral labor to which they have been accustomed . the church has a 
special responsibility laid upon her to ______________________ who have followed the first rays of light they 
have received; and if the members of the church neglect this duty, they will be unfaithful to the trust that 
_____________ has given them .” review and herald, april 28, 1896 .  evangelism, p . 351 .  

2 . plan early . discipling new believers is so important that a discipleship program should be carefully planned 
before starting any kind of outreach . friendships formed during small groups, seminars, or an evangelistic 
series must be maintained after baptism . With a strong program for discipling new believers, we can do a 
wonderful work of involving them in church activities .

We must not assume that just because people are baptized, they are mature christians, fully understanding 
all the truths familiar to us . We must continue to teach them, be their friends, and model the joy of salvation . 
We must involve them in church activities and teach them how to prepare others for baptism .

3 . social involvement . name 2 types of social activities your church could use to help integrate new 
members .

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

4 . training and equipping new members . a person is not a fully participating member until s/he becomes 
a reproducing disciple . If we want disciples, we will need to teach them before the baptism, and teach and 
train them afterwards . this training will include several aspects .

further classes on doctrines . people cannot absorb the whole seventh-day adventist message the first •	
time they hear it . they must hear it again and again . 

special classes for new believers, held during sabbath school class time, prayer meeting, or any time •	
convenient for the new believers . they could invite friends, families, or neighbors to these seminars .

Guidance in how to study the Bible and pray . an experienced Bible student could study with them . •	
above all, actually study the Bible and pray with them . focus on learning what God is like and how we 
can become like Him .

Help them become accountable to others in their spiritual life . a small group helps people become •	
accountable to each other and lovingly encourages their efforts to change their lifestyles .

the greatest witnessing potential for new believers is during their first three years in the church . after •	
that, many of their friends will be church friends, and they may have less contact with people outside 
the church .

Help new members learn to give a gospel presentation and to share their own experience in accepting •	
christ . Give pointers on how to tactfully share what they have learned .
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provide opportunities to bring friends, relatives, and neighbors to seminars and ministries held or •	
sponsored by the church, as well as Bible studies or seminars in their homes . 

prayer meeting can be evangelistic, an opportunity to invite extended family . Hold on-going classes on •	
witnessing with materials that are available in your division or in this manual .

provide opportunities to witness . take them along as apprentices in your witnessing . model the •	
witnessing; then encourage them to try . 

5 . life style changes . It takes time for new members to change their lifestyle . usually new members are 
anxious and willing to make these changes with proper tactful modeling and encouragement . But it is not 
enough to just tell people to change; we must show them how . 

When talking about lifestyle changes, do not magnify what they are giving up; focus on what they are 
gaining . When holding health seminars for new members, encourage them to invite family members .

6 . sabbath-keeping . describe 4 ways to help new members become familiar with the joys and activities of 
sabbath observance .

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

7 . questions new Believers ask . 

how does one keep the sabbath? •	  Here is an opportunity to study what the Bible says about sabbath 
keeping . follow with an invitation to join you and your family for several sabbaths .

what is one of the best ways to tell my family about what i have learned?•	   this offers an opening to 
mentor new members in witnessing . encourage them to be tactful in their witnessing, and to present 
topics in order . Give them appropriate literature to share with their family . Go with them and support 
them as they witness .

My family is angry with me for joining the church. what do i do now? •	  encourage them with your or 
others’ experiences meeting antagonism and later becoming reconciled . you and your local church will 
need to be that person’s family for as long as needed .

i lost many friends because of the drastic changes in my life. what do i do?  •	 this is why it is so important 
to help them build a network of friends in the church even before they join . a small group can be 
especially supportive .

i would like to (golf) on the sabbath. is it ok to do that? •	  Here is your opportunity to educate new 
members positively about sabbath observance and invite them to keep the sabbath with you . Be a non-
condemning listener, remembering that we cannot force choices .

do you have a school where i could send my children? •	  Give them information on the nearest sda 
school . Better yet, take them to talk to the teachers and principal, and tour the school . the church 
may have to raise money to help new members send their children to an adventist school, but it is a 
wonderful investment and the very best type of evangelism .
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CHAPTER 15
evalUatiOn

once tHe BIBle study, small group, or evangelistic 
series has ended, and the follow up events are 
completed, what happens next? do you slip back into 
your ordinary routine, or do you take time to evaluate 
and learn from the success and mistakes? a wise 
leader always evaluates and thus improves .

there are several types of evaluation . at the beginning 
of any small group, seminar, Bible study, or evangelistic 
effort, the team should make a list of goals and 
objectives . periodically during the ministry, take time 
to evaluate . How well are you fulfilling these goals 
and objectives? and at the end of the event, conduct a 
detailed evaluation . try to involve every team member 
in this process, and share the information so it may be 
used to improve future events .

although evaluations look at specific aspects of the 
event, there are several underlying questions . 

What have we done that we feel is successful? •	
How could we improve it even more?
What would we do differently? What have we •	
left out? What needs to be added? changed? 
eliminated?

evaluation form

the evaluation form included in this manual (see 
appendix m) is quite detailed, but it will help you 
identify strengths and weaknesses if everyone is 
honest and thorough in filling it out . do all you can to 
insure openness, trust, and confidentiality .  for written 
forms, it is usually best not to have those responding 
give their names, although the sample evaluation 
does have space for a name .

some items may not be relevant to your evangelism 
event . adapt the form as needed . the final three 
questions could be used separately for an evaluation 
in almost any situation .

remember that evaluation is a valuable tool for growth 
and improvement . Work with the evangelistic team in 
analyzing the information from the evaluation forms . 
pray for wisdom, and decide on specific improvements 
that can be made in the future . prepare a report and 
use these ideas to make the next event even more 
successful, to God’s glory!
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Handout
ChapteR 15. evalUatiOn
once the Bible study, small group, or evangelistic series has ended, and the follow up events are completed, 
what happens next? do you slip back into your ordinary routine, or do you take time to evaluate and learn 
from the success and mistakes? a wise leader always evaluates and thus improves .

there are several types of evaluation .•	
 at the beginning of any small group, seminar, Bible study, or evangelistic effort, the team should •	
make a list of goals and objectives . 
periodically during the ministry, take time to evaluate . How well are you fulfilling these goals and •	
objectives? and at the end of the event, conduct a detailed evaluation . 
try to involve every team member in this process, and share the information so it may be used to •	
improve future events .

although evaluations look at specific aspects of the event, there are several underlying questions . 
What have we done that we feel is successful? How could we improve it even more?•	
What would we do differently? What have we left out? What needs to be added? changed? •	
eliminated?

evaluation form:
the evaluation form included in this manual (see appendix m) is quite detailed, but it will help you •	
identify strengths and weaknesses if everyone is honest and thorough in filling it out . do all you can 
to insure openness, trust, and confidentiality . 
for written forms, it is usually best not to have those responding give their names, although the •	
sample evaluation does have space for a name .
some items may not be relevant to your evangelism event . adapt the form as needed . the final •	
three questions could be used separately for an evaluation in almost any situation .

remember:
evaluation is a valuable tool for growth and improvement . •	
Work with the evangelistic team in analyzing the information from the evaluation forms .•	
pray for wisdom, and decide on specific improvements that can be made in the future .•	
prepare a report and use these ideas to make the next event even more successful, to God’s glory!•	
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QUOtatiOns fROm ellen white 
On ChRist’s methOds Of evanGelism

If you would approach the people acceptably, humble your hearts before God, and learn His ways . We shall 
gain much instruction for our work from a study of christ’s methods of labor and His manner of meeting 
the people… .the words of the master were clear and distinct, and were spoken in sympathy and tenderness . 
they carried with them the assurance that here was truth . It was the simplicity and earnestness with which 
christ labored and spoke that drew so many to Him .—evangelism, p . 53

In His discourses christ did not bring many things before them at once, lest He might confuse their minds . 
He made every point clear and distinct .—evangelism, p . 56

they were not to enter into controversies; this was not their work . they were to reveal and advocate the truth 
in their own characters, through earnest prayer and meditation revealing personal experience in genuine 
christianity . . . .they were to call the attention of their hearers to greater truths yet to be revealed . they were 
to cast the arrow, and the spirit of God was to guide the shaft into the heart .—evangelism, p . 59

there is a great work to be done yet, and every effort possible must be made to reveal christ as the sin-
pardoning savior, christ as the sin-bearer, christ as the bright and morning star, and the lord will give us 
favor before the world until our work is done .—evangelism, p . 65

When the truth in its practical character is urged upon the people because you love them, souls will be 
convicted, because the Holy spirit of God will impress their hearts .—evangelism, p . 124

We are to present the truth in the way that christ told His disciples to present it—in simplicity and love .—
evangelism, p . 143 

But the most successful work is that which keeps self as much as possible out of sight . It is the work of 
giving line upon line and precept upon precept, here a little and there a little; coming close in sympathy with 
human hearts .—evangelism, p . 152

there is a danger of passing too rapidly from point to point . Give short lessons, and often .—evangelism, p . 
152

teach them how to surrender themselves to God, how to believe, how to claim the promises . let the deep 
love of God be expressed in words of encouragement, in words of intercession . —evangelism, p . 156

the truths that we hold in common should be dwelt upon first, and the confidence of the hearers obtained .—
evangelism, p . 165

the best way to expose the fallacy of error is to present the evidences of truth . this is the greatest rebuke 
that can be given to error .—evangelism, p . 170

christ seldom attempted to prove that truth is truth . He illustrated truth in all its bearings and then left His 
hearers free to accept or reject it, as they might choose . He did not force anyone to believe .—evangelism, 
p . 171

all whose hearts are in sympathy with the heart of Infinite love will seek to reclaim, and not to condemn .—
evangelism, p . 174

APPENDIX A
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those who seek to correct others should present the attractions of Jesus . they should talk of His love and 
compassion, present His example and sacrifice, reveal His spirit, and they need not touch the subject of dress 
at all . . . . there is something richer to speak of . talk of christ, and when the heart is converted, everything that 
is out of harmony with the Word of God will drop off .” —evangelism, p . 272

more time should be devoted to patiently educating others, giving the hearers opportunity to express 
themselves . — evangelism, p . 338

tell those whom you visit the end of all things is at hand . the lord Jesus christ will open the door of their 
hearts, and will make upon their minds lasting impressions . strive to arouse men and women from their 
spiritual insensibility . tell them how you found Jesus, and how blessed you have been since you gained an 
experience in His service . tell them what blessing comes to you as you sit at the feet of Jesus, and learn 
precious lessons from His Word . tell them of the gladness and joy that there is in the christian life . — 
evangelism, p . 486 

the subject of christ’s teaching was the word of God . He met questioners with a plain, ‘It is written,’ ‘What 
saith the scripture?’ ‘How readest thou?’ at every opportunity when an interest was awakened by either 
friend or foe, He presented the word . — Ministry of healing, p . 21

christ’s method alone will give true success in reaching the people . the saviour mingled with men as 
one who desired their good . He showed His sympathy for them, ministered to their needs, and won their 
confidence . then He bade them ‘follow me’ .—Ministry of healing, p . 143

as you seek to draw others within the circle of His love, let the purity of your language, the unselfishness 
of your service, the joyfulness of your demeanor, bear witness to the power of His grace .— The Ministry of 
healing, p . 156

consecrate yourself to God in the morning, make this your very first work . let your prayer be, ‘take me, o 
lord, as wholly thine . I lay all my plans at thy feet . use me today in thy service . abide with me, and let all 
my work be wrought in thee .—steps to Christ, p . 70

our watchword is to be, onward, ever onward! angels of heaven will go before us to prepare the way . our 
burden for the regions beyond can never be laid down till the whole earth is lightened with the glory of the 
lord . —evangelism, p . 707
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memBeRship sURvey fORm

APPENDIX B

name: __________________________________________    _____________________________________________
 last first

address _______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

phone: __________________________________________    _____________________________________________
 Home Work

please check the activities in which you are willing and able to participate:

____ carpentry   ____ mechanical  other

____ child care   ____ painting   ______________________________________

____ clerical   ____ plumbing   _______________________________________

____ construction  ____ sewing   _______________________________________

____ elder care   ____ telephone   ______________________________________

____ electrical   ____ transportation  _______________________________________

____ food service  ____ tutoring (language) _______________________________________

____ Gardening   ____ tutoring (reading)  _______________________________________

____ Housekeeping  ____ yard work   _______________________________________

please check the appropriate items in the list below to indicate your availability for Good neighbor plan 
projects:

____ sundays

____ Weekdays

____ evenings

____ seasonal (please specify) ______________________________________________________________________

____ other (please specify):_________________________________________________________________________
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ResOURCes

APPENDIX C

www.adventistwomensministries.org 
the official site for the General conference Women’s ministries .

www.nadwm.org
the official site for the north american division Women’s ministries .  

http://www.gcchildmin.org 
the official site for the General conference children’s ministries

www.adventsource.org
the official leadership resource distribution center for the north american division . adventsource has 
books, seminars and dvds to assist in preparing your church .

www.adventistevangelism.com
the color press site for custom handbills plus other services to assist in your evangelistic campaign .

www.empoweredchurch.org
the amazing facts site with all types of support resources .

www.growthgroups.us
simple, practical, and reproducible holistic small groups that work in adventism . the website is packed 
with everything from training and sermons to audio and video files you can download .

www.handbills.org
the Hamblin website offers a complete series of handbills and supporting material for your evangelistic 
meetings .

www.lifestylematters.com
Health-related seminars to connect with your community .

www.gospelharvest.org
evangelism seminar attendance tracking software from amazing facts .

www.seminarsunlimited.org
seminars unlimited offers complete support for your evangelistic meetings from consultation to brochure 
printing and mailing services . call 800-982-3344

www.nadei.com
the north american division evangelism Institute educates, equips and empowers 
for evangelistic ministry .
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PrePared evanGelistiC Presentations

share Him (formerly Global evangelism) has prepared evangelistic sermons for pastors and lay members 
to use . for more information go to www .sharehim .org .

The New Beginnings evangelistic series is also a great resource of sermons/slides and can be obtained 
from www .adventsource .org .

Books

answers to difficult bible Texts (available from amazing facts)

Christian service by ellen G . White (available from your adventist Book center)

sharing our faith with friends without losing either by monte shalin (available from your adventist Book 
center or adventsource)

evangelism by ellen G . White (available from your adventist Book center)

good Things Come in small groups written by a small group (available from adventsource)

light your world for god by ernestine and mark finley (available from adventsource)

The Ministry of healing by ellen G . White (available from your adventist Book center)

The radical Prayer by derek morris (available from your adventist Book center)

health for the harvest by robert s . folkenberg, Jr . (available from adventsource)

just walk across the room by Bill Hybels (available from adventsource)

Path to the heart by Glen coon (available from amazing facts)

Prayer warriors by ron Halvorsen  (available from adventsource)

Thirty days to a More effective Prayer life by Joe engelkemier (available from adventist Book center)

Christ’s way of reaching People by philip samaan (available from your adventist Book center or 
adventsource)

new Testament witnessing by elden K . Walter (available from adventsource)

Child evanGelism

Forever stories Funpack
a complete child evangelism program that comes in a convenient carrying case . this all-in-one-place kit 
provides everything needed to conduct meetings for kids ages 4-11 during an evangelism series . also use 
it for neighborhood Bible clubs, children’s church, and vBs follow-up programs .

Includes the five-volume forever stories set, five fun books, a guide book, two videos, two coloring books, 
and two prints . cost is about $90 . available at www .adventsource .org or by calling 800-328-0525 .
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pROfile Of eXtended family 
memBeR/fRiend

APPENDIX d

name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________

occupation: _____________________________________________________________________________________

age: ______________ city of Birth: ___________________________________________________________________

marital status: ____ married spouse’s name:_____________________________________________________
 ____ single
 ____ divorced
 ____ Widowed

children’s names and ages: _______________________________________________________________________

special Interests/recreation: _______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

special skills/talents: ______________________________________________________________________________

special problems/concerns/needs: __________________________________________________________________

religious Background: ____________________________________________________________________________

attitude toward adventists: _______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
 
misconceptions about adventists: __________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Knowledge of the Bible: __________________________________________________________________________

other family/relatives who are christians: __________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

other adventists he/she knows well: _______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

other relevant information: _______________________________________________________________________
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neiGhBORhOOd sURvey

APPENDIX E

Would your family benefit from a 5-day plan to stop smoking? _______________________________________

Would classes on nutrition, healthful cooking, or other health-related topics be of interest? _____________ 

What topics? ____________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

             Would you like to learn about weight control? ____________________________________________________

are you interested in learning about world events and their relationship to Bible predictions? _____________

do you have any difficulty in understanding the Bible? ______________________________________________

Would you like some helpful Bible study guides? ____________________________________________________

Is there some other way our church can be of help to you? ____________________________________________

If so, in what areas? _____________________________________________________________________________

name __________________________________________________________________________________________

address __________________________________________________________________________________________

city __________________________________________ state _________________________ zIp ____________________

phone __________________________________________________ date _______________________________________

name of survey taker __________________________________________________________________________
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COmmUnity ReliGiOUs sURvey

APPENDIX F

1 . In your opinion, is there a God?  _____ yes _____ no

2 . do you think there is life after death? _____ yes _____ no

3 . according to your understanding, who is Jesus?

 ___ son of God ___ savior of mankind ___ creator 

 ___ prophet ___ Good man ___ not sure

4 . do you believe Jesus will come to earth again _____ yes _____ no

5 . Is there a Bible in your home? _____ yes _____ no

6 . do you feel you understand the Bible as well as you would like? _____ yes _____ no

7 . What church do/did your parents attend? _______________________________________________________

8 . do you belong to the same church? _____ yes _____ no

9 . about how often are you able to attend church?

 ___ several times a week ___ Weekly ___ monthly ___ seldom  ___ never

10 . In your opinion, how does one become a christian?  _____________________________________

11 . If you had the opportunity, would you like to study the Bible more? _____ yes _____ no

name __________________________________________________________________________________________

address __________________________________________________________________________________________

city __________________________________________ state _________________________ zIp ____________________

phone __________________________________________________ date _______________________________________

name of survey taker __________________________________________________________________________
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dOOR hanGeR

APPENDIX g
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several years ago, edit fonseca from the southern 
parana conference, Brazil, dreamed of and began 
a Bible study program she called “project B=B” or 
“Bible=Baptism .” It has been highly successful and 
many have been baptized as a result all through 
south america . It is an excellent way to give women 
opportunities to work for their family, friends and 
neighbors in one on one Bible studies . this is how they 
conduct the program in south america . 

first, there is prayer . In their Women’s ministries 
meetings, they pray about project B=B specifically . 
they pray before, during the initial project, and as the 
project continues .

next, they schedule an interview with the pastors/
elders to explain the project and to negotiate the 
purchase of Bibles through the church or by other 
means . 

once there is approval for the program, they select the date to present the idea for this event . It should be 
presented on a sabbath during the first part of the year so that there will be enough time to finish all of the 
Bible studies by the end of the year . preference could be given to one of the two special dates for Women’s 
ministry already on the church calendar:

1st sabbath in march – International Women’s day of prayer
2nd sabbath in June – Women’s ministries emphasis day

organizers then prepare their material, copying the project B=B 
enrollment card to be handed to each person who will participate (see 
appendix I .) after a date is finalized, they begin to advertise the date . 

the program they plan can include testimonies, congregational singing, 
special songs, informative talks about Women’s ministries, local and 
worldwide Women’s ministries news, and interviews . the Women’s 
ministries director or another person speaks about the happiness of 
sharing christ’s message with others . It is good to include personal 
experiences of members who are giving Bible studies or holding 
evangelistic series, and the results of these efforts . 

she immediately asks each person present (women, men, youth, elderly) 
to think of a relative or friend who would be happier if they studied 
the Word of God . she then explains that Women’s ministries has a 
plan to help reach this person, and she outlines the B=B program . she 
emphasizes that each person who participates takes a Bible, Bible study 
guides, and the baptismal certificate . the leadership and planning 
committee then invite each person to make a commitment to: 

pROjeCt B=B:  BiBle eQUals 
Baptism

APPENDIX h

In tHe varIous BrancHes of tHe WorK of 
God’s cause, tHere Is a WIde fIeld In WHIcH 
our sIsters may do Good servIce for tHe 

master . many lInes of mIssIonary WorK are 
neGlected . In tHe dIfferent cHurcHes, mucH 
WorK WHIcH Is often left undone or done 
Imperfectly, could Be Well accomplIsHed 
By tHe Help tHat our sIsters, If properly 

Instructed, can GIve . tHe laBours of sucH 
cHrIstIan Women are needed . 

review and herald,  dec . 10, 1914 .

perseverant and fervent prayers 
that are full of love and faith 
are an important part of the 

life of the people who dedicate 
themselves to the B = B project .

What about the results? each 
Bible results in a baptism . 
Happiness and joy shine in 

the eyes of those who teach 
and those who receive the 

Bible studies . they follow the 
simple steps for B = B and the 

program becomes a happy 
reality in the church

vasti viana
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study the Bible with one person•	
prepare this person for baptism by the end of the year•	

the Bible and the Bible studies do not belong to the member who received them in church but to the person 
who needs to be reached by the message .

the name of the person who will receive the Bible studies will become part of the prayer list at the Wednesday 
evening worship and/or the women’s prayer group’s prayer list .

each person who takes a Bible and Bible studies will be supervised in their missionary work by the Women’s 
ministries leader of the church, mission or conference, or her designated assistant . these directors will regularly 
send correspondence and bulletins, or they will maintain contact by phone . Whenever a doubt or difficulty 
arises during the studies, immediate help is available because of this regular contact .

the Bible study student is asked to study in the new Bible without 
underlining, marking or writing even his or her name . the Bible 
will belong to the student permanently only on the day of her 
or his baptism or graduation . (some decide to be baptized long 
after studies end .)

When someone who is studying the Bible asks to be baptized,  
s/he should be directed to the pastor . any doctrinal questions this 
person may have should be clarified . the baptismal service should 
be explained clearly to the new convert, and the baptismal form 
should be filled out .

not only do the women have a special service to mark the 
beginning of project B=B, but they also hold a special ceremony 
for the closing/baptismal service . they organize the Bibles 
and Bible studies on a front table . they have the project B=B 
enrollment cards and the baptismal certificates on hand . the 
Bible should be wrapped in beautiful paper with a lovely bow 
and after the baptism given to the person who studied it . a Bible 
marking plan should be given with the Bible . you may want to 
write a dedication in the Bible or you could personalize it even 
more .

those in charge of the program request that those who took the 
Bible and the Bible studies remain in the front after they have 
heard the above instructions and have filled out and returned the 
project B=B enrollment card . all are asked to raise their Bible and 
the Bible studies high . a Bible promise is read and if possible a 
picture is taken of the group . then the pastor is invited to say a 
few words and to offer a prayer of consecration for the group and 
their work .

then discipleship begins . after the baptism, a class of new 
members can be formed, or these new members can study 
individually . However, this time the study will be with the Bible 
marking plan . students will be taught how to use this plan correctly . 
this reinforces the topics learned before baptism . It is also the 
beginning of preparing the new member to teach others .

at the end of the Bible marking plan study, there could be a 
graduation where the certificates for the completed course are 
given along with a new Bible and a series of the Bible studies, a 
project B=B enrollment card and a blank Baptismal certificate so 
that the new member can continue the project B=B cycle .

tHe Women’s mInIstrIes 
dIrectors can and sHould enter 
In a contract WItH tHe cHurcH 
or conference to receIve tHe 
names and address of people 
WHo IndIcate an Interest In a 
vIsIt or WHo are tunInG In to 

seventH-day adventIst radIo or 
tv proGrams . tHese people WrIte 

requestInG vIsIts and studIes . 
We can WorK WItH tHese people 

In tHe proJect B=B .

vastI vIana

dediCation for the BiBle 
for ProjeCt B=B

congratulations! you have 
completed a series of studies 
of the Holy scriptures . I 
know that Jesus has spoken 
to you through this Book 
and He has found a place in 
your heart . 
In the name of Women’s 
ministries, we would like 
to offer you this Bible . It is 
our desire that this Book 
continues to be a light in 
your path .

church
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wOmen’s ministRies
enROllment CaRd
pROjeCt B = B         BiBle = Baptism

APPENDIX i

Information on the individual who will receive studies

name ___________________________________________________________________________   age __________

marital status  ___________________________________________________________________________________

current religious affiliation  ________________________________________________________________________

Is this person a member of a sabbath school class? ___________________________________________________

Is this person a member of the Bible study class? ____________________________________________________

Instructor responsible:

name ___________________________________________________________________________________________  

your pastor’s name _______________________________________________________________________________

name of the seventh-day adventist church you attend ________________________________________________
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plant a seed ministRy

APPENDIX j

these words were spoken by Jesus to His disciples as He stood watching the samaritan woman and the 
people whom she had told about Jesus come running to see Jesus . the disciples had returned, bringing 
food for Jesus to eat . But Jesus did not want earthly food . Instead He said, “my food is to do the will of Him 
who sent me, and to finish His work” (John 4:34 nKJv) . Jesus knew His purpose on this earth was to do His 
father’s will . do you know God’s will for your life?

as Jesus looked at the large group of people coming toward Him, He told the disciples that the harvest they 
thought was in the future was actually ready right now, that very day (John 4:35) . But the next words Jesus 
spoke are the ones I want to focus on . He said to them, “and he who reaps receives wages, and gathers fruit 
for eternal life, that both he who sows and he who reaps may rejoice together . for in this the saying is true: 
‘one sows and another reaps’ “ (John 4:37, 38 nKJv) . 

What did Jesus mean by these words?  When we think of the cycle of planting and harvesting, it is not hard 
to understand His illustration and its application . some people will sow the seeds of the gospel in people’s 
lives, and others will reap the results of the work someone else has done . do you fully understand the 
implications of what He is saying? perhaps we have often felt that only certain people are called to sow the 
“good seed” of the gospel and also to do the reaping . We think of it as the work of just certain people, such 
as the pastor, the elders, evangelists, those gifted to do Bible studies, or trained Bible Workers . many of us 
never think that we ourselves may be called by God to be the ones who sow—or perhaps reap . those tasks, 
those responsibilities, were for other people, we think . But a careful look at these verses in John may change 
our perspective . Jesus is saying that there are people who reap who never sowed the seeds . the question 
that comes to mind is, “Who did the sowing?” Whoever it was, they were focused on sowing . they did not 
mind that someone else would reap where they had sowed, that someone else got the credit . they were 
sowers, sharing the Good news of the Gospel .

let’s look at another familiar text that talks about God’s purpose for our lives . “Go therefore and make 
disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the father and of the son and of the Holy spirit” 
(matthew 28:19 nKJv) . Here God is calling all believers, every one of us, to go and tell the world . no doubt 
the way we tell, the way we share the gospel, will vary . the gifts, talents, and abilities that God gives us vary . 
one person is a teacher, another a housewife, another a medical technician, another an architect . Whatever 
work you may be doing in order to pay the bills, remember that’s not your highest purpose . It is one avenue 
that God has given you to fulfill your life’s purpose, which is to “go” and tell the world about Jesus .

so the teacher tells her students through her kindness, her patience, her fairness . the housewife tells her 
family and her neighbors through her cooking, her hospitality, her concern for others, the example of her 
devotional life . a worker’s honesty, industry, calm temper, and even neatness, may preach a quiet sermon . 
and on and on . 

there are many ways for us to plant seeds, but the best way is to plant seeds of love in the lives of people 
we meet . We may not know how to give a Bible study . We may not know how to convince someone that 
the seventh day is the sabbath . But we can all plant seeds of love in someone’s life . a stranger, a co-worker, 
a friend, a family member, a neighbor . that was Jesus’ method (Ministry of healing, p . 143) . He focused on 
loving people to His father . He made genuine, caring friendships, and as a result people had confidence in 
Him . He cared about people enough that He did all He could to met their needs . Jesus was planting seeds of 
love in people’s lives, and as a result hearts opened so that He could tell them about His father .  Jesus was 
planting seeds of love . can you do this? yes, all of us can . 

for In tHIs tHe sayInG Is true: ‘one soWs and anotHer reaps’
JoHn 4:38
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now you may wonder, how can I plant seeds in someone’s life . let me share some ideas . 

do you love to read? you could visit the elderly in a senior citizens home and spend time reading to them . •	
visit the hospital and read to those who can’t read for themselves . someone in your neighborhood may 
be sick and would be happy for someone to read to them . that’s planting seeds of God’s love .

do you love to cook? you can cook some food for someone you know who is sick . or someone who has •	
lost a loved one . you can teach some of your neighbors or coworkers to cook food that is healthful . you 
can bake bread and take it to a homeless shelter or a new neighbor . that’s planting seeds of love .

do you love to do crafts? you can make cards and give them to people whom you meet every day in the •	
supermarket, the pharmacy, the hotel, the airport . leave a card of thanks and encouragement for them 
with a few kind words and a text for their day . that’s planting seeds of love .

are you elderly and unable to move around? you can take your telephone book and call some people each •	
day and ask if you can pray for the problems in their lives . you’ll be amazed at how many people will tell 
a total stranger their problems and let you pray for them . that’s planting seeds of love .

say thank you to the car park attendant with a smile . that’s planting seeds of love .•	

do you love to listen? then take time to listen to people who are desperate to unload their pain and their •	
problems . there are many who are desperate for someone to listen to them and validate their feelings . 
that’s planting seeds of love .

volunteer to tutor some children in church or in your neighborhood who are having a difficult time •	
keeping up in school . that’s planting seeds of love .

you may never reap from the seeds you’ve planted . But that’s okay . When God uses us to plant a seed of 
His love in someone’s life, He will nurture it . He’ll send the rain, His Holy spirit, to help that little plant that 
grows from the seed . He’ll send other people to add some plant food, to nurture the plant as it grows until 
it reaches maturity . and then God will send the reapers . you many never see these people, but that’s okay . 
Jesus said, some will sow and some will reap .

are you one who reaps or one who sows? even if you feel that not many are called to reap, we are all called 
to sow . every church member is called to be part of the great work of telling the world . the question is, what 
are you doing? may God help you discover your part—as sower or reaper . and once you know this, go out 
and use the gift, the ability, the talent, that thing you love to do, to reach souls for Jesus by planting seeds 
of love in their lives .
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finanCial GUidelines and 
ReCORdkeepinG

APPENDIX k

Here are guidelines for managing the financial recordkeeping .

It is important to open a separate checking account for the evangelistic effort .•	

you, or a designated treasurer, should care for all finances . select someone who has proven financial •	
ability .

If the conference or mission provides financing, it should be given as an advance .•	

Immediately deposit all funds into the account .•	

always pay by check or credit card .  never pay bills in cash•	

Keep receipts for every expense .•	

two people should count the offering and put it in a safe place . Both need to sign their names •	
testifying to the total . file the envelopes with your report .

It may be best to ask for the offering just once a week, giving out the envelope a night in advance, •	
and making a short offering appeal . 

If you receive any funding from the conference, mission, church board, or other church source, you will have 
to report your expenses and income . Here are some helpful hints: 

ask the conference or mission treasurer to explain the format for reporting . follow instructions •	
exactly .

fill out the report in detail .•	

record each expense in the evangelistic effort on the report by check number, putting the check •	
number on the receipt as well .

turn in the report as soon as possible after the crusade is finished .•	

send the budget report to the appropriate ministerial secretary or treasurer . •	

Be accurate .•	
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sample fORm fOR evanGelistiC 
BUdGet

APPENDIX l - 1

name of pastor or evangelist ______________________________________________________________________

address _________________________________________________________________________________________

city where meeting is to be held _____________________________________ population _____________________

start date _____________________________ ending date ____________________ number of nights _________

location/hall ____________________________________________________________________________________

number of prospects in church file ______________ sda membership __________________________________

possIBle sources of Income

local contributors_______________________________________________________________________________

local or district offerings _________________________________________________________________________

conference or mission ____________________________________________________________________________

other sources: 

Global missions __________________________________________________________________________________

special projects __________________________________________________________________________________

other _____________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

offerings during meetings________________________________________________________________________ 
(In north america you can estimate $3-4 .00 per week for each person attending . your 
attendance will probably never equal more than your regular sabbath morning attendance .)
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eXpense BUdGet fOR evanGelistiC 
event

APPENDIX l - 2

 inCome exPense inCome exPense

rental of meeting hall musicians
     Wage
     mileagerental of lot for tent, etc .

equipment rental total music costs

estimated utilities

advertizing
      Handbills, brochures

film rentals, videos, 
etc

     newspaper decorations

     letters (including vop,  
     fft, It is Written, Breath  
     of life, etc .)

Board and room for 
evangelistic team

    postage miscellaneous

     pictures total miscellaneous

     signs and posters total estimated 
expense

     radio and tv estimated Income

     other advertising estimated offerings

literature  pre-crusade pledges 
and cash by members     tracts

     Bibles total estimated 
Income

     attendance awards conference 
appropriation needed

     Baptismal 

     total literature
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evalUatiOn fORm

APPENDIX m

description of the evangelistic event _______________________________________________________________

meeting dates, time of meeting ___________________________________________________________________

location _________________________________________________________________________________________

aPProval
 Got prior approval from: date approval received (approximate)
 pastor ___________________________________________
 Key lay-persons in church ___________________________________________
 conference or mission ___________________________________________
 associates ___________________________________________
 church Board ___________________________________________
 Women’s ministries committee ___________________________________________

number of volunteers who helped (approximate) ______________________________

number baptized ______________ number of decisions ______________ number of interests ______________

number of sda members who came to the event or ministry __________________________________________

number of visitors who came to the event or ministry _____________________________________________

How many came primarily because of…
___________ Invitations by friends ___________ tv
___________ flyers/handbills ___________ Website
___________ posters ___________ newspaper
___________ radio ___________ other__________________________________

1 . please rate the effectiveness of advertizing very poor poor average Good excellent 

2 . please rate the overall planning very poor poor average Good excellent

3 . comments:______________________________________________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

leadership.  please rate the leaders on each of the following criteria:
4 . delegated responsibility very poor poor average Good excellent
5 . followed up with volunteers very poor poor average Good excellent
6 . trained volunteers very poor poor average Good excellent
7 . encouraged volunteers very poor poor average Good excellent
8 . Gave adequate instructions very poor poor average Good excellent
9 . related well with volunteers very poor poor average Good excellent
10 . prayed with volunteers very poor poor average Good excellent
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the meetings:  please rate the following aspects of the meeting/service itself .
11 . average attendance at the meeting very poor poor average Good excellent
12 . organization of the meetings very poor poor average Good excellent
13 . things kept moving very poor poor average Good excellent
14 . stayed within time limits very poor poor average Good excellent
15 . Involved participants very poor poor average Good excellent
16 . effective use of visual aids very poor poor average Good excellent
17 . equipment condition very poor poor average Good excellent
18 . lighting & sound system very poor poor average Good excellent
19 . premises neat and attractive very poor poor average Good excellent

volunteers:  please rate the effectiveness of each of the following
20 . prayer committee very poor poor average Good excellent
21 . decoration committee very poor poor average Good excellent 
22 . follow-up committee  very poor poor average Good excellent
23 . food committee very poor poor average Good excellent 
24 . Greeters very poor poor average Good excellent
25 . lodging committee very poor poor average Good excellent 
26 . parking lot committee very poor poor average Good excellent
27 . public address system committee  very poor poor average Good excellent
28 . ushers very poor poor average Good excellent
29 . visitation committee very poor poor average Good excellent

30 . other ________________________________ very poor poor average Good excellent 

specific comments ____________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

effectiveness of leaders
31 . leaders took responsibility very poor poor average Good excellent
32 . ability to start & lead on their own very poor poor average Good excellent
33 . time spent in personal and group prayer  very poor poor average Good excellent
34 . quality of sermons very poor poor average Good excellent
35 . visitation very poor poor average Good excellent

specific comments: ______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[you are welcome to write on the back of this page to answer the following questions, if you wish .]

36 . What were the strengths of this meeting or event? 

37 . What changes would you make if you were organizing or conducting a similar event?

38 . What have you learned about organizing and conducting an evangelistic event?



NOTES





ouTReacH Is FoR eveRyoNe is designed to include as 
many women from your congregations as possible . Building a 
motivating training and an effective empowering process will 
take time and energy, but will definitely be a blessing . start 
praying about this now, and ask your church’s prayer team to 
make it a priority .

THe ouTReacH Is FoR eveRyoNe:  WomeN’s mINIsTRIes 
evaNgelIsm maNual includes fifteen chapters . each 60 
minute chapter can be used as a training event for the women in 
the local church or for personal study . chapters include:

our Gospel commission•	
preparing the church•	
preparing the community •	
advertising for success •	
one to one Bible studies•	
friendship evangelism•	
small Group evangelism•	
seminar style evangelism•	
evangelistic meetings I:  planning and preparation •	
evangelistic meetings II:  training and committees •	
evangelistic meetings III:  preparing and presenting the sermon•	
visitation and Getting decisions•	
the Baptismal service•	
discipling new members•	
evaluation•	

this is a valuable resource to train and equip women for many 
types of evangelism .

www.adventistwomensministries.org


